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PREFACE 
Scope and Methodology 
0 Scope 
The present work in the form of an annotated bibliography 
is the result of a continuous and constant atteB|)t of search-
ing all significant literature available on FID, its projects, 
progranmes and problems. Although the bibliography is selective 
in nature, an atteiqpt has been made to cover all aspects of the 
topic. 
FID is one of the well known International federation in 
the field of documentation and information and has played a 
vital role in the establishment and development^ of docimenta-
tion and information activities at national and international 
levels. The great and growing importance of F.I.D. in tiie 
field of documentati<si and information has fesclnated me to 
undertake this topic for my dissertation. Attenqpt has been 
made to cover this topic as comprehensive as possible. 
1 Methodoj.ogy 
To collect material on the subject, secondary sources such 
as Library Literature, Library Infoz*mation Science Abstract and 
Current Research in Library and Information Science were consulted 
to approach primary souirces urtiich included periodical articles 
on FID and its activities and also some FID publications viz. FID 
News Letter, FID Bulletin and International Forum on Information 
(iii) 
and Documentation, ^ e t i t l e s of the periodicals iised for 
compiling bibliography are given in the form of a l i s t at 
the last portion of the part III Indexes* 
& 
Besides that^sources FID Conferencea^Congress proceedings 
have also helped me a lot in undertaking this venture. Abstracts 
are mostly informative, based generally on the author's 
abstract8|as i t i s generally held that author i s the best person 
to summarise his article. 
2 Standard Followed 
2,1 Bibliographic References for Periodical Article; 
to 
Care has been taken/strictly follow the r\iles and practices 
of the Indian Standards for Bibliographical Reference(IS:2381-
1963) for each entry of the bibliography. Thus i t gives 
uniformity for the bibliographical reference^throughout the 
selected bibliography. Attei^t has been made to give a maximum 
abbreviated form for the nao^ of periodical. The items of 
bibliographical reference for each entry of periodical are 
arranged as follows: 
a) Name(s) of author(s)j b) Full stop (.) 
c) Title of contribution including sub t i t l e , i f any. 
d) Pull stop ( .) 
e) Title of the periodical in abbreviated form as <ar 
as possible, 
f) Full stop (.) 
g) Volume number 
h) Coma (,) 
i) Issue number 
j) Semicolon (*) 
( iv) 
k) Year of publication 
1) Coma ( , ) 
m) Date of publication 
n) Semi col<»i (») 
o) Inclusive pages of ar t i c l e 
SPECIMEN ENTRY 
KEENAN(Stella). FID at ninety. Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 11, 
3» 1986f 20-25. 
Discusses FID's origin, objectives, p o l i c i e s , h is torical 
developments, present membership, programme. For the iiqpli-
mentation ofthe programmes the organisational structxare also 
described. FID have a number of products UDC, ISCXIID etc . 
FID*s services only publications are mentioned. 
2,2 Composite Book 
The items of information for each entry of a contribution 
to a conposite book are arranged as follows: 
a) ^ame(s) of author(s)» 
b) Title of contribution 
c) Connecting vord, such as *In* and the following items 
of information of the host~c[ocumentJ 
1) Name(s) of author(s), 
2) TiUe 
3) Volume number, 
4) Edition number 
5) Year of publication 
6) Place of publication, and 
7) Publisher 
d) Specification of place of occurence referred to the 
form of 'p* or 'Sec' or 'Chap* as 'Part' or any other 
(v) 
appropriate term followed by the number or numbers 
concerned. 
SPECIMEN ENTRY 
SUNAROICOV(L). Computer applications in Information 
activities: Current state and prospects. In: THIRTY 
NINETH FID C0NGR£SS(Bru8sels)(l978). New trends in 
documentation and information. Ed. by Peter J Taylor. 
1980, London, Aslibi p 117-118. 
3 Subject Heading 
Atten^t has been made to give co-extensive subject 
heading as much as possible. It will facilitate readers to 
find out desired artideCs) from this bibliography. 
An humble effort has been made to follow 'postulates* 
and principles as suggested by Ik>. S.R, Ranganathan in the 
formulation of subject headings. If more than one entry 
cc»&es under the same subject heading, these are arranged 
strictly by the principle of alphabetical sequence. The 
general pattern of subject headings used in the bibliography 
is as follows:-
FID 
FID, Committee, Central Classification 
,, ,, Classification Research 
,, ,, Education and Tk*aining 
FID, Programme 
, , , , Information 
, , , , , , Storage and Retrieval 
t* >t ft Technology 
(vl) 
4 Argangement 
An entry is preceded by subject heading in capitals. 
The entry begins with Entry Eleinent(i.e. sximame) of the 
author in capitals, followed by the Secondary £lement(i.e. 
forename) in parenthesis, and then the title of the article, 
d^iich is followed by the title of the periodical, its voluse, 
issue number, date of publication after >^ch, are given the 
pages in inclusive notation of the articles. The each entry 
is then followed by an informative abstracts of the article. 
5 Index 
The index part contains an author index and title index. 
The XSI rules for alphabetical indexes are strictly followed 
only for title index. Each index guides to the specific 
entry or entries in the bibliography. It is hoped that they 
will be found very useful in consultation of the bibliography. 
PART ONE 
0. Introduction 
The Federation Internationale de Information et de Docu-
mentation (FID) an international, not-for-profit, non-govern-
mental organisation was founded in September 1895 as the Institute 
Internationale de Bibliography (IIB) at the Conference de Bib-
liography Internationale de Bibliographie, organised by Paul 
Otlet and Henri La Fontaine, the two people regarded as the 
foimders of the FID. The purpose of IIB as originally founded 
by Otlet and Fontaine was to create a world bibliography of 
publications (Repertoire Bibliographlque Universel - RBU) and 
form a bibliographiqxie union. bet\Meen governments. Although the 
concept of a world bibliography did not materialise, Otlet and 
La Fontaine realised the necessity for a classification system 
to identify and categorise the world's publications. 
This need led to the development of the Iftiiversal Decimal 
Classification (UDC) - a classification system widely used today 
^^re tile word viniversal can mean applicable to all subject areas 
or useful in all countries in the world, 
Vihen the IIB was founded, its essential functions were to 
provide encoiaragement for the study of classification in general 
and to promote a \miform and international system of classifica-
tion in particular. The purpose of FID has broadened in the 
ensuring years, and the original objectives of the IIB are now 
only a part of the Federation's purpose. Today the aim and 
nature of FID as summarized in the preamble of its statutes, is 
to promote through international cooperation, research and 
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development of documentation, information science, technology, 
the social sciences and the humanities. By grouping together, 
at an international level, organizations and individuals 
concerned with the problems of information science and documen-
tation, FID provides a world forumifor the exchange of ideas 
and experiences and the opportunity for interested organisations 
and individuals to coordinate their efforts. 
The nature of the Federation has been and should continue 
to be principally that of a federation of national members. 
This means liiat the principal responsibility in the government 
of the Federation remains in the hands of bodies representative 
of various countries, whereas it is agreed that individuals 
participate as specialists in the work of the Federation. FID 
cannot handle the iriiole range of problems of documentation and 
information "Oiat call for study and action within that broad 
aim. Priority fields and activities are defined so that FID 
handles them effectively, taking into accovmt information 
programs of related intergovernmental and nongovernmental orga-
nisations, such as IMesco and IFLA among others. 
The introduction to the FID statutes states that 'the aim 
of FID is to promote, throu^ international co-operation, 
research in and development of documentation,>^ich includes, 
inter alia, the organisation, storage, retrieval, dissemination 
and evaluation of information, however, recorded, in the field 
•1 
of science, technology, the social sciences, arts and humanities . 
1. KEENAN(Stella). FID Programme: IFID Rflection. Int.Forum Inf. 
and Doc.10. 4, 1985, 11. 
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Under article 2 in its statutes, the objectives of FID are 
spelt out in detail. Operative vrords such as " study, promote, 
identify, facilitate, encourage and improve" are prominent in 
these objectives . These strong positive words in^ly action to 
achieve FID's basic aim of promoting, through international 
cooperation, research and development of documentation 
1. Genesis, History and Development 
FID considers 1895 as the official year of its foxindation 
althou^ primilinary works started earlier, Henry La Fontaine 
(185A-1943) and Paul Otlet (1868-1944), both Belgian lawyers, 
got to know each other in 1892 for the preparation of the 
Conference Bibliographiqiie Internationale %diich took place in 
Brussels from September 2-4,1895. 
The main result was the creation of two institutions, the 
Office International de la Bibliographie(OIB) and the Institute 
International de la Bibliographie(IIB). The reason may have 
been that one of the foiinders. La Fontaine for political reasons 
could not became an effective member of the Office (there were five 
such members nominated by the King, among them Otlet) . The 
Office, set up by a royal decree dated September 12, 1895 had as 
its main task the organisation and publication of a bibliogra-
phical World Catalogue or the Repertoire Bibliographique Ihiversal 
(RBU) and keeping it up to date. 
. KEENAli(5-fcellaLPIl!> Programmet IPID Reflection. int.if'orum int." 
^'and Doc. 10. 4, 1985, 11. 
2, ARNTZ(Helmut). International Federation For Documentation. 
Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 6, 3, 1981, 4. 
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Both, in the coagiilation of -tte RBU, that immense dino-
saurian cord catalogue, and also in the organisation of 
bibliography internationally, the need for a device or mechanism 
\i)hich could combine organically by means of graphic works all 
things that deal with one subject, one thou^t, one thing, or 
one impression, regardless vAiether these be books, picttares, or 
musical sores was felt . This is now a search for a good scheme 
of classification started. The IIB, a non-incorporated associa-
tion of individuals, set itself the task of extending the Dewey 
Decimal classification in order to classify the World Catalogue. 
Both institutions found accomodation in the Royal Library in 
Brussels without belonging to it. 
It is diffictilt to coii9>are La Fontaine with the normal 
type of a bibliographer. Prom 1894 to 1936 he was a socialist 
member (and finally Vice-President) of the Belgian Senate. In 
1913 he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Peace in recognition of 
more than twenty years of peace research. In the League of 
Nations he was resqponsible for the creation of the Committee for 
Intellectual Cooperation (which I shall refer later). 
Even though DDC is now used throu^out the world, but it 
was very difficult at that time to get a copy of DC in Exirope. 
A copy had to be brou^t all the way from the U.S.A. This 
precious copy of the DC was used for the classification of index 
1. GUHA(B). First ei^ty years of FID and Indias participation 
in its activities: A historical perspective. An. Lib, Sci. Doc. 
22, 4» 1975. 
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entries, the•classification marathan* of 400,000 entries in 
less than two months time, llhe adoptation of DC, and finally 
publication of the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) in 
1905 are all too wellknown. 
The Office had only thirty staff members(paid by Belgian 
government) and twenty unpaid, assistants, whereas the IIB had 
several himdred staff members. Among other task, they performed 
the vAiole of the UDC development and revision. There was, 
therefore, no real need for income from the sale of UDC editions 
as long as the printing costs were covered. This favourable 
situation still seems to be reflected in the later licensing 
systems by vdiich in practice the UDC cop3rwri^t was given away 
against ^ tremely low royalties. In 1905 the first complete 
edition of the UDC(in French) was ready. 
For the World Catalogue Five bibliographical conferences 
were organised in fifteen years. The work was stimulated by a 
ferrent belief in eternal world peace and the creation of an 
educated world community: 
•On the day on which the universal systematic 
arrangement has been circulated and has secured 
general application ... the public with the aid 
of single key, i.e., one and the same sub;ject 
arrangement table, will be able to turn to 
account the wealth aboimding in all collections 
of document's. 
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These words in an IIB publ ica t ion from the year 1914 
i l l u s t r a t e the immense tragedy which the outbreak of World 
War I meant for the two f lour i sh ing i n s t i t u t i o n s . In t h a t 
year the IIB had 700 members. The World Catalogue(Registre 
bibliographique universa l , RBU) consis ted of more than 
11,000,000 cards. Apart from the RBU there were a lso : 
- The Main Catalogue of L i b r a r i e s ( l i s t of the then 
ex i s t ing loca t ions of works, books, and pe r iod ica l s in the 
most important nat ional and specia l l i b r a r i e s publishing t h e i r 
catalogue)* 
- The Main Register of Associations and I n s t i t u t e s ( l i s t 
of the names and addresses i n a l l countr ies and covering a l l 
a reas) ; 
- The General Regis ter for Iconography(collection of 
photographic documents on a l l sub^Jects from various sources-
approximately 150,000 cards) . 
I f we consider the finances and manpower avai lable a t 
the time for t h i s task, the world 'Utopian' cannot be avoided. 
I t was for ty years l a t e r t h a t the computer came into being 
irfilch woxald have s tored and from which could be r e t r i eved - the 
documents and data ex i s t ing in 1914. By t h a t year, 1,293,652 
bibl iographic notes of the Bibliographia Universa l i s ' had been 
published- as much as three years publ ica t ion and pa ten ts in 
Chemistry alone would be today. 
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One is tenipted to ask if the war, terrible as it was, 
meant a healthy incision because it forced the IIB to renounce 
the unfeasible. 
In 1920, the Belgian Government transferred to the Office 
(and thereby also, unofficialy, to the IIB) the Palais du 
Cinquantenaire, in Otlet's terminology from then on the Palais 
Mondial, Shortly afterwards, Frits Donker IXiy vis put forward 
a proposal for solving the post-war financial crisis, i.e., 
determination of the IIB and setting up national centres. The 
Netherlands made the start with their NIDER in 1921 (though it 
was not until 1924 that the IIB officially became a Federation). 
After 1924 with the changed statues and the creation of Central 
C3.assification Ck>imnittee having F. D. Guyvis as secretary, much 
secretarial responsibility began gradually to shift to the Hague. 
This was formalised in 1928 MHaen Donker Duyvis was elected one 
of the secretaries General and intensified in 1931 vdien his 
superior at the Dutch Patent Office, Jan Ahling Prins, become 
President. 
In 1931 > vdien the IIB changed its name to Institute 
International de Documentation (IID), the World Bibliography 
was definitely put aside. It may be that this was partially 
due to the creation of IFLA in 1927, as this meant a clear 
distinction between librarianship(including bibliography in its 
actual meaning) and documentation( including reprography vdiich 
since 1906 already had played an inportant role in the IIB*s 
activities). 
In 1938 the name Federation In te rna t iona le de Doc.(^D) was 
chosen. In the same year, F r i t s Oonker IXiyvis took over the 
pos t of Secretary General from La Fontaine and Ot le t . " As 
Catherine O'Murra has sa id , both created a l a s t i n g , s p i r i t u a l 
background for the presen t in t e rna t iona l s i t u a t i o n of documen-
t a t i o n " . We can add t h a t t h e i r e f fo r t was the l a s t attempt 
to have a t o t a l knowledge of the ^ o l e world brought together . 
I t i s not important t h a t fo i l ed . The idea of storage i s as 
old as l i b r a r i e s , whereas the idea of r e t r i e v a l - which has 
become decisive for documentation- war created by (or a t l e a s t 
the r e s u l t of) the IIB. 
The F I D ' S b r igh t programme of 1938 was immediately 
condemned to i n a c t i v i t y u n t i l 1945 by World War I I . After 
t h a t , probably a unique opportunity was wasted because F D 
IXiyvis, whose devotion and capab i l i ty are not questioned, did 
not offer FID's knowledge and ass is tance to the United Nations 
Sc ien t i f i c and technical development a f t e r 1945 could no longer 
be con^ared to t h a t before l^e war. The need of information 
had turned in to a complete dependency. Without \:rp-to-date, 
t imely, r e l i a b l e and well se lec ted informations, progress could 
no longer be achieved. That could have been the hour of 
b r i l l a n i c from FID, because i t meant implimentation of Ot le t*s 
and La Fontainis v i s ions . The FID, however, was immobile during 
these decisive years. One system, network or programme a f t e r 
1. ARNTZ(Helmunt) In te rna t iona l Federation for Documentation. 
I n t . Forum. Inf. Doc. 6, 3» 1981 i 5. 
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^ „ ^ , r o r i s i ^ a t e . an . aeveXopea .or . ro» t . Ha^e. ^ r 
^ 3 reason also. «hen documentation became worldwide, mC 
« , not given the chance to beoo,« a world classif ication. 
I»>cu»entation ac t iv i t i e s involving large expenditure were 
started by governments and i s supranational organisations 
even without FID part icipation. 
This unsatisfactory situaUon was clearly realised by 
Dr. Alexander King (UK) >*o was elected FID President in 1955. 
At that time other organisations had already taken over large 
f ields K i^ich for decade had been regarded has the responsibility 
of the FID - primary publications, abstracting, indexing, repro-
graphy, training of information special is t and education of 
information users. There was, however enough space l e f t for 
an energetic atteiqpt to cover some of the old topics(such as 
training and education, or general theory of classification), 
and to direct FID^s ac t iv i t i e s into new f ie lds , such as docu-
mentation with the help of machine's (i/Aat we would call today 
computerised system and services) or the documentation problems 
of the developing countries. 
Jhe Warsaw Conference in 1959. FID-s f i r s t In a soc ia l i s t 
country, was arranged for the discussion of Aa t k l „ , K . , 
naa-u King had called 
a long- te r . action p rog ram. Ur^ort^^^y, ^ 
broadened to such an extent that i t included the p r i ^ p L T 
cations, t ranslauon problems, standardisation, indexing and 
to maintain a claim to leadership but could be a s ^ d h o J . U y 
what i t had to offer a t a U " \ '^"estly 
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The*eutline of a Long-Ttem Policy* approved in December 
1999 and published as FID publication 325t was therefore 
computer productive: i t created the inpression that FID wanted 
to break into the established f i e lds of ac t iv i ty of other 
organisations sp ir i t of co-operation. The cr i t i ca l reaction 
of other organisations was supported by the fact that the 
statement concluding vAiat had to take place, in each case, 
vdiere put under the harding • Tasks of the FID*. In rea l i ty , 
i t was the scrupiiLously examined tasks of the sc i ent i f i c and 
technical community and a l l international organisations 
concerned with documentation. 
When Dr. King shortly afterwards l e f t FID, the progranmie 
a c t i v i t i e s had to start afiresh immediately. I t was Burt 
Adkinson*s task, tojgether with a ismall programme conmittee, to 
reduce the 'Long-Term IVogramme' and make i t correspond to FID*s 
mai^ower and budgetary p o s s i b i l i t i e s - even i f the expert 
knowledge gathered in the FID Committees, the Regional Commi-
ssions and the National Members goes far beyond these l imitat ions 
and i t i s of exceptionally high standard. 
In 1966 a new programme ent i t l ed 'Statement on a New FID 
Programme to Meet Changing Information Patterns was published. 
These 'Changing information patterns' have constantly accompa-
nied the organisations. Since then and led to several new 
programmes to adopt FID's a c t i v i t i e s to the worldwide develop-
ment of the sc i ent i f i c and practical information problems. The 
l a s t of these, the Medium-Term Programne 1981-8A was approved 
-11-
by FID»s General Assembly in 1980. I t w i l l be amended by 
annual work plans under the control of the FID Council and 
reviewed every two years in order to guarantee that FID offers 
optimum service to information s c i e n t i s t as well as to informa-
tion users. 
When the IIB put decision to become an international 
Federation in to practice in 1924, there were five founding 
members: Belgium, The Netherlands, Germany, France and Switzer-
land. They were ;)oined by United Kingdom in 1928 and Denmark 
in 1931. Further developments appear to be hazy, because 
documents show that in 1935 the Soviet Union (Officel ly in 1958), 
Poland (1956), and Czechoslovakia(194l) were already ftill 
members. I t seems that some his tor ical research must be done 
to c lari fy -ttiis important part of FID*s history. 
»• There were thirty-one national members from a l l cont i -
nents in I960. In the l a s t twenty years, t h i s number has more 
than doubled, Kdiich may prove that FID's a c t i v i t i e s are welcomed 
in industrial ised as well as in developing countries" . FID 
has long since ceased to be based exclusively in Western Europe. 
During the 1940s i t had already expanded to cover most of the 
s o c i a l i s t countries* during the 1950's Indonesia, Japan, India, 
Brazil, I srae l , Canada and Mexico became members. 
The f i r s t overseas Conference and Congress(l960)(Rio de 
Janero) was followed by the sett ing up of the Regional Commission 
1. ARNTZ(Helmut.) International Federation For Documentation. 
Int. Forum. Inf. Doc. 6. 3» 1981» 6. 
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for Latin America ( F I E / C L A ) , and the Tokyo Conference and 
Congress i n 1967 by the Regional Commission for Asia and 
OceHnia(FID/CAO). A Regional Commission for Africa was 
decided upon a t the Copenhagen Conference and Congress in 
1980. F I D ' S a c t i v i t i e s are s t i l l going on s t rongly by the 
name 'Federat ion In te rna t iona le de Information e t de Docu-
mentation* whida was coined in 1987» Recently 44th FID 
Conference and Congress was held in Hels inki , Finland from 
28 Aug. to 1 Sept. 1988 on the tiierae Information, knowledge 
and Evolution. 
At t h i s point i n FID's development, i t i s possible to 
look back with pr ide on the p a s t n inety f ive jrears, but i t i s 
more important to look forward and an t i c ipa te the coming years 
\Aiich l ead to the cen t iun ia l i n 1995. In wr i t ing on the 90th 
Anniversary in the FID News Bul le t in , Michael W.Hill, ca l l ed 
h i s P r e s i d e n t ' s Colximn • Towards the Centenary* and discussed 
FID'S current concerns and future prospec ts . 
. . . . the modem FID i s s t i l l concerned to 
advance the scholar ly and p r a c t i c a l aspects of 
bibliography. Equally, i t continues to be act ive 
in promoting more and more e f f i c i e n t ways of 
managing paper and microforms dociiments, with 
p a r t i c u l a r a t t en t ion to explot ing, for universal 
benef i t , Hie information content of those docur-
ments. But nowadays i t i s also the managing of 
information in any format t h a t a t t r a c t s our 
a t t en t ion and, as we move s t ead i ly towards our 
centenary, i t the problem posed by information 
in e l ec t ron ic format t h a t are added to our range 
of a c t i v i t i e s ** ^ 
1. HILL(M.W.). Towards the centenary. FID News Bul le t in . 55.9» 
1985» 67. 
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By September of 1990 FID will cover its colourful 95 
years, moving forward to a glorious centenary in 1995. 
2. Change in FID Names 
Year Name (in English) Short Form 
1895 International Institute of IIB 
Bibliography. 
1931 International Institute of IID 
Documentation 
1938 International Federation for FID 
Documentation 
1987 International Federation for Infer- FID 
mation and Documentation 
3. Itembership 
•The members of IIB could be individuals, institutions 
or associations, and there was no limit placed iipon the size 
of membership. This pattern of membership remained until 
after World War I* . FID* s membership today is based on 
National Members with one or a group of documentation organi-
sations in a country acting as National Member. In addition 
FID has International Members who are active in the field of 
documentation. FID also accepts Associates (a type of interim 
membership), and Institutionalaand Personal Affiliates. 
According to ALA World every lopedia of library and information 
service, " the membership at the begining of 1985 was GT 
notional members and 1 international member. In addition these 
1. INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION For Documentation. ALA World 
Encyclopedia of Lilarary and Information Services Ed 2.1986, 
Chicago, ALA.P. 315. 
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were 234 affiliates ffoo 59 countries(l5 not represented by 
national members)" . " The beginning of 1986 FID had 69 
National and International Members and 223 Affiliates from 60 
countries" . 
4. Purpose and Objectives 
The basic purpose of FID at the time of its foundation 
was to provide encouragement for the study of classification 
in general and to promote a uniform and international system 
of classification in particular" ^ , But this became only a 
part of the Federation's purpose because today the basic 
objectives of the FID are to promote, through international 
cooperation, studies and research as well as the organisation 
and practice of information science in all fields - science, 
technology, the social sciences, and the humanities. 
For more developed countries FID provides chance to 
support, cooperate, and advise as the policy and development 
of information science in the developing areas of the world. 
In turn, the developing countries was more easily take advan-
tage of the expertise and developments of the highly indus-
trialised nations. 
A programme committee was set vtp in 1976 to define a 
new needs. The Committee met several times in conjxmction 
1. KEENAN(Stella). FID at Ninety. Int. Forum Inf.Doc. 11. 3i 
1986, 21. 
2. Qp.cit. 
3.INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION. ALA World Encyclopedia of Library 
and Information Services. Ed 2. 1986, Chicago, ALA» P.375. 
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with FID Executive and presented a new programme structure 
to the General Assembly in Edinburgh in 1978. This programme 
structure lists five long-term priority areas within the aim 
of FID in vkiicti the activities of the Federation will be 
concentrated: 
- Theoretical and linguistic basis of information 
science (including terminology), 
- Information processing and technology. 
- Education and Training of information specialists 
and information users. 
- Information needs and habits of users. 
The Medium Term Programme for 1981 through 198A was 
issued in its third draft form in May 1980 and the final 
version was presented to the General Assembly in Copenhagen 
in August 1980. 
3» Organisation and Structure 
The organisational structure of FID given in the diagram 
on the opposite page» shows the following hierarchy of 
different bodies 
5*1 General Assembly 
The governing bodies of FID are the General Assembly, 
the Council and Executive Committee. 
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" The highest au thor i ty , the General Assembly meets 
not l e s s than every two years . Sessions of the General 
Assembly, convened by the FID President , are open to 
National and In te rna t iona l members, each e n t i t l e d to a s i n ^ e 
vote. Associates, I n s t i t u t i o n a l and Personal Af f i l i a t e s and 
Honorary Fellows may p a r t i c i p a t e but have no vote" 
The FID Council, the next h ighest governing body, 
cons is t s of a President , three Vice Pres iden t s , a Tl*easurer, 
and not more than coimci l lors , are e lected by the General 
Assembly from among the represen ta t ives nominated by National 
Members. One of the Ck>uncil member must be a Belgian na t iona l . 
In addi t ion . Presidents of Region Coomissions'- represent ing 
National Members - are also member of the Ctoimcil. 
The primary tasks of the Council, which usa l ly meets two 
or three times yearly are; 
- to ensure t h a t the p o l i c i e s es tab l i shed by the General 
Assembly are iaplementedi 
- to be responsible for the fulf i lment of programmes 
no t i f i ed by the General Assembly; and 
- to execute the decisions made by the General Assembly. 
Between Council meetings FID a f f a i r s are managed by an 
Executive Committee made up of the Pres ident , iiie three Vice-
Pres idents and the Treasurer. The Executive Committee meets 
between Council Sessions a t the d i sc re t ion of the President . 
1. BROWN (Kenneth R). In te rna t iona l Federation For Documenta-
t ion : Present Operation, s t ruc ture and A c t i v i t i e s . I n t . Forum 
Inf. Doc. 6, 3»ft581» 10. 
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The FID S e c r e t a r i a t i s headed by the Secretary Gaieral 
a permanent appointment made by the Council and r a t i f i e d by 
the General Assembly, The Secretary General, who p a r t i c i p a t e s 
as a non voting member in meetings of the General Assembly. 
Ck)uncil and Executive Committee, i s responsible for executing 
the programme of work and the decisions of the General Assembly, 
the Council and Executive Committee as well as a l l adminis-
t r a t i v e chores of the Federation-membership, committee work, 
amual accostts, sa les of publ ica t ions e t c , 
3.2 Meetings 
FID Conferences and Congresses are held every two years* 
the Conference week i s made \xp of meetings a t the Council and 
the General Assembly as well as open or closed meetings of 
Committees. 
3.3 Regional Commissions 
At present there are three Regional Commissions of the 
Federationt FIE/CLA Latin American Commissions vAiich was created 
in 1960, FID/CAO, Commission for Asia and Oceania set up in 
1968 and FIE/CAF, Commission for Afi:*ica, set up in 1980. 
Established by the General Assembly, Commissions have as their 
chief objectives: 
- to promote the programme activities of the FID in their 
regions* 
- to initiate, promote and support the development of 
information science and service at the national level 
in the region* 
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- to encoijrage and assist in cooperation in 'Uie field 
among the countries of the region as well as with 
other countries. 
The Ck>minissions are governed by a president, vdio is 
elected by a Regional Assembly. As a rule the Ck>mmission 
hold biannual general assemblies and congresses. Each of 
the Regional Coimnissions publishes a news letter on informa-
tion activities in their area. 
3* 4 Cionmittees 
To assist in carrying out the FID prograimne, different 
types of Committees have been established over the years. 
There are a number of Committees- among there are: 
- FID/CCC 'Central Classification Committee* 
- FIE/CR 'Classification Research* 
- FII/DT 'Terminology of Information and Documentation' 
- FID/ET 'Education and Ti'aining* 
- FID/II 'Information For Industry' 
- FID/IM •Informetrics' 
- FID/LD 'Linguistics in Documentation' 
- FIE/PD 'Potent Information and Documentation' 
- FIE/RI 'Research on the theoretical Basis of 
Information' 
- F I D / S D 'Socia l Science Documentation' 
Aside from ^mmit tees there are s e t up from time to 
time Working Grotjps as the need a r i s e s . The former working 
groxxp on the Broad system of Ordering(work supported in p a r t 
by UNESCO) i s now continuing ast 
- FID/BSO Panel 
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- to encourage and assist in cooperation in the field 
among the coiantries of the region as well as with 
other coxmtries. 
The Ck>imnissions are governed by a president, >^o is 
elected by a Regional Assembly. As a rule the Ck>mmission 
hold biannual general assemblies and congresses. Each of 
the Regional Ck>omiissions publishes a news letter on informa-
tion activities in their area. 
3* 4 Ck>iBBittees 
To assist in carrying out the FID programme, different 
types of Committees have been established over the years. 
There are a nximber of Committees- among there are: 
- FID/CCC 'Central Classification Committee' 
- FIE/CR 'Classification Research' 
- FIE/DT 'Terminology of Information and Documentation' 
- FIE/ET 'Education and Training* 
- FID/II 'Information For Industry' 
- FID/IM 'Informetrics' 
- FIE/LD 'Linguistics in Documentation' 
- FIE/PD 'Potent Information and Doctimentation' 
- FIE/RI 'Research on the "Uieoretical Basis of 
Information' 
- F I D / S D 'Socia l Science Documentation* 
Aside from Committees there are s e t xjp fi*om time to 
time Working Groins as the need a r i s e s . The former working 
group on the Broad system of Ordering(work supported in p a r t 
by UNESCO) i s now continuing as : 
- F IE /BSO Panel 
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Work of these commissions & committees are discussed In 
detail xander the heading Pro;3ect & Programmes and Problems. 
5,5 Task Forces 
In addition to these committees, FID has three Task 
Forces. " The Task Force for Developing Countries has a 
particular concern with establishing FID's programme in the 
African region. The Task Force on Information Systems and 
Net work is concerned primarily with seeking opportunities 
to establish FID involvement, promote joint activities and, 
>dierever possible, encourage appropriate experts to organise 
and participate in meetings under the aegis of FIDi The Task 
Force act as a catalyst but does not itself plan to organise 
meeting or undertake projects** . 
The Task Force on the study of user needs has identified 
the diversity of users that exist within the Member Ck)untries 
of FID. The chairman of the Task Force has been heavily 
involved over the past eighteen months with the preparation 
of Training Packages in Information and Documentation for use 
in primary and secondary schools under contract with UNESCO. 
1. KEENAN(Stella) FID at ninety. Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 11. 
3» 1986* 22. 
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6. Relat ion with other Organizations 
As the nongovermental organisat ion for professional 
Information science and documentation, FID Works in conjunction 
with a number of Inteftgovermental and nongovermental I n t e r -
nat ional organisat ion. l!here are p a r t i c u l a r l y strong l i nk 
with UNESCO \ibo through the programme General d' Information 
(PG1), siipports F I D ' S programme t h r o u ^ a regular subvention 
and spec i f ic grants and con t rac t s . In addi t ion , FID maintain 
close l i n k with the two other NGO*s in l l b r a r l a n s h l p and 
archives- In te rna t iona l Council on Archives (ICA) and I n t e r -
na t ional Federation of Library Associations and I n s t i t u t i o n s 
(IFLA). At present , there are three areas of cooperation being 
developed Ytiih ICA and IFLA. These are : automation, preserva-
tion* conservation* and s c i e n t i f i c , technical and business 
information. This l e t t e r area i s of most i n t e r e s t to FID idio 
i s responsible for j o i n t p ro j ec t development. 
FID i s also cooperating wi-Ui the In te rna t iona l Centre of 
Sc i en t i f i c and Technical Information of the CMEA cotmtr ies , 
which i s an In te rna t iona l Af f i l i a t e of FID and with World 
I n t e l l e c t u a l Property Organisation (WIPO) where a number of 
j o i n t s tud ies are conducted. 
In addi t ion FID maintains l i a s l o n with a number of o-Qier 
i n t e r go vermental and nongovermental i n t e rna t i ona l organisa t ions 
including Economic and Social Council of the United Nations 
(EC0SOC)» otiier numbers of the UN family of organisa t ions , such 
as Food and Agricul tural Organization (FAO)* In te rna t iona l 
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Atomlc Energy Agency (IA£A)« United Nations Industrial 
Development Organization (UNIDO)» World Meteorological 
Organization (WMO)» International Organization for 
Standardization (iSO)i and the International Committee for 
Social S<2iences Information and Documentation (ICSSD) among 
others, FID is a Scientific Affiliate of the International 
Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU). 
7 Projects, ProgramBes and Prohlems 
FID realises that with limited resources it cannot 
handle the i^ hole range of problems of documentation and 
information that call for study and action within its broad 
aims* A frame-work for a structure is needed so that priority 
fields and activities be defined. 
In 1978 the FID General Assembly meeting in Edinburgh 
accepted a programae structure for FID which has formed the 
basis for FID activities for the past eighty years. Uhder 
this structure the first " Medium-Term Programme(MIP) was 
developed for the period 1981-1984. Five priorities for 
action from the basis of FID*s programmes are:-
- Theoretical and linguistic basis of information 
sciences. 
- Information processing and technology. 
- Education and training of information specialists 
and information users. 
- Information system and network design management. 
- Information needs and habits of users. 
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A second Medium Term programme for the period 1983-86 
• 
was approved in 1982. A programme Planning Group was e^pointed 
by Council in 198A and i s currently advising FID's Council on 
programme p r i o r i t i e s . Wien FID celebrates i t s 90th Anniversory 
i t has considered i t s next Medium-Term Programme. However, FID 
Council has recognised the need to reconsider the programme 
structure adopted in 1978 and th i s also reconsidered by the 
General Assembly >dien i t meets during the A3rd Conference and 
Congress in montreal September 1986. 
As mentioned in the above paragraphs programme i s carried 
out by two type of operating groi:5)s, f i r s t of these are regional 
coQBiissions such as FIL/CLA, FID/CAO and FID/CAF, second type of 
operating groups are technical groiips. 
As a matter of pol icy, FID undertakes various projects 
and programmes in different disc ipl ines by consulting a committee 
for each. I t w i l l be worth while to discuss the pro;)ects 
programmes and problems under the commissions and committees 
imdertaking them. These commission and committees have been 
dealt as follows: 
7.1 F I D Commission 
For Latin America [FID^CLA] 
7.11 Objectives 
FID/CLA objectives are those assigned by therxiles of 
procedure for Regional Commissions of the FID, namely^ 
- to initiate, promote and support the development of 
national documentation and information services in the 
region. 
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- to encourage and facilitate cooperation in the docu-
mentation and information fields among the countries 
of the region and with other countries especially with 
ones that owing to linguistic and cultural factors, 
are most closely related that is to say, Spain and 
Portugal, 
FID/CLA was created in July 1960, during the 26th FID 
General Conference held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. As account 
of the commission's history and activities was published in 
IFID. 
The Latin American Commission of FID is made up of 
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chilie, Colombia, Costa-Rica, Cuba, 
Ecuador, Mexico,Nicaragoa, Uruguay, and Venezuela. 
At present FII3/CLA is chaired by Ricardo- A.Giefz, past 
president of FID Maria de las Mercedes- Palalano is FIO/CLA 
Secretary. She is an information specialist working at Medical 
conferation of the Argentine Republic and participates in 
several national regional projects dealing with medical infor-
mation. The FIEi^ CLA Secretariat has its headquarters at the 
Centre Argentine de informacion Cientificay Tecnologica(CAICYT), 
directed by Mr.Ricardo Gietz. It is an institute subordinated 
to the Consejo Nacional de investigaciones Cientificas Y 
Tecnicas, FID National member in Argentina. 
7*12 Recent Achievements 
The 19th regional General Assembly of FID/CLA was held 
in Rio de Janeiro on 17-18 December 1984, the major part of 
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FIE/CLA na t iona l members and people i n charge of commlttles 
and working groups being present . During the Assembly the 
na t ional members e lec ted the new pres ident for the period 1985-
1988, National members presented t h e i r r epo r t s of the a c t i v i -
t i e s performed since the previous Assembly, held in 1982 in 
Buekos Aires and the programme for future a c t i v i t i e s was then 
discussed. 
7.13 Ck>mmlttees & Working Groins 
There e x i s t s various committees and working groups in 
FIE/CLA. Some of them have been working on a regular bas i s , 
vAiile o thers are being ac t iva ted . The p r inc ipa l committees and 
working groups are : 
- The FID/eWCDU Committee( IJhiversal Decimal Caassification) 
which has i t s head quar ters in Brazi l . The pres ident i s 
Mrs. Heloisa- Benetti Schreiner, One of i t s immediates objec-
t i v e s i s to publ ish the UDC medium ed i t ion i n portugues, v±iich 
may ac t as a bas i s for a Spanish ed i t ion . Another object ive of 
th s committee i s to carryout a survey of UDC users in the 
region. I t i s worth mentioning t h a t the universa l decimal 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n i s used mainly in Argentina, Brazi l and Cuba. In 
the remaining countr ies , other c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s , such as Dewey's 
and the one of the l i b r a r y of Congress, Washington have had a 
great influence. Brazil i s very act ive i n t h i s f i e l d through 
i t s commission IBICT/CWJ and through the works performed by the 
working groxxp on c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of the General Library of the 
University of Rio Grande do Sul, 
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- The FID/CLA/ET COnimittee(Education and Training) is 
based in Argentina. Its president is Mrs. Monica Allmand. 
This coanaittee has conducted a feasibility study of the setting 
up of a summer school on information science in Latin America, 
towards the continuous training of human resources in subject 
areas of rapid technological advance. It has defined a metho-
dology for determining priority subject areas of identifying 
specialists, organising the school and evaluating its results. 
A plan of action has also been proposed. The final report of 
the survey concluded in 1984 has been distributed among a large 
number of specialists, 1^0 have sent commentaries and proposals 
for its implementation, >«hich now depends fundamentally on the 
financing to be received from international and regional organi-
sations. The FIE/ET committee has offered its sx5>port for this 
project, consisting in the compilation of data and the provision 
of names of specialists and teachers, and teaching materials. 
- The FID/CLA/ET Committee is also developing a project 
that will formulate a methodology for the performance of digno-
ses of hiaman resources in the information field considering the 
global cycle of information. This projects include a theoretical 
frames that is a description of the global information cycle and 
particularly, the identification of the necessary skill for 
executing each general or specific operation and the application 
of a taxonomy to assign values to the educational levels required 
for fulfilling those operations, and the existing levels. An 
advance report is being prepared. The institute Brasileiro de 
informacao em Ciencia e Tecnologia (IBICT) in ^azil is in charge 
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of another FID/CLA/ET p ro jec t . I t concerns the planning and 
implementation of a clearinghouse for teaching materials on 
information science produced i n Spanish and/or Portuguese. 
This p ro jec t i s being developed in contact with the c lear ing 
house of the F I D / E T Committee a t the Ifaiversity of Syracuse, 
ndiich has offered i t s cooperation in es tab l i sh ing a network 
of clearing houses in order to f a c i l i t a t e , by following metho-
dological and p o l i t i c a l gu ide l ines , the exchange among a l l 
members of the network. 
- The FID/CLA/CB Working group (Document Delivery) head-
quar ters in Brazi l . The co-ordinator i s Mr.Ricardo Rodrigues. 
This group works to in^rove the access mechanisms to the primary 
document in the region. I t s act ions have been di rec ted towards 
providing t r a in ing courses and diffusing the document in the 
del iver ing system(CQMUT) in use in Brazi l . Besides t h i s working 
group has favoured an exchange of information among t h i s type 
of mechanism in the region. They are preparing a technical 
manual or document del ivery. 
- The F ID/CLA/LI Working Group [Indexing languages] i s 
located i n Argentina. I t s coordinator i s Mrs. Ana Maria 
Sanl lorent . One of i t s tasks i s update, on a regular bas i s , an 
inventory of documentry langviages in Spanish and/or portguese 
having already published two updatings in the Revis la-
Latineamericana de Decumentasion. I t i s worth mentioning t h a t 
the f i r s t ed i t ion of the said inventory of documentary languages 
elaborated by the working group of documentry languages 
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REUNIBER' 78 and published in Spain in 1981, contains 196 
references. The first updating, elaborated during the years 
1982/l983f consists of 130 references. The second tjpdating, 
completed in 1984, contains 99 references, and the \:5>dating 
that was coinpiled during 1985 has gathered 57 references. The 
F1D/CLA/LI is also developing a project for increasing the 
compatibility of educational terminology, taking the UNESCO/OIE 
* 
thesaurus as the reference language. A working methodology 
has been formulated and this group has invited information 
units of the region instead in the project to participate in 
it. A monograph with the results of this activity was published 
by the FID/CLA Secretariat in 1984. 
- The FID/CLA/TD Working Gbroup(Telemadies) is headquartered 
in FUINCA, Spain, The coordinator is Mr. Jose Maria Berenguer 
Pena, This group has compiled a directory of existing or 
planned data bases in Spanish and Portuguese-speaking countries. 
Other projects are in the process of being reformulated and 
activated. These include one for the elaboration of non-
conventional teaching material for the training of terminal 
operators on the access to data bases, and another for the inte-
gration of a regional network for remote access to data bases 
existing in the region. 
- The FID/CLA/II Working Group(Information for industry) 
was set up in Mexico ten years ago with its headquarters most 
recently in Colombia. It has been vacant since the end of 1984. 
Efforts are being made to identify an institution in the region 
to host and activate it. 
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- The FID/CLA/SO Working groijp(Social Sciences Documenta-
t ion) proposed during FIE/CLA General Assembly in 1980 by Bolivia. 
Unfortunately, i t has no t been possible for any country to 
assume the r e spons ib i l i t y of host ing t h i s group. 
- The FID/CLA/CC Working Group(National Iftiion Catalogues) 
with i t s headquarters in Colombia, I t i s being res t ruc tu red 
under the r e spons ib i l i t y of a r e a l coordinator. Mrs. Yotanda 
Canqpu Zano de Zapata. In t h i s a c t i v i t y , she has taken in to 
considerat ion the opinions of na t ional members, as s ta ted during 
the l a t e s t General Assembly. 
During the previous FID/CLA presidency, from 1981 to 1984, 
the na t iona l member in Brazil began to publ ish the Revista 
Latinoamericana de DocuuDentation (RELAD), which appeared semi-
annually in the years 1981, 1982 and 1983(3 volumes). I t a lso 
continiied publishing the t r a d i t i o n a l organ of the Commission 
Informations FIE/CLA under the present presidency. RELAD, i s 
momentairly i n t e r rupted owing to shortage of f inances, although 
t h i s problem i s overcome, the in ten t ion i s for Brazil to continue 
with i t . 
7.14 Plans For The Future 
One of the immediate ob;)ectives of the commission i s to 
organise i t s next Regional Congress or Conference (open meeting) 
which i s proposed for 1986. The l a s t Congress was held in Rio 
de Janeiro in 1980 and, for economic reason various countr ies 
have been vinable to host the subsequent one Costa Rica among them, 
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vdiich Intended to organise it in 198A. Everbody is concious 
of the importance of these meetings, if held regularly, they 
make it possible to gather a large niimber of information 
specialists and produce an input of new ideas and proposals of 
considerable use to the committees and working groi:^ s. 
Another objective to be achieved is the appointment of 
FID National Committees in the various countries, so that they 
night cooperate with the national member and diffuse its 
interests in a greater professional environment. 
With reference to the programme of projects for the 
committees and working groiQ)s, instead of considering new projects, 
the idea is to go on working with those of present being 
iiq>lemented, to reformulate the ones that for some reason or 
other, have been posiponed and to proceed to activate the 
necessary committees and working groups. 
7.13 Focus For The Ck>ming Decade 
The consideration of future developments and research 
needs in the information and documentation fields for the next 
decade is within the frame of the general developo^nt of the 
region, the rapid demographic growth of which in most countries, 
alongwith other factors makes it possible to foresee many 
efforts destined to improve living conditions, ameliorate social 
imbalances in the direction of a harmonic development in each 
country and of each country with regard to the others. It is 
necessary to achieve the greatest possible utilisation of the 
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physical and hvunan resources available in the region to increase 
and inprove production, develop adequate technologies, encourage 
national and regional exchange and cooperation, %rtiich necessairly 
involves a good and efficient communication system in order to 
obtain immediate a natural access to timely relavant and 
reliable information for decision-making purposes and, in general, 
for the coxintries scientific, technical and socio-economic 
development. 
The education training and professional development of 
human resources in the information field will have h i ^ priority 
comprehending an expanding range of professionals, v^o will have 
to be trained in the performance of various operations of the 
generation to its effective use, also considering its treatment 
at different levels(design, management and operation) and 
research and teaching activities related to this subject. 
There will be growing concern for the development of 
regional networks by subject area or application field integre-
ting institutions co-ordinated of a national level. These net 
works will be required for the direction and control of the 
information and data locally generated or produced, as well as 
for immediate access to those information resources through the 
rendering of efficient services (consultations or document 
delivery). 
This will mean solving different types of problems: 
political, economic, administrative, managerial, technological, 
etc. Proceedings and techniques will have to be standardised 
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in order to make systems compatible and facilitate similar 
handling and exchange of information. 
The constitution of local data bases regionally integrated, 
with the possibility of remote access from the different coimblBs, 
will require attention to terminological and linguistic aspects, 
the conpatibility of records and indexing and retrievel, langua-
ges, the development of portable softwares, especially for 
micro-computers and the constitution of a regional telecommuni-
cation network for automatic access to digital information 
Document delivery services will have to incorporate techniques 
for the transmission of a facsimiles. Computer mailing and 
teleconferencing will have to be developed. 
A change of attitude will be necessary on the part of 
those who establish information frends in order to assign high 
priority to these items, on the part of those who design, manage 
or operate systems and services of a national level, in order 
to consider their cooperative participation in the regional 
sphere and on the part of information generators and users, in 
order to be conscious of their importance in the global cycle of 
information. 
7.2 FID Commission For Asia and Oceania (FID/CAO) 
7.21 History 
The FID/CAO originated in 1967, when at the 33rd FID 
General Assembly in Tokyo the idea of forming a group of countries 
in the Asian region was first raised and approval was given to 
the founding of an Asian-Oceania Regional Commission. A working 
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party was set iip to establish -ttie commission and on Dec. 7,1968 
at the FID 34th General Assembly in the Hague, FIE/CAO formally 
came into existence. Q:».S.Hamada of Japan was eluted President 
and li*. D.Miwa appointed Secretary, the term of office being 
1969-72. 
The first General Assembly of FID/CAO was held in Tokyo 
in April, 1970 and in October, 1971, an extraordinary General 
Assembly of FID/CAO was held to forniulate by-laws for the 
commission. 
7.22 The Relationship Between CAO and FID 
Turning now to the relationship between the commission 
and the FID itself, the commission has three objectives, namely, 
to promote the programme and activities of the FID in the region; 
to initiate, promote and support. The development of national 
documentation and information services in the region* and to 
encoiu>age and facilitate co-operation in thedocxjmentation and 
informationffield among the countries of the region and with 
other countries. The FID has formulated several long-term 
sub;ject priority areas, \diich form the basis of this commissions 
ongoing work. The areas are the theoretical and linguistic 
basis of information science, including terminology information 
processing and technology, education and training of information 
specialists and information officers, information systems and 
network design and management and the information needs and 
habits of users. It is up to the commission to pursue these 
areas vigorously. 
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7.23 The Work of FID/CAO 
Basically this is done in four distinct ways. First by 
direct correspondence with the National Member of each country 
in the region* second, through the medium as FID/CAO News letter, 
vAiich is published by the commission twice yearly* third by 
Regional Ck>nferences and Assemblies, usually held every two 
years* and fourth, through the establishment of committees to 
deal with various specialized matters. 
The FID/CAO News Letter is a good medium for communication 
within the region. The CAO Secretariat invites articles within 
the region. The CAO Secretariat invites articles or any other 
information for inclusion in the FID/CAO News letter and urges 
members to publicise their ideas or opinions through it. In 
view of the differences in language, the different types of 
country, the different types of people, it is very difficult for 
a region of this size to organize a programme that is going to 
be effective, efficient, practical and meet all needs. With the 
co-operation of member countries, however, many successful 
General Assemblies and Conferences have been held in the region. 
The General Assemblies and Regional Conferences of FIE/CAO have 
usually had good representations from member countries. The 
meetings held so far have been: 
- First General Assembly April 1970, Tokyo, Theme: Recent 
Trends in Information Activities. 
- Second General Assembly and First Regional Conference, 
October 1972, Canberra, Theme: Country Reports on Infor-
mation and Doctimentation Activities in the Region. 
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- Third General Assembly and Second Regional Conference, 
Sept. 1974, Scene. 
- Fourth General Assembly and Regional Congress, October 
1976, Bankok, 
- Fifth General Assembly and Regional Congress, October 
1978, Scene. 
- Sixth General Assembly, November 1980, Tokyo. 
- Seventh General Assembly and Regional Congress, March 
1983, Yogyakarta. 
- Eighth General Assembly and Regional Congress, Nov. 1984, 
Melbourne. 
After nearly twenty years since its inception, it is 
appropriate to ask vAiat FID/CAO has achieved so far. Except 
for the Assemblies, Conferences, and the passing of resolutions, 
have we come to grips with solving the practical industrial, 
educational and training problems of the countries in Asia and 
Oceania? With better cooperation and more positive responses 
and honouring commitments made at the General Assemblies, much 
more concrete and constructive results could be obtained. FIE/CAO 
should not be ^ust a forum for putting pressure on governments 
or international bodies for assistance. We should aim at 
practical projects, such as the organisation as training courses, 
the production of new directories, or the setting i:^) of clearing 
house. 
1. BlRT0N(Barry L) and TAM(Lawrence W.H.) FID Commission for 
Asia and Oceania. Int. Forum Int. Doc. 11. 3, 1986» 30. 
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7.24 Increasing Role of the Commission 
The FID Council has agreed to promote decentralisation 
of decision-making and programme planning and implementation 
by increasing the role and responsibility ftf the Regional 
Commissions. 
As a general directive from the FID Council, programme 
implementation should be decentralized, as far as possible, in 
Regional commissions. This means the committees of the Regional 
Commissions should be built up gradually. The FID Committees 
themselves would then be left with the task of providing guidence 
to the Regional Commissions and their committees. The major 
stumbling block is the storage of funds for decentralization. 
7.25 Co-operation with other Organisations 
Although FID maintains a close relationship with UNESCO, 
IFLA, UNIDO, ECAFE, lERC, ASPAC and ASCA, FID/CAO could have 
established better relationships not only with these organisa-
tions, but also with ones in coimtries of the region, such as 
JICST, CSIRO, INSDOC etc. 
7.26 The Committees of FIP/CAO 
The commission has established three committees to assist 
in carrying out the work of the commission within the region in 
particular subject areas. Before the establishment of these 
committees, lengthy discussions were held on the usefulness and 
need for sub committees. At the 1st and 2nd General Assemblies, 
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other than talking over the meaning of the creation of FID/CAO, 
discussions were concaitrated on--the feasibility of setting up 
a regional information centre, the problems of organising sub-
committees, and the breaking iip of the vast region into several 
sub-divisions. 
7.27 Setting up a Regional Information Centre 
Dr. Hamada, the first President of FID/CAO, felt that the 
success of the CAO may start with an exchange of information in 
the field of science and technology between countries in the 
region. It was pointed out, however, at the Extra-Ordinary 
General Meeting held in Tokyo, 1971, that would be quite 
difficult to establish a regional centre in such a vast area 
until FID/CAO had more effective activities. Theoretically, the 
establishment of such a centre would be of great significance, 
but it would be difficult to realise in practice. Hie question 
of establishing a Regional Information Centre was discussed 
further in 1972. Tktis matter was later looked into by UNESCO. 
The UNESCO consultant expressed his objection against the 
setting up of a Regional Information Centre, prefering an 
efficiently working network of already existing centres. Others 
also argued against the setting xxp of the centre on the basis 
that, 'the tendency of this centre is to staff it with their own 
people, to use facilities for their own people, to use the 
facilities for their own countries, and not concern themselves 
about the others. It was also pointed out that Professor 
Mikhailov of Unesco would not take any steps to create a new 
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organisation as long as there was hope that FID/CAO would meet 
the needs of the region. Another delegate opined that, as 
far as technological and scientific information was concerned, 
it is nationally and not regionally oriented. It was the 
concensus of the General Assembly that National Centres, and 
not a regional centre, should be built up. 
7.28 Formation of Committees 
The forming of sub-committees was discussed at length in 
Canberra in 1972 at the 2nd General Assembly. Delegates 
suggested that committees be formed paralleling the activities 
of the major FID committees. One of the problem of the main 
FID committees is that they are remote from Regional Commission. 
For example the Developing Countries Committee was administei*ed 
by Hxmgary and the majority of committee members were not from 
the developing countries. The reason was that most developing 
coiantrlescaanot finance their delegates' trairel to attend 
meetings. So the participation of developing countries in the 
actual committee itself was unsufficient to make that committee 
really effective. The development of the committee for Envelop-
ing Countries has never been realized in FID/CAO. The proposal 
for a committee for Education and Training has been materialized 
at the 8th General Assembly in 1984. Despute many difficulties, 
FID/CAO still managed to established committees. 
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7.281 The FID/CAO Committee for Information to Secondary 
Industry ( F I D / C A O / I I ) 
This committee was established under the chairmanship of 
Mr.y.Shlzlhara of Japan, at the Seoul meeting of FID/CAO In 
1974. The work of th is conmlttee I n i t i a l l y concerned I t s e l f 
with the f e a s i b i l i t y of preparing a directory on Information 
organisations In the region. Other work Includes the d i s t r i -
bution of members of publications on solar energy In Japan that 
have been translated Into English. The work of th i s committee 
came to s tandst i l l when I t was handed over to another coiantry 
In 1981 but with Professor Nltoshl Moue of Japan, the new 
chairman, the good work of t h i s committee resumed. 
7.282 The Ck>mmlttee for Agrlcultu:^al Information and 
Documentation (FIE/CAO/AG) 
This committee was established In 1975 with the general 
aim of studying, promoting and fostering the development of 
national and regional services for agricultural Information and 
documentation, in colaboratlon with the national and International 
organisations active In t h i s f i e ld . I t s establishment was a 
resul t of the commission's recognition of Increasing Interest and 
effort In the development of Information systems In agriculture. 
Useftil work has been carried out by th i s committee under the 
chairmanship of Ef.Hamlsh Russell. Guide to Agricultural Infor-
mation Souixes in Asia and Oceania was published in 1980. A 
single f i l i n g and c lass i f i cat ion system namely *Agdex' can be 
used at regional and v i l lage leve l for agricxiLtural research work 
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is currently underway on a film entitled 'The Moze' depicting 
the role of information intermediary in the flow of information 
from researcher to end user. 
7.283 The Committee For Education and Training(FII]/CAO/ET) 
The committee was established at the Melbouxne meeting of 
FIE/CAO in November 1984, in recognition of the great need and 
importance of education and training for information work in 
the region. 
The committee has established a number of objectives . 
These aret 
- to promote the educationaand training of documentanists, 
information specialists and information scientists in 
developing countries within the FID Commission for Asia 
and Oceania. 
- to promote the education and training of scientists, 
engineers and other users in the more efficient use of 
documentation and information services. 
- to organize, at the regional level, short term courses 
to train mid-level library personnel in the application 
of information technology to library and information 
activities. 
- to encourage member countries to promote opportunities 
for developing marketing skills throu^ Journal library 
and Information service courses on through further 
education, such as national or regional workships or 
training courses. 
- to become a regional clearing house for educational 
information relating to libraries and the information 
sciences. 
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7.29 The Asia and Oceania Region 
The 34th FID General Assembly, which created the commission 
for Asia and Oceania, defined i t s member countr ies as these 
s i tua ted to the eas t of and including Turkey. There were only 
e igh t member coimtries in 1970, but there are now twenty-three: 
Aust ra l ia , Bangladesh, The People ' s Republic of China, The Demo-
c r a t i c People ' s Republic of Koi^a, F i j i , Hong Kong, India , 
Indonesia, I r an , I raq , I s r a e l , Japan, Kuwait, New Zealand, The 
Republic of Korea, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, S r i Lanka, The Sjnrian 
Arab Republic, Thailand, Turkey, The Ubited Aram Emirates and 
the USSR. 
7.291 Definition of the CAO Region 
At the f i r s t General Assembly of the FIE/CAO held i n Tokyo 
in 1970. There were some discussions on the divis ion of the 
region. At the Extra-Ordinary General Assembly, held in Tokyo 
in 1971 Mr. Mc Bumey, Pres ident of FID, asked i f FID/CAO would 
consider a re-grouping of the region within the next year or 
two. Discussions were made on country s t a t e s . East of Turkey 
Including Turkey and how to del ineate the western boimdary of 
the region. The problem of defination of the region was r a i sed 
in the Second General Assembly held in October 1972 in Canberra. 
Several optisms including a grouping of 18 asser ted countr ies 
were discussed. Others f e l t t h a t since FID/CAO had a small 
number of members i t woxald not be wise to divide up the region 
in to more than two p a r t s . Members were e spec ia l ly concerned with 
the questions of finance, budget, i n t e r e s t attendance of meetings 
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and lack of responses. 
In arguing for a smaller region, all coimtries pointed 
to the difficulty of maintaining effective communications and 
stated that for purely practical reasons, programmes such as 
workshops, seminars, training courses etc. as far easier in a 
small region. Besides travelling expenses became a heavy 
burden on the supporting agency. After full debate of these 
questions the secretary was of the view that western boundary 
woxild be marked by the democrating line by the parallel of 
longitude 70® and it would be defined by a longitude marking 
the western boundary of India and by southern and Eastern 
boundaries of the USSR. In 1977-80 FID/CAO Secretariat took 
the stand that the FID Council decision was based on the assump-
tion that the western Asia Region is to be seperated from CAO 
to another regional commission and that its implementation 
should be deferred xintil the General Assembly of FID/CAO 
endorsed the decision of the FID Council. At the September 
1984 FID General Assembly Meeting in the Hague, the Assembly 
passed a resolution urging the Council to establish a.commi-
ssion or commissions for the African region. 
7.3 FID Classification Research ComaitteesCFIE/CR) 
7.31 Purpose 
According to the FID/CR Terms of Reference, the Committee's 
purpose is to promote, sponsor and engage in research in the 
field of classification and indexing. Its general programme 
is to: 
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- sponsor and plan Intematicaial conferences, symposia, 
working group meetings etc. on subjects of interest to 
the committees^ * 
- collaborate wilii regional and national classification 
groups, promote the creation of such groups and assist 
in their establishment* 
- establish and maintain active liasion with all the 
other FID Study Committees dealing with questions of 
classification and terminology* 
- keep track of the terminology of classification and 
indexing and sponsor research in this field and the 
publication of glossaries* 
- keep track of the documents published in this field and 
sponsor the publication of pertinent bibliographies* 
- keep track of the scope of current teaching in the field* 
- publish the FIlVCR Report Series^ 
- publish the FID/CR Newsletter* 
- CO sponsor the Journal International Classification i 
- maintain a card file and publish a directory of the 
names of persons interested and engaged in classification 
research and classification and indexing activities. 
7.52 History 
On the bas i s of a preparatory document of August 18, 1947 
by Henri Clavier , a new FID Committee, named 'Conparative 
Class i f i ca t ion ' was ca l led together on June 18, 19A8. A plan 
de t r a v a i l ' was discussed, which contained five chapters deveted 
to l ) doct r ine , 2) Methodlogie 3) Real izat ionsi inventa i res des 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s ex i s t an te s 4) tendances and 5) (eventuellement 
e l a b o r a t i o n d'une c l a s s i f i c a t i o n generale nonvelle. 
"kjn 
From 1951 to 1060, S.R, Ranganathan acted as Chairman 
of the Committee in h i s e ra , a s e r i e s of numbered annual 
r epo r t s on diverse top ics were del ivered by him and by Eric de 
Grol l ier for discussion a t meetings and for publ ica t ion . 
Ranganathan's proposal to held an In te rna t iona l Summer School 
on the Design of Documentary Class i f i ca t ion Systems was not 
accepted but i t did lead to the f i r s t and very successful 
c l a s s i f i c a t i on conference a t Dorking, Qigland, in May 1957. 
Three years l a t e r , the S e c r e t a r i a t went to Dennark and 
Rasmus Motgaard-Hansen became FIE/CR Chairman for I960 to 1972. 
He s t a r t ed the FIE/CR Report Se r i e s , of vrtiito 12 numbers appeared 
during h i s term. In September 196A he organized the 2nd I n t e r -
nat ional Study Conference on c l a s s i f i c a t i o n Research, >*iich was 
held near Hamlet's cas t l e a t Els inore . The recommendations of 
t h i s Conference, l i k e those of the e a r l i e r one a t Dorking, 
provided the bas is for subsequent research work i n c l a s s i f i c a t i on , 
A second Indian term, under chairmanship of A,Neelameghan l ed to 
the t h i r d In te rna t iona l Study Conference in Bombay, January 1975 
and to the establishment of an FID/CR Newsletter . During t h i s 
term, the Ranganathan Award for C lass i f i ca t ion Research was 
es tabl ished and i t s f i r s t recepient was Derek Austin, for h i s 
PRECIS work. The FID/CR Report Ser ies was continued with r epor t s 
Nos.13^18 i n January 1981, the S e c r e t a r i a t moved to the Federal 
Republic of Germany. More on the h i s to ry of FID/CR can be found 
in an a r t i c l e byl . Dahlberg in the In te rna t iona l Forum on Infor -
mation and Documentation» 
7.33 Recent Achievements 
The FIL/CR co-sponsored journal In te rna t iona l C l a s s i f i -
cat ion has taken over the F I E / C R Newsletter and included i t as 
FID/CR News since i t s f i r s t i ssue in 1981. 
The FID/CR Report Se r ies has also been continued with 
another ' country report* on the developments of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n 
research in Canada by Prof, T. C. Gtraven and a research r epo r t 
on 'Indexing Glossary; A New Rationale by Prof. F.W.Riggs. 
The establishment of a Wio's Who i n Class i f i ca t ion was 
granted as an FID Project wi thin i t s Medium Term Progranme. 
Questionnaires hB» been returned and a database of some 700 
answered quest ionnaires have loeen es tabl i shed. The f i r s t 
volume of a Wio's Wio in Class i f ica t ion and Inde^^ing was e s t a -
bl ished in September 1983. I t includes many of the members of 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n societ ies* such as the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n socie ty of 
North America, of the Federal Republic of Germany and of the 
systematica Association and the indexers soc ie ty . United Kingdom, 
The 4th In te rna t iona l Study Conference on Class i f i ca t ion 
was held a t Augsburg, Federal Republic of Germany, June 28 to 
Ju ly 2, 1982. A Regional Meeting i n North America on compati-
b i l i t y problems was organized by the U.S. represen ta t ive of 
FID/CR, Prof. E.Svenonnis, on October 17, 1982, i n Columbia, 
Ohio, sponsored by ttie American Society for Information Science 
(ASIS)» the FID/CR was represented by i t s chair person with an 
introductory paper. The papers were p a r t l y published in 1983 
i n In te rna t iona l Class i f i ca t ion . 
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In 1983 a cur i^nt bibliography of research pro jec t s in 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n and indexing was s t a r t ed and has been published 
since In te rna t iona l Class i f ica t ion 1983, VIO, NOT as a current 
feature in t h i s oournal, together with i t s indexes(annually) . 
7.34 Current Programme 
A regional conference was held in New Delhi, India , Nov. 15 
1985 for the Soutii-East Asian region a f t e r the conference of the 
Indian Library Association (ILA) on'Ranganathan's Philosophy* 
co-sponsored by the ILA, the Indian Council for Cultural Relations 
and the Sardda Ranganathan Qidowment for Library Science, Banglore. 
The top ic of t h i s meeting was chosen according to the 
t i t l e of a monograph by S.R, Ranganathan published in 1951 in 
New Delhi: Class i f ica t ion and Communication Prof.Krishan Kumar 
and Mr. M.M. Kashyap were the loca l convenors. The current 
programme also includes the publ ica t ion of the FID/CR News in 
In te rna l Class i f i ca t ion and the publ icat ion of more country 
r epo r t s ( i n 1984, on the developments of information languages in 
the CISR, by Ek*.P. Stancikova and, i n 1985, on the developments 
in c l a s s i f i c a t i o n and indexing in Denmark, by Prof .T .Fol i s Hansen). 
Both repor t s are published in In te rna t iona l Classif icat ion* 
another one - published separa te ly- i s to include an abridged 
form of the doctoral t h e s i s by Mr. F.J , Devadason, Bangalore, 
as FID/CR Report No.21. 
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7.35 Plans for the Future 
As there i s an urgent need for regional conferences of 
the FID/CR on diverse t op i c s , another Regional Meeting i s 
planned in Montreas Canada, Septemljer 12-13, 1986. Prof. T.C. 
Craven wi l l be the organizer on behalf of the Canadian C las s i -
f ica t ion Research Group. The proposed conference theme 
•Class i f i ca t ion and Telematics* i . e . , the use of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n 
p r inc ip l e s and too l s together with the new media. Planning has 
begun for the 5th In te rna t iona l Study Conference, held in 1988, 
six years a f t e r the 4th Conference in Augsburg. Federal 
Republic of Germany, and 31 years a f te r the f i r s t meeting i n 
Dorking, England. 
The proposed conferences, the theme of which had C l a s s i f i -
cat ion and Education held in Madrid, Spain. A research p ro j ec t -
in co-operation with F I D / E T - i s being planned to produce a 
survey on the contents of teaching i n the f i e l d of c l a s s i f i ca^ 
t ion and indexing throughout the world. The data wi l l be 
connected v ia quest ionnaires , evaluated and published in a r o s t e r , 
in order to help ident i fy what are considered Mie e s sen t i a l 
elements of the d i f ferent courses for the various educational 
object ives and to work towards general agreement on r e c o g i i t i o n 
of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n science as a d i sc ip l ine the p ro jec t s t a r t ed in 
1986. 
7.351 Long-Term Plans 
In the long-term planning, the c l a r i f i c a t i o n as the te rmi-
nology of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n and indexing i s foreseen to support 
teaching and in te rna t iona l understanding i n and of the f i e ld . 
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Besides, continuation of the existing serial publications, 
resiiLting from research activities as well as planned conferences, 
the last Business Meeting of the FID/CR on September 20, 1984, 
also recommended working towards the establishment of contracts 
with international unions and societies in order to learn about 
their classification activities, 
7.36 Fociis For The Coming Decade 
Ndeded Researcht 
The recommendations of the 4th International Study 
Conference are still to be pursued. They are listed in the 
following order(without their preamblei see the proceedings Vol,2. 
Universal Classification FrankfUrtt Indeds Verl* 1983, p.168-172) 
to give an idea of what still needs to be done. 
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7.4 FID Terminology of Information and Documentation 
Committee (FID/DT) 
7.41 History 
The proliferation of computerised information systems 
(databanks) has stepped \xp the need for increased terminological 
research and practical activities in different subject fidLds. 
Effective use of con5)uterlsed information systems has been 
frustrated, both nationally and internationally, by the inadeq-
uacy of terminologies in different languages. IXae to the growing 
n\Amber of thesauri, classification schemes and other linguistic 
tools, it is increasingly difficxilt to achieve their con5)atiblllty 
and to standardise terms and concepts. Integrated processes in 
fields of science and engineering, the emergence of interdisci-
plinary subjects, and the Increasing interaction between basic 
research said Industry have led to a very complex society. In 
this context, the importance of terminological activities has 
increased considerably. This statement is proven by the rapid 
growth in publications on terminological studies and developments. 
There has been a twentyfold Increase in the number of books, mono-
graphs, terminological aids, thesauri and classification schedLies 
between the 1940s and the 1980s. 
This situation in terminology necessitated taking organi-
sational measures. On the national level. Institutions appeared 
which were charged with developing specialised terminologies and 
classification shcemes* information services set ^ p linguistic 
software units with the primary aim of creating language retrieval 
tools. On the international level, terminological work on a wide 
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range of subjects is being conducted by international organisa-
tions such as FID, The International Organization for Standard-
ization (ISO), The International Information Centre for Termi-
nology (INFOTERM). The International Federation of Library 
Associations (IFLA) and the International Centre for Scientific 
and Technical Information (ICSTI) v^ich, among other work, carry 
out research and development on linguistic tools in information 
work. Linguistic tools for their particular subject areas are 
being developed by» The Information Service in Physics. Electro-
technology, Conputers and Control (INSPEC), The International 
Environmental Information Network, United Nations Ehvironment 
Pro gramme (INFOTERRA), The International Patent Documentation 
Centre GmbH (INPADOC), The International Information System of 
Social Science Concepts, Unesco (INTERCONCEPT), International 
Reference Centre for Conmunity Water Supply (IRC) and other inter-
national organisations. 
Terminological work is of particxolar importance to the 
FID, The Federation's 95 years of active work in maintaining 
and refining the Uhiversal Decimal Classification have demons-
trated the viability of the only general, natural classification 
scheme. The development and iinprovement of a classification rely 
on the scopes of concepts and their associated terms. If we 
are to keep the UDC \xp to date with the developments in a subject 
field, we need to structure the basic concepts that define the 
field's subject scope, then to determine the subject content of 
the classes, and to identify their subject relationships. This 
coBoplicated and laborious task is acconiplished at present by 
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knowledgeable professionals in their respective fields. The 
pace of development in today's and tomorrow's world will tend 
to complicate the structure of the multitude of subject fields 
and will integrate very diverse and even unexpected fields jud-
ging from our present knowledge of society* s evolution patterns. 
Given the above considerations, computerisation alone can help 
us, in our UDC refinement efforts, to keep pace with scientific 
and technological progress. Developing an automated system for 
the UDC may speed \xp some operations involved in analysing the 
extent to which UDC classes correspond to the state of the art 
in particular subject fields, identify new subject fields, reveal 
inconsistencies between UDC schedules and actual terminologies, 
use automatic classification techniques to draft variant subject 
scopes and set-irps for classes and subclasses, etc. At the same 
time, it will create conditions for wider utilisation of the 
UDC in libraries and information services for ordering(classifi-
cation) of information material and retrieval of information. 
7.42 Scope And Programme 
The FID/DT, established in 1972, was charged by the 36th 
General Assembly with the special mission of escploring and 
developing the terminology of the subject field of infonation 
science, documentation, librarianship. Informatics, scientific 
and technical information. The great number of different names 
of this scientific discipline, which is concerned with informa-
tion processes in society, called for delimiting its scope and 
creating terminological aids. 
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The main aim of FID/DT is to promote the creation and 
dissemination of an exact, consistent and uniform terminology 
for information and documentation in the interest of better 
mutual understanding among the members of our profession, bet-
ween this and related disciplines, and between information 
workers and subject specialists. 
Information workers' heightened interest in scientific 
and technical terminology can be accounted for, first of all, 
by the fact that many methods used in linformatics and scientific 
information are based on the theory, activities and practice 
for terminology (e.g. analysis of the semantics of lexical units 
in an indexing language, thesaurus and classification construc-
tion methods, as well as machine translation techniques)» secondly, 
by the fact that developing the semantic means of international 
information exchange requires creation of auxiliary languages 
for worldr-wide scientific communication. Thus, the scientific 
and technical information community has to tackle terminological 
work not only in informatics but also in science and engineering, 
for the service of which information systems are established. 
Terminological work should be carried out by experts vAio 
know the subjects and methods of terminology(lexicology, which 
studies the linguistic aspects of terms i.e. their semantics 
and formal structure, etymology, word-building etc. as well as 
methods of structuring systems and standardisation of terms) 
and who are also rpficient in the subjects and methods of parti-
cular natural, technical and social sciences. Those pre-eminen-tLy 
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prepared for this activity are information workers who, as a 
resxilt of their specialisation, acquire professional knowledge 
of science or technology and are competent to create artificial 
languages as well. 
Certain features of term systems are inherent in all 
artificial languages, especially indexing ones. The process 
of developing terminological systems and artificial languages 
includes the following stepsi 
1) delimitation of the subject fieldi 
2) establishing divisions within the particular subject, 
i.e. defining the theoretical and applied research 
areas* 
3) identifying the subject content of the concepts in 
this field* 
4) developing a classification scheme representing the 
concepts in their hierarchical relationsi and 
5) selecting terms, i.e. keywords from the literature on 
the subject, defining the content of concepts in this 
field. 
In most cases this would mark the end to either the 
terminological work or the thesaurus construction work which 
results in the former case, in a terminological glossary and in 
the latter case, in a thesamnis. However, we believe that a 
synthesis of methods of the two disciplines- informatics and 
theory of terminology - should not stop here. Informatics uses 
a wide range of methods to analyse the semantics and formal 
structxire of terms and defining their associated concepts by 
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l i n g u i s t i c techniques. I t i s the purpose of such analysis to 
s e l ec t those terms from the avai lable s e t vAiich uniquely 
express the concepts, those vrtaich are semantically motivated 
and connotat ion-free, t h a t i s , terms vAiich are shor t and p rec i se , 
e t c . These requirements are of v i t a l importance to any indexing 
language. The computerisation of information processes has 
imposed very s t r ingen t demands upon descr ip tors : a descr ip tor i s 
a monosemantic keyword or code desigrMaiting (naming) a c lass of 
conventional equivalence, which includes keywords Idiat are 
equivalent and r e l a t ed . I t follows t h a t in developing an index-
ing language i t i s very iinportant t h a t we apply methods techniques 
and procedures of terminology theory, and not Jus t know i t s 
p r i nc ip l e s . 
Of specia l value for terminological work i s research in to 
es tab l i sh ing term systems. Developing c l a s s i f i c a t i o n schemes 
for a >rfiole complex of terms i s yet another extremely important 
task for information serv ices , espec ia l ly ii^ere the service i s 
based on mul t id i sc ip l inary document co l l ec t ions . St ructur ing 
term systems t h a t r e l y on h ie ra rch ica l and assoc ia t ive r e l a t i o n s 
i s always l inked to a choice of desc r ip to rs , and the ul t imate 
physical product of such procedures i s a descr ip tor l i s t or a 
l i s t of recommended terms. 
Standardisat ion of terms and term systems on the nat ional 
and in t e rna t iona l l eve l i s the f ina l step of terminological work. 
I t i s here t h a t indexing systems which unambiguously refer to 
specif ic subf i les are es tab l i shed . 
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7.43 A c t i v i t i e s 
F I D / D T ' S a c t i v i t i e s are di rected a t the conduct and 
coordination of research in to the theory and p rac t i ce of te rmi-
nology in the subject f i e l d Information and Documentation(this 
i s a conventional name, because ac tua l ly the subject f i e ld i s 
the t o t a l i t y of the d i sc ip l ines t h a t we mentioned previous ly) . 
The Committee's programme tasks are as follows: 
1, Comparative study of ex i s t ing terminological t oo l s and 
development on t h e i r basis of a d ic t ionary of terms. One 
important product of t h i s p ro jec t was a Dictionary of Informatics 
Terms in 14 languages. This ICSTI sponsored p ro jec t , to >*ilch 
the F I E / D T S e c r e t a r i a t made a d i r e c t contr ibut ion, was a j o i n t 
venture between information profess ionals from The Council for 
Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) countr ies , Yugoslavia and 
France. The dict ionary contains 2235 terms with def in i t ions in 
Russian and equivalent terms in English, Bulgarian, Hungarian, 
Spanish, Macedonian, German, Pol ish , Romanian, Serbo-Croatian, 
Slovenian, Czech and French. 
2. Compilation and publ ica t ion of an annotated bibliography 
on the terminology of Information/Docximentation, This p ro jec t 
r e su l t ed in a bibl iographic index. 
The annotated bibliography covers 1523 items on the te rmi-
nology of information/documentation theory and r e l a t ed subjects -
bibliography, l i b r a r y science,conputers , book science, cybernetics, 
l i n g u i s t i c s and p r in t i ng . 
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3. Analysis of the theory and p rac t i ce of research and 
development in the terminology of information/documentation. 
The review summarises terminological a c t i v i t i e s in informatics 
and cont ras t s terms belonging to d i f fe ren t term systems* discusses 
l o g i c a l , semiotic and systematic methods for ana lys is of terms 
and term systems* provides guidel ines for terminological work in 
information/docximentation* and describes terminological a c t i v i t i e s 
in the USSR and other countr ies . 
4. Accumulation and publ icat ion of d i c t i ona r i e s of abbrevia-
t ions i n information/documentation. Abbreviations are common in 
information work. Numerous abbreviat ions \rfiich occur i n informa-
tion/documentation t e x t s impair t h e i r r e a d a b i l i t y . Dict ionar ies 
of abbreviat ions were compiled by the F ID/DT and F I D / R I Committees 
under Professor A.I,Mikhallov*s ed i to rsh ip . The f i r s t i s 
Dictionary of Abbreviations in Informatics which contains more 
than 10,000 abbreviat ions of d i f fe ren t kinds of names in in fo r -
mation theory and p r ac t i c e . The languages covered are English, 
Bulgarian, Hungarian, Spanish, German, Pol ish , Romanian, Russian, 
Slovak, Czech and French, The second publ ica t ion i s t i t l e d 
Abbreviations in Informatics: A Reference Dictionary, With 6,000 
e n t r i e s , the dic t ionary complements "tiie f i r s t one. I t covers 
material in the f i e l d of informatics , information service , b i b l i o -
graphy, l i b r a r i a n s h i p , l i n g u i s t i c s , computers and other r e l a t e d 
sciences. The languages are Englisheand Russian. 
5. During 1975-78 the F ID/DT S e c r e t a r i a t received proposals 
for publ ica t ions on speci f ic p ro jec t s and rpoblems in the te rmi-
nological a c t i v i t i e s in information and documentation. The 
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proposal was accepted and car r ied through. 
A landmark i n the P I D / D T ' S h i s to ry was the decision, 
approved by the FID executive bodies, to have the Committee 
publ ica t ions appearing under the roof t i t l e Essent ia l Problems 
in Terminology for Informatics and Documentation. 
6, Development of guidel ines for compilation of term 
d i c t i ona r i e s . 
7. Keeping t rack of neologisms. 
FID/DT has accoinplished i t s planned tasks in l i n e with 
the FID Medium-Term Programme, The r e s u l t s appeared in the 
volume Essent ia l Problems in Terminology for Informatics and 
Documentation (FID 570) which cons is t s of twooparts: 'Some 
methodological recommendations on dic t ionary development, by 
V.Gorkova, and 'New terms in in format ics ' , by E.Azgaldov and 
A.Chernyl. The dict ionary includes 1000 terms with de f in i t ions , 
se lected from 1978-79 publ ica t ions . 
Early in the '80s an acute need was f e l t for defining the 
conception of the subject f i e l d Information Science/Documentataai/ 
Librar ianship/ lnformatics . To t h i s end an F ID/DT programme was 
conpiled to con5)rise the following p ro jec t s , 
1. A frequency t e r m - l i s t in English, Russian and French, 
2. Definit ion of the scope and content of subject group-
ings of s c i e n t i f i c doctunents and spec ia l i sed terms in 
informatics and e labora t ion of de f in i t ions for basic 
terms in informatics . 
3. A quadrilingual(Russian/English/French/Spanish) termi-
nological d ic t ionary of informatics. 
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4. A dic t ionary of informatics terms in English and 
Japanese. 
Item 1 of t h i s long-term plan has been completed. Fre-
quency -wordr-lists in English, Russian and French appeared in 
the Essent ia l Problems in Terminology for Informatics and 
Documentation (FID 617). 
A conception of the subject f i e l d Informatics/ information 
Science/Librarianship/Documentation has been elaborated on the 
basis of the subject content of the fotar abs t r ac t journals : BS. 
101(Bulletin Signalet ique. 101) (France), ISA (Information 
Science Abstracts) (USA), LISA (Library and Information Science 
Abstracts) (GB), RI (Referativny) zhumal . Section 59: Informa-
t ika ) (USSR). An important r e s u l t from an ana lys is of these 
fo\ir major abs t rac t ing serv ices i s t h a t subject p ro f i l e s exh ib i t 
a high degree of s imi l a r i t y . 
Basic terms, t o t a l l i n g about 600, have been iden t i f i ed 
and t h e i r def in i t ions have been proposed in English, Spanish, 
Russian and French. At the moment, the English version of the 
dict ionary of basic terms with def in i t ions i s undergoing sc ien-
t i f i c ed i t ing . The conception of the subject f i e ld and the four 
language dic t ionary of basic terms with def in i t ions are to be 
published soon. 
Work i s i n progress on a four language dic t ionary of terms. 
More than 2,000 terms have been se lected. The dict ionary i s 
scheduled to be published in 1987, 
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While work was imder way on the d ic t ionary of basic terms, 
FID received a proposal from Dr. J .R.P. Alvarez-Ossorio, Chairman 
FID Information for Indus t ry(FID/ l I ) , to add a Spanish version 
to the d ic t ionary of basic terms. The Spanish version has been 
duly prepared and edi ted and the dic t ionary thus augmented. 
The FID long-term plan for 1988 includes (item 4) Develop-
ment of a Japanese-English dic t ionary of terms in information/ 
documentation, vrtiich was suggested by Japanese exper t s . Having 
such a terminological d ic t ionary wi l l he lp , f i r s t , to define the 
conception of our subject f i e l d as seen by the profess ionals in 
Japan, and second, to make much wider use of Japanese publ ica-
t ions in information d i s c ip l i ne s . 
7.5 FID Education and Training Committee ( F I D / E T ) 
7.51 History 
In cooperation with na t iona l , regional and in te rna t iona l 
organisa t ions , the FID Education and Training Committee ac t s as 
a c a t a ly s t to developments r e l a t e d to the education of informa-
t i o n profess ionals . The Committee's a c t i v i t i e s are d i rec ted a t 
a mil l t id iscipl inary Field where information science, informatics 
and te lemat ics provide the conceptual framework. Professional 
fxanctions encompass information resource (s) management. The 
character of t h i s mul t id i sc ip l inary f i e l d of research, p rac t i ce 
and pol icy making i s marked by a convergence of various techno-
log ie s , e spec ia l ly computer appl ica t ions and teleconmiunications. 
The committee's focus i s on the role of education and 
t ra in ing as a harmonising force in t h i s mul t id i sc ip l inary f i e ld . 
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Special attention is given to the need to understand better 
the impact of science and technology on society and on the 
development process. 
Concerns include the role of information and in national 
development, education and training policies, planning and 
preparation of the work force, research, curriculum design and 
revision, knowledge and information management, counseling and 
technical assistance to users, and information technology trans-
fer. 
Founded in 1953 as FID Training of Documentalists (TD) 
and reconstituted in 1959 the FID/ET began operations under its 
present name in 1971. Following the chairmanship of G.Wersing 
(FRG) and P. Wasserman(USA), in 1983 the secretariat moved to 
Syracuse Iftiiversity (USA). 
7.52 Recent Achievements 
Pre-Congress Workshop, The Hague 1984. 
Workshops organised by F I E / E T i n conjunction with b ionia l 
FID Congress(e.g. , Mexico City, 1976* Edinburgh, 1978, Copenhagen, 
1980 Hong Kong, 1982). Serve to review current t rends , iden t i fy 
h igh l igh ts and problems, compare experiences and suggest research 
and programmes. Recent sessions have been discuss ion-or iented, 
with br ie f presenta t ions and extensive i n t e r ac t i on among p a r t i -
c ipants . Curriculum Development in a changing world was the 
guiding theme of the pre-congress workshop held September 17-20, 
1984 in the Hague. Fif ty s ix ind iv idua ls , l eaders in t he i r 
f i e ld s , represent ing 24 countr ies pa r t i c ipa t ed . UNESCO/PGI and 
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and IDRC provided some travel fellowships proceedings, 
submitted in May 1985, are being published by FID. A summary 
of themes and recommendations was published in Education for 
Information Committee Meetings. 
FIE/ETS tradition approach to its annual technical/bussiness 
meetings is to organise an open discussion meeting on committee 
activities and plans with the participation of humerous repre-
sentatives of other committees and organisations. The objective 
is to combine the bussiness meetings with informative reports 
on FID/ET Programmes and with the planning of collaborative 
projects. In recent years, technical/business meetings have been 
held in Vienna, 1983» The Hague 1984; Prague, 1985. Part J1 of 
the 1985 meeting was held in conjunction with the conference of 
the American Society for information science(ASIS) in Las vegas, 
October 1985. 
Register of Short-Term Education and Training Activities 
in Librarianship, information science and Archives. 
Based on contract between UNESCO and FID, the second 
edition of the R-egister was compiled on the basis of survey 
questionnaires. Education Programmes and organizations that are 
included, the availability of fellowships and scholarships being 
indicated over a hundred new entries were listed in the section 
on national programmes, representing an addition of seventeen 
countries. Camera-ready copy was submitted to FID in November, 
1984, and a proposal was prepared for the conputerisation and 
syanhematic updating of the file. To facilitate conpilation of 
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similar resource works in the future, FID/ET Prepared an 
analysis of the data collection and editorial Process, vrhich 
is available for loan, 
7.53 Current ProgramiBe 
Clearing house on Information Education and Training 
Materials. 
The committee's main responsibility, to serve as a focal 
point in information education with special emphasis on the 
developing areas of the world, is carried out by the clearing 
house (CH), Supported by a contract between UNESCO and FID, 
Since its inception in 1979, the CH is a system of system's 
with multiple functions (1) collection and dissemination of 
education and Training materials, (2) Laison with sources and 
users through human resource network, (3) maintenance of a 
central resource of addresses of organizations and contract 
persons, (4) query answering by CH Searching, online searching 
referrds, (5) on going dissemination of current information 
throu^ a Newsletter, and (6) assistance to users. 
The CH has helped users through correspondence and other 
modes of communication to develop courses, workshops, locate 
teaching packages, initiate research pro^jects, identify 
programmes to attend, contact funding sources, carryout staff 
training and improve user education. All information trans-
actions have been recorded to create a basis for assesment. In 
1985, utilisation of the CH again increased. At the end of 
each year, a descriptive, statistical and financial report is 
submitted to FID and UNESCO. 
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The JfeMSletter on Education and Training Programmes for 
Information personnel service as the dissemination arm of the 
CH. I t provides a forum for annoxancements and the exchange of 
i n s i s t s and experience, e i ^ e c i a l l y for the growing readership 
in developing countr ies . The new feature ' Idea Flash* which 
drew an en thus i a s t i c response, publishes in br ie f the ideas 
and experiments of readers , and thus pu ts c rea t ive minds in 
touch across l a rge d is tances . New courses, workshops, meetings, 
teaching a ids and education r e l a t e d current research are 
described and Resource Guides produced by the CH are announced 
Resource Net Work. 
In the course of i t s l i a i s o n work with educational progra-
mmes and e3q)erts, the F I D / E T Sec re t a r i a l has developed an exten-
sive information network of contacts . A contact person i s 
sometimes a user and sometimes a resource. Links among exper ts 
may be formed e i t he r througji face-to-face meetings in F I D / E T 
workshops, viz the Newsletter, or via the CH Service. The 
benef i t s of an experience-sharing network include access to 
unpublished educational and t r a in ing mate r ia l s , cost savings due 
to l e s s dupl icat ion of e f f o r t s , and improved regional and i n t e r -
nat ional cooperation. 
The committee began designing a data base of organisa t ions 
and exports t h a t i s intended to serve as an in t e rna l tool u n t i l 
expansion i s made feas ible through external funding. Further 
plans for the network are described below. 
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Formiilatlon of a Research Programme 
Included in the medium-term programme and approved by 
the Ckiuncil JLn September 1984, a prel iminary study of po t en t i a l 
research, major themes and methods have been declineated. Work 
on the programme on folded in tvro p a r t s : 
Part 1 F I D / E T completed (1) a review of ciirrent and recent 
papers on information education in developing countr ies , (2) a 
working document on the implicat ions of information p o l i c i e s 
for management education, with emphasis on managers of 
information cent res , (3) a course syllabus for teaching in fo r -
mation p o l i c i e s and (4) content and methodology of an informa-
t ion pol icy workshop adoptable to developing countr ies . These 
documents w i l l be sent to F I D / E T Committee members for comments. 
Part 2 Based on discussions with educators and education 
researchers , the committee communications among members of an 
in te rna t iona l peer grox:^ as a p r i o r i t y . The object ive i s to 
explore an a l t e rna t ive mode of technical ass is tance for in fo r -
mation education programmes in developing countr ies by l ink ing 
a small number of them with information c lear ing house. The 
study cons i s t s of two phases* (1) Phase 1 completed in 1985, i s 
the descr ip t ion of a p i l o t p ro jec t to l i n k on information science 
programme in a developing country with a counter p a r t in an 
indus t r i a l country, (2) Phase i s a study of the con^satibili ty 
of information c lear ing houses in in t e rna t iona l networking 
(par t of the p ro jec t with F I D / C L A / E T ) . A l i t e r a t u r e review of 
the po t en t i a l uses of e lec t ron ic mail, computer conferencing. 
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audio conferencing, technology, op t ica l d i s c , has been in 
process during the year. Issues of transborder data flow, 
privacy, s tandardisat ion and problems of the telecommunication 
i n t r a s t ruc tu res in various countr ies are o ther aspects of the 
view. 
7.54 Plans For the Future 
The programme of work p lans for the immediate future c a l l 
for the following p ro jec t s : 
1. Pre-Congress Seminar on Education and Training for 
Technology Transfer, Montreal, Sept .8-11 , 1986 and 
F I D / E T Technical Business Meeting. 
2. J o i n t Project with F ID/CR, a sxirvey of development 
in education and t r a in ing for c l a s s i f i c a t i on and 
indexing in d i f fe ren t countr ies . 
3. Preparation of paper for and p a r t i c i p a t i o n in j o i n t 
IFLA/Sec. L S - I C A / C P T - F I D / E T Seminar Conservation and 
preservat ion , Vienna i ^ r i l 11-13, 1986, 
4. Implimentation of the Research Programme. 
7. 55 Focus For the Coming Decade 
The Committee i s facing a specia l challenge. Emerging 
trends such as the convergence of telecommunication and computing, 
economic studios of the value of information and the d ive r s i f i c a -
t ion of professional ro les in the information sector demand new 
approaches to the development of a hight qua l i ty work force. In 
developing areas of the world, a new crops of information edicators 
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and practioners is on therrise. They perceive their roles as 
being innovators and adaptors at the same time. New technolo-
gies and education programmes must be adjusted to local need 
in order to become key resources in national development. 
These educators and practioners see systematic planning, 
research, and participation in national policy making as on a 
integral part of their responsibility. It is one of the 
committee main task to support these activities. 
FID/ET will be responsible, however, for maintaining 
liasion with all information education programme, even in areas 
where the problem will be information density rather than 
information scarcity. The Committee's workshops and research 
project will have to be prepared to cover the economic, legal 
and social implication of information transfer as well as 
scientific and technical issues. 
Finally the committee should foster discussions of and 
identify education of methods for the preparation of information 
professionals for new complex tasks. We might assume that 
several trends will have a strong impact on information education 
in the future eg. Policies for trasborder data flowi information 
as a national resources and economic commodity, direct access to 
infonnation stores by users» requests for technical, legal and 
medical information by nonr-specialists» and the need for inter-
mediaries to synthesis, repachage and channel information vdiere 
and in the form it is needed. 
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7.6 FID Infonnetries Committee (FIE/IM) 
7*61 Scope and Proffcaime 
This Committee was set \ip in 1980 to establish an 
international forum for gathering, evaluating and exchanging 
ideas on, methods and means for the application of mathematics 
to information science (informetrics). The general programme 
envisaged at the time of its foimdation wast 
- to design a catalogue of education objectives for the 
education and training of informetrics experts and to 
propose a curriculum based on this catalogue, 
- to lay down standards and definitions for informetrics 
research* 
- to prepare international meetings or conferences on 
informetrics* 
- to advance international cooperation in the field of 
informetic research. 
The Committee was refounded imder the current chairman 
in 1984 and started functioning from India at INSDOC, New Delhi 
from January 1985. 
The programmes envisaged for 1985 were: to bring out a 
Newsletter* to organise a conference on scientometries, and to 
expand the membership of this Committee, enlisting representa-
tives from different countries, and exchange information on 
different activities relating to informetrics. The first issue 
of Fip/lM Newsletter was brought out in June 1985 and distribu-
ted to all National Members of the FID, and a large number of 
institutions actively involved in information and documentation. 
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There have been supporting responses from the President of 
the FID, the Secretary General and a few national members. 
The second issue of the Newsletter was issued in early 1986. 
The seminar on scientometrics could not be held in India 
as a conference was organised by another institution in the 
country on Science Indicators, a closely related topic. The 
parent organisation of INSDOC (CSIR) advised that a conference 
on scientometrics should be arranged in a subsequent year. 
The responses from National Members were somev^ iat halting 
and not very encouraging in 1985. We are hoping, however, that 
the publication of the Newsletter will generate a better 
response from national members and active interest in the work 
of the Committee. 
7.62 1986 Plans 
Three issues of Newsletter have been planned for 1986i 
it is also intended to compile and bring out a publication of 
a roster of esqperts in informetrics and prepare a thesaurus on 
informetries. The Newsletter will carry an editorial on 
specific aspects of informetrics, two or three institutional 
profiles of organisations actively involved in studies on 
informetrics, summary reports of national and international 
conferences on informetrics and related topics and current 
literature on informetrics. We shall also be reporting the 
reactions of national members on the information disseminated 
through this Newsletter. 
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Preliminary work is in hand on organising a national 
or international seminar on informetrics jointly with the 
National Institute for Science, Technology and Development 
Studies (CSIR), New JQelhi, and a few other organisations. 
7.63 Future Plans 
As the Committee is relatively new, it is too optimistic 
now for us to programme for 1987-^8, it is hoped that FID will 
be able to make progress in the following areas: 
- preparation of a course curriculum on informetricsi 
- studies of the literature on informetrics indicating 
the different areas of studies and the growth pattern; 
- collection of useful indicators for various types of 
management activity; 
- preparation of a comprehensive bibliography on 
informetrics. 
7.7 FID Linguistics in Documentation Committee [FIQ/LD] 
7.71 History And Programme 
7.711 Language and Linguistics 
It was early perceived as natural for FID to have a 
committee dedicated to language problems. However there has 
been, over the years, some difference of opinion as to what 
these problems are. 
For non-linguists, language problems are connected with 
superficial phenomena, such as standard spelling, correct word 
order and appropriate endings, conformity with terminology 
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rulings etc. In other words, exactly such petty details that 
seemed to excite fault finding school teachers. Linguistics 
within FID were accordingly supposed to deliver niles and tools 
for transliteration, translation and multi-language encoding 
of classes and descriptors. Although several of its members 
have been invoked in such activities FIE/LD as a body has been 
rather power in living iip to such expectations. 
Linguists tend to see languages as more than a superficial 
(dis) guise of independently thinkable and definable concepts 
linguistics, therefore, is not a science of the text surface but 
involves, in complexways which never cease to intrigue and 
fascinate us, the relation between content and expression, 
between transmitting and storing messages on one hand and think-
ing them lip and understanding them on the other. Linguistics, 
properly understood, is concerned with the very core of what 
documentation in its widest sense is about; question - answering 
on the basis of stored knowledge, FIC/LD has brought forward 
this point on a number of occassions, with an eloquence which 
has inpressed its members, but FIE/LD feels that it has not 
made the impact on documentalist thinking which it feels the 
linguistic insights deserve. 
Major publications establishing this perspective are ling-
uistics and information science. New York, 1973 a book commi-
ssioned by FID/LD and written by two committee members, Karen 
Sparck Jones and martin kay, and natural language in Information 
Science (edited by walker, Karlgrer Xay), Stockholm, 1977, re-
fluxing an FID/LD workshop on the topic and including a chapter 
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•Linguis t ics and information sciencei a p o s t s c r i p t ' v^ere 
Sparck Jones and key follow up t h e i r 1973 publ ica t ion . In 
^ e s t i o n s and Answers (edi ted by Kiefer) , Stockholm, 1983,the 
r e l a t i o n of answers to questions i s discussed from di f ferent 
angles how to we find an answer to a question(information 
s c i e n t i s t ' s view), how to we see t h a t a statement i s a question 
or an answer [a l i n g u i s t ' s view] how do we know what cons t i tu t e s 
an answer (a l o g i c i a n ' s view). 
7.712 Tasks 
The task of the committee, therefore, as it sees itself 
is to be a link between linguistics and documentation. The 
committee should be a source of linguistic knowledge for the 
documentation world. In particular, it should act in three 
rates; 
- a broker role pointing out roots and results which 
are there for the talking. Existing text processing 
methodware, for machine use and otherwise, can be put 
to work, resources spent on projects to reinvestigate 
the existing can be used for other research work, 
- a constructive role, pointing out roots and results 
which could be produced, if research resources are 
directed towards the crucial areas. The committee 
can suggest possible advances, based on linguistic 
insights to documentation problems. 
In this light our view of what is linguistic is 
very wide we consider as linguistic insight the 
knowledge that is gathered through scientific study 
of so-called natural languages. By this we mean 
that a number of fundamental information science 
issues are basically of a linguistic nature, and this 
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is so even vdiere natural language is not used in the 
actual documentation practice. The nature of man-
machine communication does not change fundamentally, 
if codes are substituted for words* we are still faced 
with the controversy between form and content, of 
which at least the latter is forever changing in an 
elusive way whenever humans are involved. Whether we 
like it or not, there are linguistic aspects to consider 
evenw with artificial languages and codings. 
- a destructive role, helping to inhibit or discontinue 
development projects for which the chances of success 
are nil. In a number of areas, information scientists 
and allegedly practical people spend time and energy 
of attempts vdiich we know, from experience and theore-
tical considerations, to be. Vain. Merely by elimina-
ting a number of theoretically ill-adviced projects 
around the world, the documentation world could make 
savings of the same order as the total cost for lingui-
stic research. 
Thus much of the efforts given topproduce limited unambi-
guous and semantically unchanging vocabularies or thesaure are 
necessary failures, not as non-linguists tend to believe because 
the resources have been too small to make them complete or to 
go deep enough in defining and classification but for more 
fundamental reasons. The idea of the ideal conceptual language, 
we can tell our documentalist friends has been tried before and 
given up as a practicality and as an ideal- a few centuries ago. 
The perfectly exact and stable language will not come into 
existence. We know now why similarly we know that the conipletely 
automated translation of natural language texts is not achievable 
in the foreseable futiare, except under extremely restricted 
circumstances. 
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In short, a well-informed committee of linguistis expects 
that it can make some contribution to the information field 
because there is nothing as practical as a good theory. 
Conversely, the committee has a task in providing the 
linguistic community with information about documentation 
problems. In particular linguistis capable of innovasive 
research should be informed about: 
- crucial methodological problems in information services, 
stimulating linguists to attack key issues and produce 
new methodware. The unfamiliarity among scholars with 
practices and problems is enormous, paralleleled only 
by the theoretical unawareness of some system designersi 
- existing techniques and practical solutions, preventing 
linguists to address at least under the pretext that 
they are providing help to the documentation profession-
issues which are already solved in practice or the 
solution of which would have only a marginal effect. 
In short, a group of linguists well-informed about the 
ways and worries of the documentation world is likely to 
stimulate good research because it is challenge to inquisitive 
minds to learn about practical problems which are unsolved by 
the best professionals* if they are solvable, theoretical study 
may indicate where the solutions are* if not, it is an even 
greater challenge to establish vAiy. 
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7.713 Results 
The effects of information transfer are notoriously hard 
to measure. In a number of cases, hoever we can ascertain that 
the committee statements did influence decision makers in some 
development fields, and it is a fact that many linguists owe to 
FIE/LD their awareness of linguistic issues raised by documen-
tation, ftit so much is being said and done, again, in lingui-
istics and documentation, in complete Ignorance of each others 
work, 
7.71A Means 
The resources available to the committee to achieve these 
goals are distressingjly small. It is meaningless for the 
committee to try to run or finance experiments or research on 
its own, nor is it likely that FID will be able to raise -ttie 
funds reqiiired for such purposes vdiat an international commi-
ttee can reasonably hope to do is to collect information inter-
nationally and interdisciplinarily and disseminate this infor-
mation in a way that makes an impact on the practical as well 
as the scholarly world. Its assets are the contact network of 
FID, the width of competence of its members as a groxrp and the 
credibility of an independent body acting in good faith without 
vested interests. 
Reviewing its modes of operation as a meeting as oster-
bybruk, Sweden. April 1984 the committee decided that vdiereas 
it was deemed as no longer realistic to run research projects 
of its own, its aims could best be fulfilled by producing : 
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- papers on specific Issues to be presented at FID 
conferences, 
~ exhibitions at FID Conferences, 
- short reviews on specific topics, to be distributed to 
members of FID, or others. 
- seminars on key issues, ndiich might resiiLt in 
publications. 
Ihe resoiarces needed from FID are above all for infor-
mation transfer, both ways, across borders, in particular bet-
ween tiie academic and ihe non~academlc professions, FID and 
hence FID/LD must be louder. 
7.72 Activities 
7.721 Reviewing ongoing Research 
A central task for Hbe committee is to report on progress 
in linguistics, particiiLarly but not exclusively in computa-
tional linguistics, \diich appears to have a hearing i^on infor-
mation activities. Accox*dingly, the pro;)ect cumulative research 
plan for linguistics in documentation is a standing project. A 
long term effort for this purpose was made and completed under 
the leadership of one committee number. !Ihe project consisted 
of an initial survey of linguists and information specialists 
to identify a broad range of important research areas, v^ich was 
then followed tQ> by an extensive Delphi study of a large nxuaber 
of active researchers in the field, internationally. This 
project was carried out by one member - R.Kuhlen, professor of 
information science as the Ihiiversity Konstanz- in cooperation 
with other members of FID/LD. 
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The report has attracted wide attention. It hlghll^ts 
work relevant for text and information transfer in a nianber of 
areas, from powerful handware tools to inteligent analysis and 
•ttie processing of speech and text. In summary we can say that 
useful results are expected within a shorter time range -tiian 
one is accustomed to. Aad the overall picture of ongoing 
parallel developments makes an overvdielming inpression that a 
really new, telecommunicating and computer- seconded daily 
environment is coming closer much sooner than we are prepared 
to believe. Advanced language processing techniques are no 
longer an option for a small circle of sophisticated specialist 
but a must for everyday users. 
7.722 Linguistic contribution to terminology 
The committee was under a certain pressiire from within 
FID to supply terminology work. No doubt collection and regis-
tration as well standardisation of scientific terminology is 
important for documentation, and the tex*minological issues 
deserve increasing attention as Information services cross 
borders linguistic and otherwise. However, the committee recog-
nising and there are too many rather than too few international 
bodies for terminology registration and standardisation, bodies 
in liriiich members of FIJD/LD were active and aware of the high 
costs of any serious terminological work, has declined them as 
an organism for standardising or publishing terminology. Instead 
the committee has addressed the linguistics of the terminology 
activities. The term bank attempts are built on numerous implicit 
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l inguis t lc assiuoptioaist and these deserve a c r i t i c a l examination. 
Thvis, terms are often seen as labels of (or even Identified with) 
* concepts*, iiftilch could. In principle, be exhaustively and 
uniquely defined and kept constant overtime and apace* the 
eo^lrlcal fai lures £o far of complete standardisation i s taken 
as an argument for Increased, not reduced efforts in the same 
direction. Descriptive and normative functions of term l i s t s 
and term banks are often confused, presenting norms as facts and 
usage as norms. I t i s also factually assumed that r e s t r a in t s , 
\dilch are a t best oustlflable for crude re t r ieva l procedures, 
based on controlled vocabularies, represent an ideal even for 
scient if ic tedanical language. A report i s being conplled on 
th i s topic. 
7.723 Remote sc ient i f ic conferencing 
The committee has previously studied and experimented with 
computer-mediated dialogues. An ear l ie r project in th is f ie ld 
was generalised into a study of computerbased dialogue or 
'polylogue* as an alternative to physical meetings and to polemici 
in books and periodicals. 
To-date cosiputer based conference techniques are pract ica-
l l y used primarily for brief ephemeral notes with rapid succ-
ession of questions and answers. The eo^hasis has in mosr appli-
cations been on speed. Spontameity and case of interaction. The 
poss ibl l t les of using a similar procedure for sc ient i f ic in t e r -
course are as yet l e s s exploited. Here the typical debate con-
tr ibution i s longer, l e ss unpremedlated and not so urgent that 
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it cannot tolerate the delays Introduced by normal postal 
services. Speeding v^ a scientific discussion is a matter 
not of replacing days by hours but of replacing years by weeks. 
Though the tendency here may also be towards briefer and less 
elaborate statements, as conqpared to existing written channels 
for scientific polemics, the order of magnitude in these respects 
is different from the computer mail networks. A study of the 
interaction between actual users in such an environment will 
shed light on interesting problems of human engineering, and on 
the inopact on style and linguistic behaviour in a new medium. 
One particular issue is the relation between use of the 
multi-line discussion possibility in a written interaction of 
-Uiis type vAiereas oral discussion is - in a siqierficlal sense-
linear in that speakers are discoxiraged from speaking more than 
one at a time, and scientific debate in literature is only occa-
sionally clearly structured in linear stimulus/response sequerces 
a computer based message exchange will typically create inter-
action patterns containing both sequences in time of connected 
statements and simultaneous, independent sub dialogues. This 
multi-user environment provides new linguistic problems. 
A report with comments on the usefulness of new media and 
their effect on habits and language and with recoi 
• \. 
system builders and for planners will be publi^ shed. 
l,lZk Practical, Natural-Language interfaces' 
There has beei a general interest within R 
time in setting up a research pro;)ect, but it has beoi recognised 
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that there.Is now not only a substantial interest in this 
field by various linguists but also the beginnings of some 
linguistically interesting systems* It has been decided to 
postpone work in this area and to coDomission an extended report 
on the matter on a later occasion. 
7.725 Ck>Biputer Aids in Translation 
In September 1979 FIE/LD made a survey of computer aids 
in translation. The little was careftilly phrased: It covers 
the ^ diole range from fully automated machine tmaslation, 
through man-aided machine translation to human translation with 
more or less powerful computer siQ}port. In a meeting open only 
to special Invitees, 19 leading experts on translation and 
machine translation research from 9 countries from Japan to the 
U.S. and including the European Economic community met during 
three days to go over the ground and prepare a statement. The 
meeting, v^ich was hosted and financed by KVAL Institute for 
Information science, was held in a secluded manor house, the 
Chateau d*Hanzinelle in Belgium* the resolution were announced 
the nextday in the Royal Library in Brassels, at a meeting 
hosted by the Belgian national member. The conclusion were 
unanimous. They were critical of much ongoing research, not 
-Qie least in the European Economic coosrunity, the site of the 
meeting was not accidental. 
The statement established \i^ at coniputers can do now, 
emphasising the many useful albeit each by itself unspectacular 
tools \Aiich are being left imused. It identified critical areas 
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for basic research and it pointed at -the most promising direc-
tions for development, viz. refined combinations of machine and 
human cooperation rather than attespts at coBQ>lete automatisa-
tion. Kere post, editing of machine output does not seem to be 
a realistic way of producing adequate translation*, d e report 
stressed the * fail-soft* approach possible by using interactive 
processing: 
In a suitably designed foil-soft system for translators^ 
responsibility and control of all processing remains with the 
translator, and the machine slowly Increases his productivity 
such systems allow small scale experiments and the collection 
of valuable, but hitherto unavailabLe, information on the methods 
and work habits of professional translators. The consensus of 
this international grovp of experts is that fully automatic, 
h i ^ quality trazislation is not feasible in -the foreseeable 
futures Fully mechanised translation will have to be restricted, 
as it is today, to a very specialised and highly stereotype kind 
of text or to applications ndiere quality requirements are excep-
tionally low. The groi:^  ends by saying that vdiile there are 
several areas for immediate application of 18 techniques that are 
well known but little used today, su|>port for long term and high 
risk experimentations and for fundamental research must be inten-
sified if there is to be future improvement. This document was 
distributed to various journals and channels, but the committee 
felt that the penetration via FID was not Mttkat it would have 
desired. The results were also presented in a plenary session 
at the International Association of Applied Linguistics(AILA) 
international congress in 1980. 
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The situation has undergone substantial progress since 
then, with a number of systems for machine-aided translation 
now being commercially available. For at least one of them, 
the committee has been told that i t was developed as a direct 
consequence of the committee's recommendations. Also, reason-
ably priced more or l ess automatic systems for hi^ily specia-
l i sed texts have appeared on the market. Since most products 
have been designed to cater for very particxalar situations 
and/or languages, i t i s not easy to make a fair conparison. 
To evaluate the lods now offered, the committee has collected 
material on them and prepared comparative demonstrations with 
video tape recording of translators actually using the systems. 
I t i s foreseen that Hm results will be compiled in a manner 
suitable for presentation to FID. The committee will continue 
to follow this f ield and report on i t s development. 
7.726 Otext Generation from Non-Textual Data 
Whereas much research in documentation has focussed on 
the problem of extracting information from natural language 
texts and transforming in into a shegpe amenable to formal 
processing, we here address -Uie inverse problem of turning 
data, - 'wfOBt computer people call 'structured information* into 
a structure %Aiich i s more appetising to human readers. Present-
ing tables of data verbally i s more than translating a tabular 
arrangement, into linear, grammatically well-formed sentences. 
To be digestible, the *text* masr also have an overall coherence 
and be directed towards the 'readers' information needs. 
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7.727 Electronic publishing 
It was planned to analyse ^at Is new and >diat is old 
in publishing \idien ihe docuiients or data are primarily made 
avedlable in conputer-:based form. New media require new 
language techniques* but in manipulating the texts and in 
style and terminology, some of the tendencies and requirements 
should be spelt out and z^ported. Other claims f^om those 
advocating new media seem to be unfoundeds many fundamental 
linguistic conditions remain unchanged ndien the medium is 
changed* 
For the time being, with the^  enormous development of 
this field, it has bedn decided to leave this topic to the 
extent it has not been subsumed by other topics. 
7.728 Text Enhancement for Human reader 
New media have often led to the acceptance of cttierwise 
intolerable appearance of texts: blurred prim, small character 
sets(e.g. only capitals), lack of variation of fonts and layouts, 
flickering screens, misplaced foot notes etc. At the same time, 
new technology can add to 'tibie readability of texts by the means 
of new distinctions: colours, spacing, dbtaracter size, movements 
etc. !I!hese possibilities are not yet widely exploited, partially 
because many designers of systems are imaware of human engineering 
aspects. New technology cannot only accommodate the full range 
of traditional fonts and tjrpographical extravagance but create a 
aoder>n world typography, with rich graphical differentiation and 
special arrangement which agree with and emphasise the intended 
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llngulstic and factual stnacture of tiie information. Clearly, 
all this engineering could achieve more than entertainment. 
How do the new means of expression relate to %Aiat we ctiierwise 
know of text structure and human text coooprehension. A brief 
report with recommendations for research and development is 
being developed. 
7.73 Plana For The Future 
To pursue the coomiittee's goals* a continuous and ftrnda-
mental task is to supply a continually updated research plan 
of the field of linguistics in information science. More efforts 
will be made to give the results a wide distribution, and the 
committee will rely on FID as an organisation to supply tbe 
diannels to non-academic professional receivers. 
Of the special issues studied so far, translation will 
remain in focus. Translation is an inqportant activity in inter-
national Information services, and new tools are being produced, 
sold and under circumstances used. We shall continue to 
evaluate them and make siiggestions, constructive or destznictive 
as the case may be. 
A closer study of translation shows l^at the most needed 
facilities for a translator are not mechanism for more or less 
clever replacement of words in one language by words from another 
language but retrieval mechanism, of which dictionary lookup 
and remote term-bank accesses are merely a special case. % e 
translator needs to find terminological and encyclopedic infer-
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matlon of a l l kinds. Translation, then, shoiad be seen as a 
special case, and not such a special case a f tera l l , of writer's 
Aids. 
When we try to summarise succinetly the major capabi l i t i es 
of a good mechanical on human question-answerer, %«e note those 
of : 
- recognising what i s said, disregarding how i t i s said: 
he / she / i t should not be l ed astray by another formula-
t ion of the same question* 
- recognising what i s meant, disregarding ^ a t i s saidt 
he / she / i t should not take a question to l i t e r a l l y but 
respond to the underlying idea* a misleadingly narrow 
answer cannot be excused because i t i s a l og i ca l l y 
correct direct answer to a poorly formulated or i l l -
informed question* 
- recognising nftiat a questioner needs for h i s purpose, 
disregarding ndiat h i s question meant* the answerer 
must offer supplementary information nAiich was not 
asked for but ndiich he knows i s relevant for the 
questioner's intentions, as these emerge from his 
questions. 
In short, a good advisor should not in a s t r i c t sense do 
irtiat he i s told. This holds true for an expert conmittee v i s 
a vis FI2>- and for FID v i s a v i s the coored of documentation 
and information. 
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7.8 FID Patent Information and Documentation Committee(FH}/PD) 
7v81 History 
Bie purpose of the committee is to cover patent informa-
tion and documentation, %diich is a special field with its own 
x^quirements. Patents are very inqportant* being in continuous 
and inevitable world wide use not only by experienced documen-
talists but also by research and development people as well as 
by management. 
The Committee was founded in August 1976. It consists of 
26 members, authorised by the competent FID member of their 
country or affiliated as interested e:^erts. There are 6 
corresponding members, making a total membership drawn from 16 
countries. Ihe members are from industry and from private or 
official search or documentation organisations. 
7.82 Scope and Prograimie 
Ihe scope of the coamiittee is to further the use of patent 
information by: 
- observing the needs of users* 
- observing the suitability of l&e services, means and 
systems available. 
- recommending to appropriate bodies, improvements of 
these services, means and systems. 
- proposing the introduction of new or additional services, 
means and systems. 
The general programme of the FID/PD is to be concerned 
witht 
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- the layout and formats the patent documentation. 
- patent gazettes and indexes 
- selective patent abstract information services 
- international patent classification 
- deep indexing 
- bibliographical documentation 
- means and services for searching and inquiries 
" education in patent literature, information and 
documentation. 
7.83 Activities 
Since its foundation* the conmittee has met tvirice a year 
in different European towns. Members of the Ck^ mmittee have 
regularly attended the sessions of those working groups of the 
Permanent Committee on Patent Information (PCPI) of WIPO to 
idxich the FID is admitted as an observer. 
7«84 Recent Achievements 
The FIC/PD has devoted most of its efforts to taking 
part in the projects of tdie Permanent Committee on Patent 
Information or proposing new projects. This project is still 
in progress. The working group on Patent Information for 
Developing countries deals in pairticular, with education in 
patent information and documentation and provides help to 
developing countries in establishing Patent Docuaientation Centres. 
The Committee intends to infoxm users on current develop-
ments and to gather their opinions. Through its membership the 
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coBBBittee has contacts with the national patent documentation 
organisations of users, especially in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, the UK and the Netherlands. The Ck>mmittee is in 
continuous contact with -Qie Standing Advisory Coimnittee of the 
EPO. It also took part in the standardisation work of the ISO 
concerning the standardisation of terms in the field of patents 
and o-Oier industrial property rights. 
7.83 Current Programme 
At its last session, in April 1983, the F H V P O discussed 
problems based on the reports of sessions of the PC PI Working 
Gbroups on General Information and on Search Information Proposals 
and comments have to be requested by WIPO for each projects and 
these are sent to all members of working group by a procedure 
that lasts for months and years. A dictionary of patent docu-
mentation terms is under consideration by the CEC, as well as a 
training package for patent documentation in different languages. 
The European Commission is prepared to support these efforts. 
7.86 Plans for the Future 
The FIE/PD will have to continue to follow -tibe projects of 
WIPO and has therefore, to await ^at will be broii^t up these. 
The Coomilttee needs more members, esi>ecially from the eastern 
countries. This will broaden the base of the Committee and allow 
for work sharing. 
There are systems under development and on the market, but 
none of them seems to provide an ideal, complete and final solution. 
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7.87 Focus For The Coming Decade 
The user should not become completely dependent on a few 
Information brokers with a tendency towards a certain monopoli-
sation. OR the other hand it may turn out that the organisa-
tional form or procedures of WIPO/PCPI change in view of the 
fact that obviously, some great patent offices prefer to accel-
erate the development of their own activities. It would seen 
useful to cooperate with others FID Committees working in the 
field of the technical development. 
7*9 FID Research on the Theoretical Basis of Information 
Committee (FIl/Rl) 
7.91 History 
The FID Committee Research on the Theoretical Basis of 
Information (FIE/RI) was set up in 196^ on the initiative of 
VINITI, the USSR National member of the FID, by decision of 
the FID Council. The FID Council appointed Professor A.I. 
Mikhailov Chairman of the Committee. The Committee Secretariat 
operates at VINITI. 
The FID/RI prograime envisages development of the theory 
of Informatics (information science), as well as identification 
of its links with other scientific disciplines and of the 
patterns demonstrated in the generation, conversion, transfer 
and use of scientific infox*matlon in various fields of human 
endeavour. Over the last few years, the committee has focused 
increasing attention on the revolutionary changes occuring in 
information technology and the impact exerted by these changes 
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on society's development. 
One of the coomittees tasks is to promote the exchange of 
knowledge and experience in the field of informatics throu^ 
publicationst symposia and congresses of the Federation, as well 
as meetings and publications of the FI£/RI Committee. 
The commitee includes scientists and specialists fk'om 12 
countries, ^ ich enables it to carry out research taking due 
account of various points of view on informatics, an actively 
developing scientific discipline. 
7.92 Current Activities 
The committee pays special attention to -the development 
of the theoretical problems of informatics. The results of the 
work are reflected in the committee's collections of papers. 
Over the years, more than ten collections have been published, 
covering Hie results of research into various aspects of infor-
matics. During the last few years, the committee has issued 
collections entitled 'Performance criteria of information systems 
and processes , Information science and new information tech-
nology' , and an annotated bibliography of publications, 
devoted to the development of information science and related 
disciplines, ^ rtiich came out during the 1972-1982 period[3]. The 
publication covers about 600 papers dealing with key aspects of 
information science. An annotated bibliography covering the 
1962-1972 period was published in 1974. 
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7.92 Current Activities 
The coimnittee pays special attention to the development 
of -Qie theoretical problems of informatics. Ihe results of 
the vork are reflected in -the committee's collections of 
papers. Over the years, more than ten collections have been 
published, covering the results of research into various 
aspects of informatics. During the last few years, the 
committee has issued collections entitled *Performance criteria 
of information systems and processes* , 'Information science 
and new information technology* and an annotated bibliogre^hy 
of publications, devoted to the development of information 
science and related disciplines, ndiich came out during the 1972-
1982 period . The publication covers about 600 papers dealing 
with key aspects of information science. An annotated biblio-
graphy covering the 1962-1972 period was published in 197^. 
In 1985, within the framework of FID's Medium-Term Progra-
mme, the Committee caried out research into the social aspects 
of modem informatics 
The same year, the FIC/RI coiqpiled a five language syste-
matic terminological dictionary on the -Qieory and methodology 
of use . Comments and suggestions on the dictionary wotild 
be appreciated. Within the framework of the FIE/MTP, the 
committee is continiiing its work to develop a thesaurus of basic 
keywords in science and technology. 
In 1986, the committee continues with its research into 
the topict the * place of information in global problems. 
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Informatlon scientists and jQ>ecialists f^om various countries, 
as well as from some international organisation, have been 
invited to participate in the study. In its subject matter, the 
study is a continuation of the Committee's previous study 
'Social aspects of modern informatics'• In examining the place 
of information in global problems, vfe proceeded f^m the following 
considerations: the turning of information into a global prolxLemi 
the role of information today in solving vital global problems-
preservation of peace, rational use of energy, food and raw 
material resources, environmental protection, and socio-economic 
development of society as a i«diole. 
7.93 Plans For The Future 
Taking into account the increasing coniplexity of information 
and work and the development of new information technology. It 
would be reasonable to launch, within the conmiittee framework, 
study of such problems as man and information [the generation 
information hiunan abilities and the capacity to percieve, process, 
transfer and use information], the information ind stry, develop-
ment and interaction of informatics and new information technology, 
and the flow of information in the science production system. Of 
considerable theoretical and practical interest are the issues 
involved in the man machine interaction in an information system 
the future of such systems ii^ch are growing in number and the 
tendency of ^ Aiich to become integrated is manifesting itself 
increasingly clearly, and management of information systems and 
databases. Ano-Oier important aspect of research is the problem 
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of training information users to retrieve and use information 
without an intermediary. 
Some of the above research topics will be Included in 
the work plan for the FIIVRI Committee for the next few years. 
7*991 FID Social Science Information and Documentation 
Committee (FlU/SJ)): Study, Exchange of Opinions and 
International Cooperation. 
7.9911 History 
Recognising its growing responsibility for Hie develop-
ment of social science information and documentation and espe-
cially for international cooperation in this field* the Inter-
national Federation for Documentation decided to add to its 
sub;)ect oriented and regional committees a new study comoiittee 
devoted to Social Science information and documentation and 
established it at the 39th General Assembly in Edinburgh, 
September 1978, after a relatively long gestation period. From 
its inception, this committee, the Social Science Information 
and Documentation Committee (FIE/SD) has followed its own philo-
sophy within the broader terms of reference, stated by the 
Chairman as follows, *Social Science Information should serve 
the satisfaction of users' needs in policy-making, planning, 
organisAng and implementing socio-economic programmes at all 
levels'. 
Basically, it is the aim of the FID/SD to study the key-
issues of the development of social science information and 
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documentation (SSID) and to meet the challange of the constantly 
and widely felt need for promoting International Cooperation in 
this field. In pursuing its main objectives the committee* 
- encourages interested scientists and experts to take 
part in studies and research pro;)ects. 
- provides information on current developments in SSID 
on an international scale. 
- vtien needed, compiles proposals, evaluations,and reports 
for the FID Council and its national members as an 
advisory body. 
- maintains regular contracts and cooperates with various 
organisations and bodies working actively in -the field 
of SSID. 
The FIE/SD furthers scientific communication through the 
implen^ntation of various projects and by dissemination of their 
results, through the organisation of regular scientific and 
business meetings, as well as open forums and various publications. 
So far, six meetings have been organised: Edinburgh, 1978i Copenr-
hagen, 1980» Bonn, 1981» Hong Kong, 1988; Vienna, 1983» and the 
Hague, 1984 currently, -t±ie committee has 27 members £rom 18 
countries and 3 international organisations. The broad geogra-
phical composition of the membership Illustrates the tniLy inter-
national interest in the aims and activities of the committee. 
7.9912 Recent Achievements And The Current Programme 
The main objectives, activities and programmes have been 
summarised in a recent issiie of the International Forum on Infor-
mation and Documentation (IFID). It might be usefiiL to qiiote the 
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follovdng statement from it. From the beginning, it was obvious 
that the process of realisation coiald only be gradual at first 
the * tactics of small steps had to be followed. As the list of 
publications of the FIC/SD shows among others, however, several 
studies have been accomplished and discussed on the scope of 
social science information and its practical use and user studies 
in Social Science Information . It may be said that the acti-
vities of the committee have developed steadily, by and large 
according to the plans and programmes decided by its members. 
Selected Publications 
Ihe committee has three types of publication issued regu-
larly in recent years. The SSID Liaison Bulletin J^ointly spon-
sored by the FID/SD, ICSSD (International Committee for Social 
Science Information and Documentation) and IFLAISS (International 
Federation of Library Associations, Section of Social Science 
Libraries), is published in three issues a year and serves as a 
good example of the inter-organisational cooperation between 
these bodies. The highly appraised feature of it is a special 
suppleiBent to each issue ciirrent bibliography of Literature on 
social science information and documentation, which was originally 
launched by the FIC/SD and later incoixporated in the Bulletin. 
The first issue of 1985 contains a combined list of the members 
of the three sponsoring bodies, thus providing a directory of 
interested experts on the SSIO Scene. 
The publication of the FID Studies in SSID series is also 
an ongoing project. To date, follo%dJig volumes have been issued: 
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1. »Characteristics of Social Science Information' 
2. *The need for and the practical use of Social Science 
data* 
3. 'Social Science Information and decision making', 
4. 'Networks and networking in SSID, and 
3. 'Information market with special regard to SSID'. 
Not part of this series, but displaying many similar 
features to the volumes, a publication 'Grey Literature in Social 
Science Information and documentation came out in 1985 under the 
joint sponsorship of the FID/SD and The International Federation 
of Library Associations, Section of Social Science Libraries 
(IFLA/SS). This publication may also be cited as an example of 
the possible forms of international cooperation in this field. 
He is also worth mentioning that the first volume of the series 
was reprinted owing to the lively interest shown in it. 
FII)/SD Discussion papers are prepared mainly with restric-
ted circulation for scientific meetings. So far, more than 20 
papers have been published* 
A special series of articles inspired by the FID/SD has 
been published in IFID(InNos.2 and 4 1983) t and another special 
issue of the same ;joumal devoted to Idie materials presented at 
the Hague meeting of the committee in September 1983, has been 
published. This meeting of the FIC/SD was devoted to the 
problems of the information market and six papers- from Canada, 
Britain, Hungary, India, Japan and the Netherlands- were submitted 
and discussed. Special features of this topic- such as copyright. 
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prlclng, economic characteristics and marketing of Social Science 
Information activities and products - vere analysed. The emer-
gence, current characteristics and development trends of the 
information market in different countries and regions of the 
world were also touched upon. 
The project for an inventory of education and training 
facilties in social science information, a common FIE/SD and 
FII]/ET project for UNESCO, was accomplished with -Uie termination 
of the phase of data collection and control and with the transfer 
of completed worksheets to UNESCO. A report on the ioplementa-
tion of the project was also delivered to UNESCO. Possibilities 
for further participation in the project are currently being 
assessed and discussed. 
A new leaflet desenbing the aims, backgroimd, scope and 
activities of the PID/SD,with a saiople bibliography of the 
articles and studies inspired by the committee, has been published. 
This forms an organic poet of the committee's efforts to arouse 
professional interest and to drew attention to its activities. 
Other Projects 
There are other projects - such as the compilation of a 
directory of international social science information systems 
and organisations and research relating to the effectiveness of 
information activitjr- \Aiich are still isider consideration. 
Preparatory work in two main fields of investigation for FID/SD 
has been started. These fields are the study of the role of user 
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studles Infoznaingt operating and evaluating SSID services and 
of macro- and micro-level implications of information policy 
and information strategy with special regard to SSID. 
The coounittee maintains extensive external relations, 
vrtiich have a positive impact on its activities. These include 
personal contacts within FID with members of the Universal 
Decimal classification revision committees in the social sciences 
(FIE/CS), FID/ET, FID/RI and correspondence with other bodies, 
such as the FID Regional commission for Latin America(FIc/CLA). 
A call to increase the number of m^ jtual memberships with other 
FID Committees has been put forward by the FIc/SO Chairman. 
There are also regular and satisfactory contacts with national 
and international organisations, such as the International 
Committee for Social Science Information and Qocumentation( ICSSD) 
the International Federation of Library Associations, Section of 
Social Science Libraries (IFLA/SS) etc. 
It should benmentioned that the secretarial; of the 
committee, which is located at the Economics Information l^t 
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, contributes to the further 
inprovenent of relation between to FID and the Hungarian National 
Member. A meeting marking the 90th Anniversay of FID, continuity 
and the challenge of the future. 
7.9913 Plans For The Future 
The continuously growing professional information in the 
activities of the committee makes it clear that the current and 
ongoing pro;}ects of the FID/SD should be Haintaiied in -Uie future. 
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Pro;3ect descriptions are being circulated among the members of 
FID/SD and invited experts. The committee devoted its meeting 
in May 1986 in Aarhas, Denmark, to discussing this topic. 
The committee is endeavouring to explore the possibilites 
for organising seminars or training courses in order to share 
international experience with exports in member countries. 
In years to come, the committee will, maintain its efforts 
to expand its membership with special regard for regional consi-
deration. Despite the commonly felt and shared need, the 
attempts to create regional FIC/SD Committees have not nationa-
lised. 
It is likely that the concept of user orientation will 
remain a high priority one, as will classification of such techni-
cal aspects of SSID as data base construction. 
7.99131 Focus For The Coming Decade 
While the FID*s noble and highly respectable traditions 
should be acknowledged and properly appraised, the rapid develop-
ment of the so-called Information industly, the complicated and 
intricate interrelationships in^osed on Social and economci life 
of different countries by the emergence of the information 
society enforce a re-evaluation of the Federations scope, purs-
pectives and main objectives. It is strongly recommended that 
every effort be made to remedy faults and idently iHifulfilled or 
missed opportunities, as these can undermine the professional 
prestige of the organisation. 
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Research should be aimed first and foremost at revealing 
the future developments that are already appearing and determining 
their posslU.e consequences* so as to by the foundations for 
elaborating practical proposals. In this respect, the economic 
and social implications of the emerging Information society should 
again be emphasised. Besides, the emergence of interactive process 
within society increases the need for Information not only in a 
qualitative changes, as information services are increasingly 
challenged by newer and higher level requirements. The key ques-
tions ad;)ustment to Hie needs of users. 
Bearing in mind the stages of development in activities of 
scientific information services- the first being characterised by 
a prevalence of standly or passive information services, second 
is the active information provision with the spread of secondary 
services. Traditional services are utilised relatively ineffect-
ively. At present the outlines of the third stage in the deve-
lopment of Information activities are begining to take shape and 
consist of at least two elements. 
As a consequence of the trends already mentioned, the 
internal processing activities of SSID institutions must be 
professionalised, and the importance of general subject knowledge 
increased. In the near future three types ofworker will be 
employed by SSID institutions! experts in computer programming 
and techniques and in other information related techniques. 
Information specialists responsible for the management and 
Ranelllng of information, and subject specialists. This type of 
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dlvlslon of labour will increasingly replace the traditional 
one, based mainly, among other things, on a knowledge of 
languages etc. and will garantee the taking up of the challenge 
of competition. 
Another advantage that must be exploited in the SSID 
sphere is the interconnection between information stemming from 
statistical institutions, archives and libraries cxirrently 
working or operating in parallel. Ihis interconnection naturally 
demands that several legal, institutional and other questions be 
solved. 
The different endeavours to establish networks and ensure 
their successful operation on the national, regional or inter-
national level have had certain results, though the possibilities 
for networking have not been utilised to the full in a great 
number of cases. 
Itoder the conditions of increased competition, particular 
attention should be devoted to the actual situation in vdiich 
public institutions find themselves, especially in the light of 
the rapidly growing private sector in information and documenta-
tion. 
The relationship between scientific activities and infor-
mation activities has acquired great significance as research 
and information related activities have developed. The rela-
tionship between the development of research and development 
(R and D) activities and information is also of great importance. 
It would be of great significance to investigate the specifies 
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of this relationship In the field of SSID. This kind of follov-
up might provide several benefits to services in SSID and actually 
constitute one of the many reasons ^ y SSID professionals should 
always watch and access the latest developments in scientific and 
technical information. 
7.992 FID Broad System of Ordering Panel (FIE/BSO) 
7.9921 Origin of BSO 
Anticipation in the middle and late 1960's of a future 
increased momentum in mechanisation of information storage and 
retrieval led to the idea that a tsilversal information language 
for me - dieting purposes might shortly be needed. Some prelimi-
nary investigations into the feasibiliiy of switching between 
different information languages by means of such a mediating 
tool yielded positive results. Following a formal declaration 
of the need in the UNISIST Study Report of 1971, in 1973 FID and 
UNESCO instituted the Bread System of Ordering Pro;)ect. Initially, 
the project team was instructed to prepare a switching scheme for 
the fields of Science and Technology, but its scope was extended 
at a very early stage to include the ^ ole of knowledge. 
7.9922 Anticipating The Effects of Nechanisatioa 
The ^ ole episode was an honourable exception to \)diat, 
regrettably, too often became the customary method of implementing 
computerisation. Many computerisation schemes have advanced 
expensively and tardily by disproportionate use of feedback from 
hindsight, %^en greater investment in long range and wide view 
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pre-plannlng mlg^t have secured eqiiivalent goals more economi-
cally NEED FOR AN EXCHANGE INFORMATION LANGUAGE. The UNISIST 
Study Report and the sponsoring the BSO Pro;}ect correctly foresaid 
that the then impending con^ junction of coiq^ uter and communica-
tions technology would scale-up, by several orders of magnitude 
the quantity of information available for consultation and the 
numbers of potential users of such information. They realized 
that the quantitative changes were likely to lead to qualitative 
changes in the methodology of search and retrieval from informa-
tion stores. Although a variety roles for BSO were suggested, 
the BSO concept was very strongly associated with netwoi^ing. 
Information centres participating in networks were not svQ>posed 
to jettivon their local indexing systems for 'Qie sake of net-
working involving the change to a common networking information 
language. 
BSO 1978 
The f irs t edition of BSO was published in 1978. Inform, 
i t proved to be a non-explicity faceted classification of about 
4,000 terms. The general arrangement and order of the scheme 
was, en the i^ole approved by cri t ics , but i t s apparent incomplete-
ness arising from -Oie application of the organised information 
source criterion was widely conmented up<»i, and i t s nonr-hieraz*-
chical notation for mannal use and visual output was disliked by 
crit ics vdio forsibly ranked the question of infinite hospitality 
to new knowledge and case of updating of rather lower ioportance. 
Prior to publication the scheme had been field-tested in a number 
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of different countries to ascertain that it was sufficiently 
self explanatory to information workers ^ o might not be eacperts 
in classification, irrespective of their cultural background and 
specialism- oriented bias, would agree in assigning BSO codes to 
specified input samples. 
The fiSO Manual 
One year after the publication of BSO, an explanatory 
text, the BSO Manual, appeared. This gave an account of the 
origins of the scheme, the principles of its construction, and 
general guidance on its use. The Manual included a demonstra-
tion file showing how the scheme could be applied to the sub^ ject-
classified listing of real life information sources. 
Testing of BSO For Its Mediation Roles 
The BSO switching T^ s^t: The further major tests of the 
scheme were carried out next. The first(198l) was a straight 
forward exercise in index switching between two specialist 
centres witii a certain amount of common subject overlap in 
marginal-interest az*eas. The test compared the results of direct 
switching between the two local indexing languages and BSO-
mediated switching between them. Uie two centres need were 
Persons metallurgy and welding, respectively. The results of 
this switching test showed that there was no great difficulty in 
switching between two local information languages of different 
kinds, but that there were considerable problems in handling 
exhaustively indexed material in nAiich the set of descriptions 
assigned to a given document entry contains no signal identifying 
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those particular deceptors assigned to a given dociJUiKnt entry 
contains no signal Identifying those particular deceptors that. 
In syntactic combination, encompass the theme of the document 
as a whole. %ere were fairly marked directional effects In 
the effectiveness of the switching both to the size of the 
oulput language relative to that of the Input and to the nonr-
relatlve factor of the Incidence of structural amblgxilty In the 
output language. 
The BSO Referral Test 
In the period 1982-64, SSO was further tested, this time 
In the role of a referz^ il aid at an on-time system terminal. 
Botli financial and procedural difficulties were encountered vAien 
It was attempted to devise parallel experimental query-processing 
steps, modelling on one side real life conditions. In niAilch the 
single variable relating to method of referral was alone changed. 
Eventually, however, an Indirect method of comparison was devised. 
Involving omission of tiie factor of user-Intermediary or Inter-
mediary machine dialogue In test runs that Included unaided 
Intermediary referral outputs together with the outputs of BSO-
Index-alded referral. The linkage between BSO and the sub;ject 
Indication systems of the 36 data bases chosen was achieved by 
determining conceptual correspondences between BSO schedule 
concepts and the category codes of different data bases. Prom 
the test results, a prlma-facle Inference could be drawn that 
the use of a lexleal tool for referral plus dialogue would 
produce more relevent references In answer to a query than con-
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ventlonal dialogue-aided referral, but to put the matter beyond 
all doubt a further restricted experiment is needed to establish 
the extent to urtiich the additional data base consultations 
resulting ft-om the BSO-alded referral method would yield differe-
ntly from that obtained conventionally byddialogue, and also to 
Investigate a possible connection between the BSID-aided methods 
performance shortfall when compared with conventional dialoge-
aided referral and the lack of specificity handicap mentioned 
above. 
7.9923 
Current Progranme 
BSO in Machine-Readable Form 
At its meeting in September 1984» Council agreed to Join 
with the National Association of Citizens Advise Bureanx and the 
Bliss Classification Association in funding a systems analysis 
of a scheme to developfamicro-coiqputer software that would enable 
BSO to be t4)dated, maintained, and made availaKLe to users in 
machine-readible form. A scheme was envisaged as the prepara-
tioD. of a revised edition of the 1978 BSO taking into account 
the findings and experiences of the BSO Switching Test of 1981 
and of the BSO Referral Test 1982-83. Council dended to parti-
cipate in the cost of programming, involving a total outlay of 
9,700 in 1983 and 1986. At the same time. Council decided 
not to proceed for the present with the production of a revised 
hard copy edition of BSO. The BSO Panel, vdien it met in April 
1985, tlierefore, found itself in persesslon in principle, of 
soft ware facilities, but without permission to embark on their 
first envisaged use. 
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The agreement witli NACAB on the software was finalized 
in JSuly 1985f and the first programme arrived in the same month, 
and are now being testSd by the Panel on BSO material. Pending 
a decision by Council of April 1985f necessary manual editorial 
were on updating the scheme aided in part by computer processing 
made available throug^ i the good offices of Mr.Linford, has been 
in progress, but the Panel is now reading to transfer this to 
machine-readable form for merging and reounciling with the 
existing scheme. 
Publication of the BSO Referral Test Report and 
of the BSO Referral Index 
During July 1985 printed copies of the 1983 Report of the 
Referral Test and the 1984 Referral Index - a product of 
the Referral Test- became available. These publications, 
together with the news of a practical start to the con^uteriza-
tion of BSO, will make an appropriate basis on %diich to publicise 
BSO forewith. 
Other Publicising and User Relations Activities 
Information leaflets about BSO have been prepared and 
distributed by the Secretariat. An important development was 
the strengthening of the Panel membership by the arrival of 
Ik'.S.Marie, of the National and Iftiiversity Library of Croatia 
at Zagreb, a user of BSO in a mechanized environment. 
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7.992A 
Plans For The Future 
Subject to approval for 1985 activity being given at 
the October 1985 Council, and to subsequent approval being 
given to continue thework on the transfer of BSO to micro-
cosqputer-readable form the Panel set the coopletion data by 
the end of the sunmer of 1986. Through the need has been 
mentioned above for further experimentation on the use of BSO 
in referral, the Panel considers that the research phase, by 
the Panel itself, should in general be terminated. Panal 
activity should have two joci* 
1. maintaining, keeping BSO upto date 
2. activity to advance Mie use of BSO 
The present arrangements and siipport of BSO, the use of part 
time working Panel, though as in the past has shown, practicable 
for research and short term activity, are not realistic bases 
for building up current services to users for d^iich users will 
pay appropriately. 
7.9925 
Focus For The Coming Decade 
In its 90-year history, FID has greatly broadened its 
concerzied from its original Joens on UDC. The technological 
wave that hit the profession in the 1970»s and after has by no 
means reached its climax and a major concern of a professional 
institution should be to identify a revised role for the human 
element in handing in relation to standards of professional 
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Institutlon shouldnot over look its own historical roots, 
^plication to coiq)uter stories and systems Is needed for 
centre of expertise on classification. 
7.993 
FID Information for Industry Comniittee(FID/lI): 
7.9931 
History and Present Activities 
Hiatory 
Ihe Committee on Information for Industry of International 
Fedaratlon for Doctuaentation was estalxllshed in 1961 as a study 
committee of the Fedaratlon. It was formally created as a 
permanent, committee in 1967 and was finally reconsitutited in 
1976 when its functions were redefined. 
The present central aim of FIC/II is to establish an 
internal professional forum of gathering evaluating and exchang-
ing ideas on methods and means for identifying and effectively 
meeting the knowledge needs(understood as technological 
information) of end-Aisers in enterprises of any kind, any size 
and any statutory position within the private or public sector. 
Definition 
The FID/II definitions of technological information is 
knowledge-technical, economic, marketing, managerial, social etc. 
which by its application will fiirther progress in the form of 
Ikprovement and Innovation. In other words FID/II defines 
information in terms of its use, when it becomes transformed in 
to new knowledge and innovation. 
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Memlsershlp 
Members of Fir/ll come either from information service 
for industry, or from information service within industry, a 
maximum of tifo members from each country being allowed. At 
present FID/II has 28 members from 22 countries, plus 4 perma-
nent observers. To facilitate cooperation within certain 
regions, regional committees acting wi'&in the regional infra-
structure of FID have been established, so4»both in -Qie FID 
coimnission for Asia and Olenia (FID/CAO) and the FID Commission 
for Latin America(FIE/CLA) there are corresponding two committees 
FIE/II/AO and FID/II/LA. In addition certain countries have 
created special working groups on Information for industry 
usually within their national committee for FID(for instance, 
and Finland). 
General Prograimiie 
The FID/II is intended to cover the following areas: 
- to established a networking structure of professionals 
working in responsible positions in technological 
i&formation service for and within indi;istry. 
- to reinforce the net working structure by stimulating 
the grouping of members on national and regional 
coBo^ttees. 
- to identify and describe methods of recognised practice 
in the transfer of technological information, 
- to furtiier the transfer and inqplementation of recognized 
practice in the field among the members, 
- to foster improvement of service for the benefit of the 
end-users of technological information. 
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- contributing to economical and social evolution. 
Activities 
^en describing FIE/lI activities 1981 has to be 
considered as a turning point \dien a number of projects were 
terminated and a new programme structure was Initiated among 
the 'old* projects we can mention the following. 
1. The compilation of national lists of technical journals 
for industry was one of the early projects developed in the late 
60*s and early 70's. The objective was to publish selected 
lists of joximals aimed at industrial information requirements, 
in the scientific, te(dmical and economic field. 
2. The original idea was to identify, in each country a 
single national channel through which source of technical 
information could be located. 
The three first issues of the directory were prepared 
by the Technical Information Service of Canada Czechoslovakia 
and Finland. In the forth issue a slightly different approach 
was taken and it was realised that in many countries no suitable 
single national organisation existed. 
3. A topic that has been constantly pressed in FID/II 
prograsme is the training of information officers for industry. 
In addition FIE/lI heard of lERC projects for preparing an 
extension manual for the training of industrial information 
officers. The manual is now being developed by Technical Asia, 
and a Qraft will be circulated for coraaents and field testing in 
the near future. 
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^. Another finished project concerned the conpilation 
of lists of selected readings on information for indxistry. This 
project operated for a number of years and has been now super-
sended by the proceedings of seminars organised by FIE/II. 
% TIae last two projects I want to mention in this brief 
historical review were two publications planned on the monetary 
value of Information and the place of information and the place 
of the Information service in the company structure. Ihe first 
after some explanatory work was reformulated under the title 
Information for innovation and is now on the FID/II agenda for 
the coming years. The second one was prepared by a Swedish 
member and was presented and discussed by a soimd table 1981. 
7.9932 
Current Work 
At its meeting in Copenhagen in 1980 FI£/lI discussed the 
need tocchange the traditional structure of its Annual meetings 
in order to reach a wider audience and promote the exchange of 
idea and experience with colleagues and specialists in tiie 
coiontries the host annual meetings. This new approadi was 
developed at the next annual meeting r^iiich was held in Barcelona 
in 1981. 
The result of this experience in Barcelona were thoroughly 
discussed at FIC/lI meetings in Helsinki in 1982 and two important 
decisions were Hieti adopted first to concentrate the committees 
efforts on one subject eadi year. Tbe second was to reshape the 
structure of annual meetings. 
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The FIE/II annual meeting was held in 1983 in Budapest 
together vdth the seminar on the training of industrial infor-
mation c^ fficers. The proceedings were then published by the 
national technical information library of Hmjgry \diich hosted 
the meeting. 
1984 the FIO/lI annual meeting was held in Hague in the 
context of the 42nd FIO Congress No Seminar was organised in 
1983 as there were too many events within the congress in 
particular, a special session dealing with the use of information 
industry, llhe business meeting of FIH/lI was inportant one it 
was decided to re-examine the committee's medium and long programme 
and also to devote more attention to the possibilities of coopera-
tion with developing countries as we feel that information for 
industry is a key issue in the field of information for those 
countries. 
1983 the annual meeting and the seminar took place in 
Czechoslovakia and the topic for the seminar was the integration 
of external and internal information in the industrial firm. 
1986 the annual meeting was held in the context of the 43rd FID 
General Assembly and Congress in montreal. 
Besides the various pro;)ect and actlilties FIL/II be 
carried out in the past and will develop in the future, its main 
importance lies the establishment of strong links both personal 
and institutional among the members. Creating a flexible net 
work of institutions dealing with the information for and within 
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industry and above a l l of individuals prepared to cooperate 
i n the most e f fec t ive way for solving many problems f r iendly 
personal contact . 
8 FID and India 
8.1 Origin of Membership 
India became a na t iona l member of FID in 1952. But even 
before t h a t a unique l i nk was es tabl i shed. I]r.S.R.Ranganathan 
was made the Repporteur-General of the F IE /CA Committee on 
General theory of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n (now FIC/CR). I t may be r e -
ca l led t h a t t h i s was one of the e a r l i e s t study committee. In 
I960 the S e c r e t a r i a t of FID/CA was assigned to India . The 
FIE/CA Reports t h a t were produced from India by Dr.S.R.Rangana-
-tiian are considered t o be the most au-ttientic r epo r t on t^e 
development of c lass f i ca to ry ideas . He was e l ec t ed Vice-President 
i n 1953 and was a lso in the e d i t o r i a l committee of the Revue de 
l a Documentation. He was e lec ted as an Honorary Fellow, a 
d i s t i nc t ion confezred on a few only and only one from t h i s p a r t 
of the world. ^  
I t i s well known t h a t INSDOC has been represent ing India 
as the National Member of FID since 1932. One aspect i s perhaps, 
no t 80 well known t h a t i n the establishment of INSDOC, the FID 
took some p a r t . As ea r ly as November 1946, the FID invoked the 
good office of the ISO to s t imulate ihe formation of a nat ional 
documentation conDittee i n each country. This was communicated 
by ISO to the Indian Standard I n s t i t u t i o n i n May 1941. At the 
1. GUHA(B) F i r s t eighty years of FID and I n d i a ' s p a r t i c i p a t i o n 
i n i t s a c t i v i t i e s : A h i s t o r i c a l perspec t ive . i ^ .L ib .Sc i . Doc. 
22, 4 , 1975; 151 
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same time FID directly fi5)proached lir.Ranganathan on this matter. 
All these culminated in the establishment of INS DOC in 1952 
through the technical assistance of the lAiesco. 
India is now a member of FID Council also. The secretariat 
of the FIE/CR has come back to India after a short gap. India is 
also a member of the FID/II(Information Industry) Study Coianittee, 
FID/DC (Developing Countries) Special Committee, FID/CA0(Committee 
on Asia and Oceania), and working grot^ ) FID/SRC- subject-field 
Reference Code. 
The year 1975 has been specially significant to India as 
it started with ih& holding of the Third International Study 
Conference on Classification Research at Bombay. 
India recognised the need for and iiaportance of inter-
national cooperation in the field of documentation and informar-
tion and values exchange of experience, expertise and facilities 
between countries. India has a profound interest in the progress 
of FID and would feel privileged to make its own contribution in 
this regard. It is also conscious of the benefits that could be 
derived from such participation with its large inflrastructure for 
information personnel, India stands to benefit from international 
cooperation and to this end would make effective use of the FID 
Forums. 
8«2 Participation in General Assembly, Council, etc. 
As mentioned earlier since 1952, representatives from India 
has usally attended Hie bienniol meeting of the FID General 
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Assembly and Congress. Until I96O, Ranganathan represented 
India in these meetings, since then the successive chiefs of 
INSDOC have attended them to Mr.T.S.RaJag^palan, the present 
head of INSDOC, had been elected to the FID Council for the 
1985-1989 term. India's representation on the FID Council i s 
evidence not only of countries involvement but also of the 
confidence f e l t by the member countries in the ab i l i t y of India 
to be associated ndth titie policy-making body* 
8.3 Participation in FIl/CAO 
India has been a member of the FID Commission for Asia 
and Oceania (FID/CAO) ever since its formation in 1968. It has 
taken quite on active part in the programmes and activities of 
FID/CAO. Representatives from India have attended all the meetings 
of the commission and regularly contributes information and news 
to the FID/CAO Newsletter. India recognises the useful role of 
FID/CAO in fostering cooperation among member countries of the 
Asian and the pacific region and is keen to help strengthen it. 
8.4 Participation on Committees 
As the techzUcal programmes of FID are carried out mainly 
through study committees, India has been quite keen to be a 
member of as many of them as possible. At present committees. 
Such as FID/ET (Education and Training), FID/CR(Classification 
Research), FID/II (information for industry), FID/lM(Informetrics), 
FID/SD(Social Science Documentation) and FID/SUN (Task force on 
User Needs and Studies) include members from India. India was 
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also represented on previous committees, such as FID/DC 
(Developing co\mtries) and FID/SRC(Subject Reference Code). The 
Indian members of -these committees are \«ell kninm experts in 
the fields concerned and have made useful contributions. 
India was responsible for the Fin/CA Committee on General 
Theory of classification from its incpetion in 1950 until it was 
reconstituted in 1962 as the FID/CR Committee on classification. 
Research. Ik*.Ranganathan ufas the Rs^porteur General of this 
committee throughout. The chairmanship and the secretariat of 
FIE/CR were held by India from 1973 to 1980. The theoretical 
studies carried out by FIC/CA and CR committees reflecting in 
many ways Ranganathan's School of Ihought, stand out as classifi-
cal contributions in the area of classification research in 1962. 
FID established a number of new committees. FID/CA was reconsti-
tuted as FID/CR at this time and Dr.Ranganathan its honorary 
chairman. 
8.41 Classification Research (FID/CR) 
India took over FID/CR From Dr.Holgaard, vtio succeeded 
Dr.Ranganathan in 1963 with Prof.Neelameghan as its chairman for 
two terms, viz. 197>-1976 and 1977-1980 the secretarial ftmctioning 
from the Dociimentation Research and Training Centre, Banglaore. A 
quarterly Newsletter, reporting current events, research and 
publications, was published regi^ Larly during this period. In 
addition to the 12 reports produced by FID/CA. Six more reports 
on classification research were publl;^ed during this period, two 
contributed by Indians, one by Gopinath on classification Research 
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In India and the other (jointly by Neelamegham and Maitra on 
Non-hlerarchlcal associative relationships among concepts, 
identification and typology. 
In 1975, in collaboration with FID/LD and FID/TM+OM, 
FIlVCR organised the Third International conference on classi-
fication Research, co-sponsored by Unesco, INSDOC, and the 
Sarada Ranganathan Ehdoi^ ment for Library Science,and hosted by 
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre at Bombay. The theme of the 
conference was * ordering systems for global information Netwoiics. 
More than fifty papers were contributed to this conference on 
different areas of information-ordering techniques, taking 
classification research to new dimensions, with particular focus 
on information technology. The proceedings of the conference 
were published in 1980. 
8.42 Infometrlc (FIQ/IH) 
The FII]/lM Committee on Informetrics was assigned to 
India recently. It is matter of great satisfaction that India 
is so far the only country of the Asian and pacific region to 
be assigned the responsibility of an FID study committee. Mr.T. 
N, Rajan from INSDOC has taken over the chairmanship of FID/IM, 
effective from 1985. The secretariat of the committee is 
functioning from INSDOC. 
8.43 >atlonal Committee For FID 
As Interest in the FID*s programmes and activities began 
to grow among information Institutions and professionals it 
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became expedient to have a National coranittee consisting of 
members representing various interest groups to advise on means 
and methods of collalx)ration with FID, Such a National 
Committee for FID has been in existence. Since 1974 and has 
recently been structured* The National conmittee meets as and 
ndien necessary. It has been a useful forum for enlisting 
cooperation from affairs* 
The Focal Point of FID 
As already mentioned, INSDOC has represented India as a national 
member of FID from the very begining i.e. 1932. It maintains 
contacts wi-Qi FID, as well as various interest groiips in the 
coimtry towards effective participation. INSDOC acts as a 
clearing horse for information concerning FID progracomes and 
activities. It nominates suitable persons to serve on the study 
committees. The FID National committee is constituted and 
concerned by INSDOC. Important FID Documents such as the FID 
Newsletter are circulated by INSDOC to national conmittee members 
and others, to ensure -tiieir wider dissemination. 
8.3 India's Contributions 
Classification 
The Iftiiversal Decimal Classification (UDC), \diich is the 
mainstay of FID, has been used extensively in India. As early 
as 1936, UDC was applied to an abstracting periodical called 
Irrigation Abstracts. Special libraries, particularly science 
libraries, prefer to use UDC because of Uie availability of 
depth schedules and a permanent mechanian for revision and 
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\;^ dating. Some scientific periodicals provide UDC numbers with 
published articles. Indian standard specifications carry-
potential for applicati(»i in India. 
Theoretical studies and research in classification are 
the India's foremost contribution to FID, thanks to Ranganathan. 
It may be recalled that India has been responsible for the FID/ 
CA and CR committees for a long time. These committees have 
been quite active and have contributed to new knowledge in 
classification study. Fifteen reports have been brotight out 
under the auspices of the committees. The first eleven reports 
came out «dien Ranganathan was the Rapporteur General of FID/CA. 
Bach report deals with a ma;]or topic in classification. The 
reports embody theoretical research contributions in idie field 
of depth classification. The topics covered in the successive 
reports of the CA and CR, are generally theory, optional facets, 
concepts in idea and national planes, common isolates, mixed 
notion and zone in arrays, zone analysis and efficiently tables, 
classification of conmodities and services, classification of 
environmental entities, problems for pursuit in classification 
and retrieval, common property isolates, etc. The 12th report, 
published posthumously in 1972 was released as the Ranganathan 
Memorial issue. 
In recognition of the valuable contribution made by 
Ranganathan, the FIC/CR instituted an award for classification 
research in his name. 
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8.51 Informetlcs 
By taking over the chairmanship of FID/IM Committee, 
India has recently assumed responsibility for the technological 
prograoBBe of FID In the area of Informetrlcs. In India In the 
past few years. Individuals and groups have taken a keen Interest 
and worked In this area. 
8.52 Education and Training 
Accoimtlng for a large stock of Information manpower India 
Is interested In the education and training of personnel. Upgra-
ding the skill and capacity of manpower, In the context of modem 
advances In Information technology, through proper educatlcm and 
training. Is of crucial lioportance to India at present. Repre-
sentatives ft*om India have attented and contributed papers to 
the past few pre-conference ET Workshops. 
Users Studies 
The FID Task Force on User ^ eeds and Studies Is presently 
engaged In carrying out a plolet study on Information use among 
children. In primary and secondary school. In this connection, 
India offered assistance to the Project Leader of the Task Force 
In surveying and studying the situation In schools in Delhi. 
India has been taking an active part in the programmes 
and acUvitles of FID. With FID itself on the threshold of 
progress and expansion of activities, India would be quite keea 
and willing to assume a greater share of responsibility. India's 
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natlanal aember, INSOOC, has the expertise, capability and 
facility for greater participation in FID programmes. Further 
Information professionals in India are increasingly aware of 
FID'S important role and would be willing to contribute to 
strengthening it. The future argues well for a more fruitful 
and purposeful participation by India in FID activities. 
9 Conclusion 
FID : International Federation For Information and Documentation, 
since its foundation in 189^ has been very powerful agency by 
fostring development in the field of Library and Information 
Science particularly in documentation at national and international 
level especially in Third World countries. FID impliments its 
Objectives and Programmes, to promote, through international 
cooperation, studies and research as well as the organisation 
and practice of information science in all fields including 
science, technology, i^e social science and humetics, through a 
well planned organisational structure(General Assembly, Councils, 
Regional Commission and Committees). FID*s International natiire 
is reflected stron^y by its membership base comprised of 70 
members countries from 3 continents of the world. 
In order to extend FID*s wozic throu^out the world FID 
has developed its activities in three Regional Commissions, each 
having a number of committees dealing viih different subject 
areas and prograsmes. 
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Ihe advancement of documentation and Information and 
-Oieir related technologieiA has made a radical change in the 
structure, organisations outlook of FID. To meet the demands 
of these new circumstances it has become necessary to consider 
new programmes. 
The present FID Medium Term ProgramDe, started in 1986 
will continue upto 1990. As the centenary year of FID is fast 
approaching it is hoped tiiat FID will continue the good work 
it had started in 1893 by imdertaking new programmes and 
projects. 
PART TWO 
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FID 
1. ALVAREZ-OSSORIO(Perez) and GUITARD(A Lara). Ed. FID In the 
present. Revista Espanola de Dociimentation Clentiflca 9, 
35 1986; 251-285. 
A conap^rehensive survey describing the structure of 
FID and the a c t i v i t i e s of i t s 10 technical committees, 
prepared from notes provided by the secretary- general 
and the committee presidents. The section on FID i t s e l f 
covers membership, programmes, regional and technical 
committees, task forces, products and services. Each of 
the section on the committees gives information about 
history and objectives, recent a c t i v i t i e s , current 
programmes and future plans. 
2. ARNTZ(Helmut). FID»s past. Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 11. 3» 1986» 
15-19. 
A discription i s given of FID's past a c t i v i t i e s and 
of i t s forefunners- the IIB and IID. In^ortant people 
involved with FID*s history are mentioned, and FID*s 
relation with other organisations are discussed. 
3. ARSENIJEVIC(Vesna). International Federation for Dociimen-
tat ion. Informatika. 19, 2; 1985» 109-112. 
Main tasks of FID are brining together individuals 
and organisations involved in docximentations and informa-
tion; development and s\q>port of member's interests and 
a c t i v i t i e s ; promoting international experiences in docur-
mentation and information, t^eir research development and 
application of resul t s ; development of research organizar-
tion and practice of documentation to improve cooperation 
in science and technology, development of UDC and other 
information search language. Basic a c t i v i t i e s of FID, i t s 
structure (membership, management, committees) publishing 
functions are described. 
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4. BAC5ILlER(Helena). FIDi I t s history and a c t i v i t i e s . Slgntim 
13, 5i 19801 109-114, 
The organisation was established in 1893 and named 
FID in 1939. 69 countries and some international organisa-
tions form the membership. Ih addition 200 associate 
members and some honorary members. The General Meeting 
i s convened at l e a s t every 2 years. I t s work i s carried 
out in committees, tiie o ldest of ^ i c h i s FID/CCC-UDC and 
the neiiest FIE/SD. Finland has been a member since 1948. 
1!his year Finns are working in the following conmittees: 
FID/ET, FIE/CCC-UDC, F I E / I I and FID/C676. 
5. BORKO(Harold) and DOSA(Marta). FID pre-Congress Seminar, 
Montreal, 1986. Int.Forum Inf. Doc. 12, M 1987i 17-20. 
In the course of the FID Congress and Conference in 
Montreal, Sep.86, the FIl/CR held i t s 3rd Regional Conference 
on Classif icat ion, Indexing, and New Technology and the 
FID/ET convened a seminar on Education and Training for 
Technology Transfer. Presents h i g ^ i g h t s from these d i s -
cussions, and the proceedings of the meetings wi l l be 
published at a la ter date. 
6. DOSA(Marta). FIDt Information for development. Library Times 
International.3. 2» 1986, 20. 
The aims and a c t i v i t i e s of FID are described brief ly 
with particular reference to the information infrastructure 
of developing countries. 
7. EIGHTY FIVE YEAR OF FID. Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 6, 3J 1981, 
> 3 5 . 
Special issue covering various aspects of FID and 
containing the following: The International Federation for 
Documentation, by Helmunt Amtz* Present and immediate 
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future of FID by Ricardo A Gietzi International Federation 
for Documentation: present operation, stmicture and 
activities by Kenneth R Browtz. Ihe medium term programme 
of FID for 1981-1984 by Peter Lazarf Activities of the FID 
Committee for Research on the Theoretical Basis of Informa-
tion by Vyacheslav Yu. Afremov and FID publishing activi-
ties by Nina E. Cheredink. 
8. FID NINETIETH anniversary. Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 11, 3» 1986; 
3-67. 
Special issue commemorating the ninetieth anniversary 
of the Foundation of International Federation for Dociimenta-
tion. Describes the developments and pitfalls the last 90 
years. 
9. FORTY SECOND FID Congress. Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 10, M 1985» 
3-22. 
Contains those papers %^ch were presented at the 
42nd FID Congress. The use of information in a changing 
world but were received too late to be included in the 
published proceedings. Includes a full bibliography of 
the papers presented at the conference. 
10. GIETZ(Ricardo A). History of FID. Revista Espanola de 
Documentation Cientifica. 9, 3» 1986? 237-247. 
A concise overview, starting with the foundation of 
IIB in Brusscher in 1895. Reference is made to significant 
date and achievements over the years- Publication of the 
French edition of UDC in 1905» adoption of the present 
name in 1988, extension of membership from Western Europe 
to Include Eastern Europe, North and South America, Asia and 
Oceania* and initiation of the published programme. Recent 
significant and refocxissing of its objectives - are discussed, 
and brief summary of Spanish involvement in FID appended* 
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11. GUHA(B). Homage to Paul Otlet(1968-19A4). Ann. Lib. Sci.Dpc. 
15, A» 1968# 173-174. 
Discusses the reas(»i8 for the formation of FID and 
UDC by Paul Otlet and La Fontane. International biblio-
graphy could prosper and advance only throu^ a Federal 
type of Institutioa. C<mtribution Paul Otlet to the field 
of bibliographic work also discussed, 
12. HILL(Michael) Fedaratlon Internationale de Documentation 
(FID) and the UK. State Librarian. 27, 3? 1979^ 33-34. 
Describes the organisation and aims of the FID n^ tiich 
is most widely known as the controlling body for tiie UDC. 
Lists the names of UK representatives involved in other 
activities of FID, the five long term priority areas and 
a tentative list of possible activities. These are listed 
under the headings: Theoretical and linguistic basis of 
Information Science* Information processing* Education and 
training of information specialists and information users* 
information system and network design and management; and 
information needs and habits of users. 
13.HILL(Hichael). Future of FID: Some reflections as the role 
of FID in the years ahead. Revista Espanola de Documentation 
Cientifica. 9, 3i 1986; 289-296. 
Translation fromtthe original English of an article 
by the current president of FID on the occasion of its 90th 
anniversary. The increasing role of information and docu-
mentation in the modexTi world underlines the significance 
of the activities of FID as an international non-govermental 
organisation. Future activities should focus on 3 chief 
areas: informatioor- ensuring free access and circulation, 
and meeting user needs* the technology for information 
storage, retrieval and dissemination; and intellectual 
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stlmulation- promoting relevent research. In the future 
more than ever inforiaatlon problems vd.ll require inter-
national solutions and this is ^ ere FID has uniqiie role 
to play. 
14. HEGEDU3(Peter). 90 years old Fia Round table conference 
on the past, present and future of the International 
Federation for Dociimentations. Tudomanvos es Muzaki 
Ta.iekoztatas. 32, 3» 1985* 99-107. 
Conference was conducted on FID to discuss the past, 
present and future. More or less 35 papers were presented 
at the conference. Discusses the summary of all papers. 
15. INFORMATION AT Work: The twentyseventh Conference of the 
International Federation for Documentation. Aslib proc. 12. 
12» 1960» 335-351. 
Summary of the papers and discussion of this 
conference yAiich dealt with the following themes: 1) recent 
developn^nts in documentation* 2) scientific and technical 
information* 3) economic and managerial information and 
4) efficient use of information. 
16. JUDGB(P J). FID past and present. In! Information for 
agriculture. 1979, 15-18. 
Establishment of IIB with the aim universal biblio-
graphic control and the creation of UDC« Discusses 
different situations of the Fia Brief history of the 
development of the International Federation for Documen-
tation (FID). 
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17. KEENAN(Stella), FID at Ninety. Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 11, 
3» 1986; 20-25. 
Discuss FID'S origin, objectives, policies, 
historical developments, present membership, programme 
for the implementation of the activities,the organisa-
tional structure also described. FID have a number of 
products, UDC, ISORID etc. FID*s services and publi-
cations are mentioned. 
18. KING(Alexander). FID past and future. Int. Forum. Inf. 
Doc. 11, 3» 1986i 12-14. 
After an aheadotal review of FID*s past, the author 
presents his view of the iiqportance of FID in futiire, 
given the growing problems in tiie Information or post-
industrial society. 
19. HOHAJIR(AR). International Federation for Documentation: 
It's present and future programme. In: FIRST SOUIHWEST 
ASIAN DOCUMENTATION CENTRE CONFERENCE( Iran) (1970). 
Proceedingsi 119-127. 
FID'S objectives as adopted in 1959» are concerned 
with improving the quality, compilation systems and co-
ordination of primary and secondary scientific publi-
cations, overcoming langijiage barriers, mechanizing 
information processes and developing general classifi-
cation theory, 3 groins of committees concerning theory 
of informaties, (2) information services (3) UDC revision 
and development is set vp, FID is concerned with(l) the 
theoretical basis of informatics (2) dissemination 
through publication (3) information retrieval system 
(4) linguistic problems (5) optimization of national and 
international systems. 
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20. MOLL(Peter). International professional organisations 
and the Third World: Foc\is on International & CoaDaratlve 
Librarianship. 17, 1» 1986* 6-10. 
Reports the seminar of the International & Comparative 
Librarianship 6roitp(lCLG) of the LA which was held at 
Asllb on A Oct.83* The history, plans and programmes of 
the following 4 organisations are described: IFLA> Conmion-
wealth Library Associatlon(COHLA)> FID; UNESCO. Also 
reports an open forum on the possible UK withdrawal from 
UNESCO. 
21. PAGES (Gemma Renau). FID: International Federation of Docur-
mentatlon. Bulletin de Assoclacio de Bibliotecarls de 
Catalunya. 6» 1984; 23-26. 
A description of FID*s organisation and actlvies, 
f^om its foundation in 1895 as the IIB in Brussels. The 
present name was adopted in 1938. FID's ob;)ectives are to 
promote study and research to iB|>rove the organisation and 
practice of documentation, throtjgh international cooperar* 
tion. It qperate through a network of regional conralttees* 
each with responsibility for activities in its own territory, 
and a series of 10 committees, charged with executing FID 
programmes for developing UDC, classification Research, 
Education and Training. FID now kas a membership of some 
300 institutions from 90 countries. 
22. SCHON(Jutta). In memory of Paul Otlet, 1868-1944. OHMltt. 
13, 6; 1968; 21-22. 
Outlines the life of Paul Otlet, in particular his 
association with Henri La Fontaine and their ;)oint ideal 
of creating an international center for documentation. Ini-
tiated in 1899 in Brussels, -Oae development of this centre, 
now known as the International Federation for Documentation, 
is traced in some detail. 
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23. SLAME(aCA(Vladimiv). Future of the information profession 
at international level. In: IHIRTYNINETH FID CONGRESS 
(University of Edinburgh) (1978). New trends in documen-
tation and information. Proceedings, 436-461. 
In its search for a future roleand programme of 
activities, FID shoi;ild review the state of information, 
its future development and FID*s own involvement with it. 
The evolutionary trend of the field should be examined and 
international research and development should be carried 
out. FID must move into new information areas to include 
previously unrepresented groups. 
24. SVIRIDOV(FA). International cooperation among information 
specialists: thework of F.I.D. Aslib Proc.22. 8» 1970» 
377-385. 
FID is no longer a UDC promoting agency but coordi-
nates information activities of international and national 
organizations, promotes the training od documentalists 
and assists in the creation of information services in 
developing countries. It has consultative status with 
Unesco, EC060C, FAO, IAEA and others. There are 31 national 
members and 300 affiliated member. 
25. VANIER BURGGHEN(W). Organization profilej International 
Federation for Doctunentation. Information: News and Sources. 
6, 85 1974» 254-235. 
The predecessor of the FID, the Institute International 
de Bibliographie, was founded on 2 Sept 1895> it became the 
Institute International de Documentaticm in 1931 and the 
FID in 1938. The mission and programme of FID are described 
and the membership, meeting, publications. The officers are 
named and details of the Secretariat's duties and means of 
finance are given. 
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FID AND ASLIB 
26. HILL (Michel), International Federation for Documentation 
and Aslib. Aslib Information. 10, 11/12; 1982 Nov/Dec* 
301-304. 
An introductory broad or view of the International 
Federation for Documentation (FID) and its activities, 
written at the request of Aslib's International Relation 
Conmittee. 
CHIHA 
27. JUCQUOIS-IELPIERRE(Monique). FID in China, September 1982. 
Cahiers de la Documentation. 37, 2-3» 1983» 35-40. 
Personal reflections on the general assembly of FID, 
Hong Kong, Sept.82 focussing chiefly on the value of 
international exchange between different ciiltures. 
Attendance was reduced by Hong Kong authorities refusal 
to grant visas to representative from the USSR and its 
satellite countries. The reports of wor* in progress on 
documental languages and automated translations and 
transliteration are briefly discussed. The importance of 
meeting Asian colleagues and learning about tiieir parti-
cular problems is enqphasised. In conclusion, the visit 
of FID representatives to Chinese institutes of scientific 
and technical information is described with particular 
reference to the Shanghai Institute. 
DTOIA 
28. GUHA(B). F i r s t eighty years of FID and India ' s par t ic ipa-
tion in i t s ac t iv i t i e s : A his tor ica l perspective. 
Ann. Lib. Sci. Doc. 22, hi 1975i 145-152. 
Describes early history of the FID. Early ob;]ectives 
of IIB, 'Establishment of UDC for the preparation of a 
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biWLiogrtqphical World Catalogue or the RBU. Due to two 
world war, FID also suffer losses. In 1931 the name has 
changed in to IID and in 1938 it adapted thepresent name 
FID. Discusses the ob;jectives and policies of FID. Hopes 
India will take more active part in the programmes and 
activities of the FID in the coming years. 
FID AMD INIOA 
29. RAJAGOPALAN(TS) and RAJAN( TN). India and the International 
Federation for Documentation. Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 11. 2» 
1986i 35-37. 
Provides a retrospective view of India's participation 
in programmes and activities of FID and the work of its 
tedinical committees and commission. Describes its present 
relations with FID. Stresses the sizeable contribution 
made by Indian experts to the development of theoretical 
and research works in classification, as well as in certain 
other subsections of information theory and practical 
activities. 
UDC 
30. LAURSEIi(Morten) FID and UDC: General background and new 
developments. Inpel. 17. 4» 1983» 251-258. 
The structure of FID and the general scope of its 
activities are mentioned. A mox^ e detailed description of 
the central classification comaittee (OCC) and the proce-
dures for UDC revision work is given* the creati(»i of a 
UDC Assembly and the restructuring of the CCC in 1977 is 
discussed, and it is concluded that the coiq>osition of 
the body invested with the final responsibility for the 
UDC has not in actual practice imdergone any major change. 
The plans for a special management study of the UDC, the 
Medium term programme and the International Medium Editions 
are iiriefly commented upon. 
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FID AND UNESCO 
31. K£ElIAN(Stella) and G0EI3BQEBUVRE(Ben G). l&iesco at Forty* 
FID ref lect ions . Int. FortM Inf. Doc. 12, 1» 1987» 5-12. 
Describes the relationship between UNESCO and FID by 
giving an overview and exaiqples of projects undertaken by 
FIB during the period 1946-1986. The future cooperation 
between UNESCO and FID i s mentioned. 
WISIST 
32. WVSOCKI(A) UNISIST prograouBe and co-operation with FID 
In: INTERNATI(»JAL CONGRESS (Budapest) (1972). Participation 
of small and Less industrialized countries in worldr-wide 
Documentation Activities and Information Exchange, 1973* 
Budapest, Hungarian National Committee for FID* p 34^ -40. 
Ihe UNISIST programme as entlined in Hie UNESCO 
Medium Term Plan 1973-78 is presented. The UNISIST imple-
mentaticm plans are discussed in relation to:(l) iiqprovlng 
tools of systems interconnection (2) iinproving information 
transfer (3) developing specialized information manpower 
(4) developing scientific information policy and national 
networks*(5) assistance to developing countries. Aspects 
of FID participation in the UNISIST programme are discvissed. 
COMMISSION, ASIA AND OCEANIA 
33. BURTON (Barry L) and TAM (Lawrence WJ). FID Commission for 
Asia and Oceania (FIEl/CAO). Int.Forum Inf.Dbc.ll. 3» 1986* 
29-33. 
The origin of the FIS/CAO on outlined and the relation-
ship between the commissions and FID and the work method 
of FID/CAO are discussed. The three committees of FID/CAO 
are described. The composition of the Conmiission is 
debated. 
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FID» CGMMISSION, LATIN AMERICA 
34. GIETZ(Rlcardo A). FID Commission for Latin Aiaerica(FII]/CLA) 
Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 11, 3» 1986» 26-28. 
The structure of the FID/CLA is given. The committees 
and working groups are described. The plans and future 
developments in the region are discussed. 
33*GIETZ(Ricardo A). FID Latin American Commission and its 
activities. Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 8, hi 1983* 32-3A. 
Describes the activities developed by the Latin 
American Commission of FID throvigh its committees and 
working groups. Also details the several projects included 
in the Hediunr-Term Programme of FID and at present developed 
by FID/CLA, underlines the importance of the commission 
among the different regional efforts vihich are carried out 
in the information and documentation Field, and shows the 
priority assigned by Latin American countries to the 
education and training of human resources and to the incor-
poration of new information technologies. 
, OBJECTIVES 
36.HIRANDA(Antonia). Objectives and achievements of the FID 
Latin American Coomission. Revlsta Latinoamericana de 
Docianentation. 2, 2» 1982; 2-3. 
Address delivered at the FID General Assembly in Hong 
Kong 1982. The Commissao Latino-American's value as a 
forum a regional activities is restricted by lack of re-
sources and cxjrrently it is largely subsided by IBICT, by 
Brazilian Institute for Scientific and Technical Information. 
Exchange of infozonation among Latin American FID members is 
limited by inadequate communications system* contact is 
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maintained through free distribution of information FIlVCLA. 
Future plans include the creation clearing house for 
information cm regional activities* 
FID, COMMITTEE, INDIAN NATIONAL, INDUSTRIAL, DATA, SYSTEM 
37. DASGUPTA(AK). Indtistrial data system: A review of its 
scopes and gaps. Ann. Libr. Sci. Docum. 22, 4» 1975» 
226-254. 
Paper presented at the FIE/lndian National Comoittee 
on Towards the Evolution of Information System for National 
Development, New Delhi Dec.1975. Separate sections cover: 
(1) the industrial data available in India and the organi-
sations involved in collecting-processing and disseminating 
(2) details of each kind data» (3) the shortcoming of the 
more important data* (4) stiggestions for inqproving the 
quality of industrial data. Concludes that although there 
has been talk of computerised data banks, no clear idea 
has emerged about scope and utility of such expensive 
ventures. 
INFORMATION,SYSTEM, NATIONAL EEVELOEMENT 
38. FID INDIAN National Committee seminar on towards the 
Evolution of Information System for National Development 
(New Delhi)(1975). Ann. Libr. Sci. Docum.22. 4;1975,141-44. 
The seminar was organised by the INS DOC on behalf 
of the FID/Indian National Committee to mark FID» s 80th 
anniversary 25 papers were presented in 4 technical 
sessions. (l) national information system (2) industrial 
information (3) Sectoral/mission oriented systems. 
(4) conqputer-based informatics systems and manpower 
development. 
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FID, COMMITTEE, INDIAN NATIONAL,INFORMATION SYSTEM, 
SMALL SCALE INDUSTRY 
39. M£HTA(RP) and DONI£(WB). Data bank and information 
system for small scale indiistries. Ann.Libr» Sci.Docum. 
22, 4» 1975» 190-198. 
Paper presented at the FII]/lndian National Committee 
Seminar on Towards the Evolution of Information Systems 
for National Development, New Delhi, Dec. 1975. In view 
of the need to co l l ec t and maintain basic data on the 
development of small-scale industries the small Industries 
Development Organisation i s establishing a Data Bank Cell, 
The s ta t i ca l data held in th i s bank f a l l into the following 
categories: (1) developmental; (2) technical (3) regulatory 
(4) marketing. Future developments wi l l include Products 
Profi les and electronic data processing* 
, CENTRAL CLASSIFICATION, UDC 
40. De REGT(Willem F). UDC/CCC Medium Tferm Programme: The 
Moscow meeting- a milestone. Int» Forum Inf. Doc. 5, 4; 
1980* 24-26. 
^ s c u s s e s the contribution of the International 
Federation for Documentation/Universal Decimal Class i f i -
cat ion's Central Classif ication Committee (FID/CCC) 
meeting,Moscow, 25-27 Sept.79, to the development of FID/CCC 
Medium Term Programne related i t s tasks for the maintenance, 
revis ion, promotion and further development of UDC in 
1981-84. Regards FID/CCC p r o ^ c t s as a milestone for the 
programme. These projects are divided into three groups: 
those of mutual interest to FIE/CCC and those of FID 
revision committees. 
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' UDC REYISKW 
41, VAN EER LANN(Andre) and EE WIJIN(Jon H), UDC revision 
and SRC project: Relationaand Feedback. Unesco Bull. Libr. 
28, If 1974; 2-9. 
The FID Central Classif ication Committee i s restponsible 
for UDC and i t s revision* a pr^osa l for a new class 4 and 
other amendments are under study. The SRC has been 
developed to meet the need for a new sx^er structure of 
UDC and the UNISIST need for a Broad System of ordering 
for i t s information %rt)rk. 
» CLASSIFICATION RESEARCH 
42. HEHRIKSEN(Tor). Performance of the FID in the f i e l d of 
c lass i f i ca t ion research, Tidsk. Dokum, 29, 6» 1975»136-139. 
FID'S work over a quarter of a century i s described 
with special emphasis on the Ranganathan committee FID/CA 
and i t s successor FID/CR. 
43. DAHLBE RG ( l ) , FID Classif ication Research Committee 
FID/CR, Int. Forum, Inf, Doc, 11, 3» 1986* 34-AZ. 
Briefly describes FID/CR'S purpose, history, recent 
achievements, current programo^s, plans for the future. 
Describes the current programmes and make recommendations 
of the coming decade. I t ' s publication also described. 
, CONFERENCE, BOMBAY 
44. KOFNOVEC(Ladislav), Conference on information retrieval 
languages. Ceskoslovenska Informatica. 18, 11* 1276,297-301, 
A summary of FID* s 3rd international study conference 
on classification research, Bombay, Jan,13* The theme was 
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• ordering systems for world information network* 57 papers 
presented covering 3 main topicst (1) Linguistic research 
in classification and information processings (2) the 
theory of retrieval languages* (3) the influence of modexn 
technology on information systems. Some areas for further 
research by the conference were: on-line systems* coding 
systems* the construction of index to data bases and the 
vocabulary problems involved; the formulation and testing 
of criteria for ordering systems. There is a need for 
better cooperation between information specialists and for 
closer links with experts from such fields as cyberbetics, 
statistics, systems theory and psychology. 
43. KUMAR(PSG). International Conference on Classification 
Research(3). Her. Libr. Sc. 14, 1* 1975* 8-26. 
Gives background information to the confer»ice held 
in Bombay. Jan.73. details include: the organising coomittee, 
geographic scatter of the delegates and observers, with an 
analysis of their vocations* summary of papers presented* 
subject areas and topics with numbers of contributions* 
recommendations drafted, 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
46.VASSERMAN(Pa\iL). Developments in education and training: 
Report of the FID/ET Committee. Int. Inf. Coam. Edu. 1,2; 
1982* 229-235. 
Report of the 16 Aug.80 meeting of the FID Education 
and Training Committee held is Copenhagen. Topics covered 
included publication activities, the clearing house on 
education and Training and cooperation with other bodies. 
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, ASIA 
47* EDUCATION AND training in developed and developing 
countriess With particular attention to the Asian region. 
In: FIE/ET W0RKSH0P(Kowlo6n)(l982)» 218. 
Papers presented at the FII]/£T Workshop, KowLoan, 
Hong Kongy 6-9 Sep 82 session 1. Developments in 
education and training as perceived by catalysts and 
sponsors, papers were presented by Michael Brandretii, 
Dennis Gxanton, Ernst-Joachim Freiherr von Ladebur and Lida 
Ling Allen. Session 2: report from the regional program 
in education and training in the Philippines* papers by 
Ihrsula G Picade, A.Neelameghan and Patrika B. Cranio. 
Session 3 report of the education and training developments 
inddifferent countries in other regions of the world* 
ps^ers by B.Olabioope Aboyade, Ermelinda Accrenza, Teresa. 
Fittipaldi Federko E.Capurro. S.I.A. Kote, Athayde Polke, 
Norah Camberos and Hugo Laiza-Teran. Session 4 Reports on 
education and training developments in the Asian region, 
peters by Uthai Ihutiyabnodhi, Kan Lai-Bing, Pongsoon Lee, 
P.N. Kaula, P.B. Mangla and Lim HuckrTee session 5 reports 
on education and training developments from the developed 
regions, papers by Marta L. Dosa, Jean-Emile Humblet 
Katharine H. Packer, Paul Kaegbein and Philip Happarort. 
, CIRRICULAM, EBVELOFNENT 
48. DOSA(Marta) and.FROCHLICH,(Thomas). Currlc\ilam development 
in a hanging world; FID Education and Training Committee 
Workshop. Education for Information. 3» 2t 1985» 151-157. 
Reports Mxe FID Education and Training Committee 
workshop curriculum development in a changing world: held 
in the Hague, 17-20 Sept.84. The programme, featured 27 
papers and 21 countries were represented. The workshop 
was designed to consider developments and approaches in 
various countries that inpliment changes in information 
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education and consisted of the following sessions: 
lntroductl(»i of the overall theme of workshop* advances 
In reference and Information services* on-time> hibllo~ 
graphic retrieval* special areas and topics* Information 
for decision making* and tiser education. Highlights of 
the workshop were Identif ied at the end of the workshop. 
EEVELOBBENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 
49. AB0YAI£(B.01abiiiipe). Towards a rural development Information 
system. QU.Bull. Int. Ass. Agrl.Llb. Doc. 28,2 • 1983; 63-70. 
FID study cooBlttee on Education and Training(FID/ET) 
Ibadan meeting of 1981 was as stimulating as I t was Innova-
t ive and refreshing. The committee met for the f i r s t time 
In Aft'lca and considered the problem of docimientatlon and 
Information transfer In a predomlnently nonllterate society. 
Various papers, a s3riqposlum and general discussion attempted 
to pln-polnt Inherent d i f f i c u l t i e s Idanty \iser population 
and Information needs, and outline possible progranmes of 
education and training* The FIE/ET meeting also lent 
encouragement to ttie starting of RUDIS research In Ibadan. 
5Q , INFORMATION INDUSORY 
50. ALVAREZ-OSS0RIO(J R P). FID Information for Industry 
CoBBilttee ( F I D / I I ) History and present a c t i v i t i e s . 
Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 11, 3» 1986* 47-49. 
Describes, FI£/lI*s hlst<a:>y, deflnltlcm, general 
programme, a c t i v i t i e s and current work are reviewed. 
, PATENT INFORMATI(»l AND DOCUMENTATION 
31. SC3iWEIKARDT(F), FID patent Information and Documentation 
Committee (FII^PD). Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 11, 3* 1986* 56-57. 
F I D / P D ' S scope and programme, a c t i v i t i e s , recent 
achievements and current programme, are reviewed. 
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, SOCIAL SCIENCE INFORMATION, DOCUMENTATION. 
52, FOLDI(TAMAS), Suimary Report on the activities of FIE/SD. 
Int. ForuB Inf. Doc. 8, 3» 19835 27-28. 
A brief presentation of main development stages of 
H. International Federation for Dociunentation Committee 
for Social Science Informati<»i and Docimentation, its 
terms of reference, aims, progranmes, publications and 
major projects are all discussed. 
33. FOLDl(Tamas) and HEGEDUS(P). FID Social Science Information 
and Documentation Committee (FID/SD): Study, exchange of 
opinions and international cooperation. Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 
11, 3» 19865 60-63. 
Discusses history, programme, publication and future 
plans of FIU/SD. 
, TERMINOLOGY OF INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION 
54. POPOV-CHERKASOV(IN) and VOLKOVA(IN). Tbrmlnology standardi-
sation today and tomorrow and its role in MIS linguistic 
support. la: MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION FOR 
DOCUMENTATION COMMITTEE 'Terminology of Information and 
Documentatlon(Moscow)(1975). Proceeding, 1976, Moscow, 
VIMTI 38-44. 
Demonstrates the importance of standardisation, with 
particular reference to Management Information System and 
describes the woric of the VINITI of the USSR State standard 
Committee. Discusses developments vAildti necessitated 
changes in emphasis, including the reaction of unified 
system of scientific and technical information and the 
subsequent development of standards for the terminology of 
information and bibliography, and the introduction by the 
committee of a computerised system and Information service 
on terminology. 
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COOPERAHON 
55* FELBER(H). Cooperation in terminology of docijmentatlon 
and information. In: MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
FEEERATION FOR DOCUMENTATION COMMITTEE • TERMINOLOCnr OF 
INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION. Proceedings 1975, Moscow, 
VINITi; 18-23. 
Recommends cooperation in: 1) the separaticm of 
terminologies, 2) terminological docximentation. Discusses 
the former activity and its 2 stages-investigation in to 
the present use of terminology and terminological standards 
isation-mentioning several meeting held to further 
cooperation in this field* Literature documentation and 
data docijnentation are described as components of termino-
logical documentation. 
INFORMATICS 
56. BASOVA(IM), Terminological control in the field of infor-
matics. In« MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION FOR 
DOCUMENTATION COMMITTEE 'TERMINOLOGY OF INFORMATION AND 
DOCUMENTATION (MOSCOW), (1975). Proceedings. 1976, Moscow, 
VINITI(ED 114-117. 
Since 1971, a reference information system named 
Informatika has been operational at VINITI. Describes 
experience with a documentary descriptor information 
retrieval system lAiich is one of its basic subsystems. 
Discusses conponents of the system- the information 
retrieval thesaurus for informatics, descriptor dictionary, 
indexing manual and particularly the input dictionary, 
\^ich is used for Input of documents and requests. This 
dictionary, which is continually updated, used after content 
analysis to convert the terms into the language of the 
controlled vocabulary, and aids the storing up of new forms 
as likely candidates to become descriptors. £k*aw various 
conclusions about the compilation and separation of such a 
system. 
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, PROOIAMME 
57. JUDGE(Peter J ) . Review of session Findings. La: THIRTY 
NINETH FID CONGRESS (1978). New trends in documentation 
and informatiom proceedings. Ed by Peter J Taylor. 1980, 
London, Aslibi P 497-502. 
£lscussion of FID*s Medium Term Programme takes 
place at 3 stages: before, during and after the congress. 
Result may be of three kinds reassessment of exist ing 
p r i o r i t i e s , establishment of new committees for new 
interes t or establishment of task forces. The Medium Term 
Programme covers: theoretical basis and l inguist ics* 
classif ication* tedinology* economics and management* 
education and copyright* standards* and the secretariats 
ongoing work. These issue can only have l i f e i f FID 
members put in voluntary work on them. 
58. KEENAN(Stella). FID programme: IFID ref lect ion. 
Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 10, 4* 1985* 11-22. 
Examines the current prograome of the FID and i t s 
ma;)or professional conmiimication channel- IFID to show 
the symbiotic relationship between a professional 
organisaticoi and i t s professional journal. Review the 
contents of IFID in the context of the pr ior i t i e s of the 
FID programme. 
59. LAZAR(P). Medium-Term Programme of the FID for 1981-64. 
Tudomanyos Muszoki Tajekoztatas. 29, 5* 1982* 173-180. 
Based \ipon the new prograraae structure for FID 
adopted 22-23 Sept.78. i t s principles , general objections* 
long-term subject prior i ty areas and e f fec t s on -ttie 
structure of FID of the First Medixjm-Term Programme are 
analysed in detai l . 
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60. SVIRIIX)V(FA). FID programme activities in 1969. Unesco Bull. 
Libr. 23, hi 1969? 139-143. 
Describes the major projects of FID vdaich are: 
research on the theoretical basis of information 
classification research* universal Decimal CLassificationJ 
linguistics in documentation* machine techniques and 
systems* scientific and technical information for industry* 
training of docuoeitalists* needs of developing covsitries* 
working groiq>s on business archives and data documentation* 
and Regional Conmissions for Latin America and Asia and 
Oceania. FID Copperation with l^esco is outlined. 
61. SVIRIDOY(FA). International projects sponsored by F.I.D. 
Aslib Proc. 10, 2i 1968* 565-573. 
Paper and discussion at the 42 Aslib Annual Conference, 
Catenterbuvy, 22nd - 25th Sep., 1968. The article gives an 
outline of the main tasks of F.I.D. and the intemati<mal 
organizations with i^ iich it cooperates. Gives the sunnary 
of the work of the following F.I.D. committees: Study 
committee on Research on the Theoretical Basis of Informa-
tion, Study cooBittee on Classification Research, Central 
Classification Committee, Study committee on Linguistics 
in -Pocumentation, Study Committee on the Theory of Machine 
Techniques and Systems and on Operational Machine Techniqiies 
and Systems, Study Committee on Information Industry, 
Study Committee for Training Documentalists and Special 
Committee on Developing Countries. Addresses are given and 
brief details about chairman, members, fields of operation 
and majorpprojects undertaken in 1968. 
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, INFORMATION 
62. CONFRONTING THE User with special developments in 
information. In FGRTY SECOND FID CONGRBSS(The Hague) 
(1964). Use of information in changing world. Ed by 
A. van der Laan and A. A. winters, 1984, Amsterdam, 
North Holland; 399-467. 
Session F, papers presented at the 42 FID Congress 
1984. The language as information barrier by Devan 
BergSiJki Information accounting by B. Cronini Moral and 
Social ioplications of new technologies in informati(»i 
science, by E.Curras* Electronic publishing by B.Kanters* 
Former les utilisateurs of les professionnels de Informs^ 
tion c^atralisation et decentralisation, by L.Merigot; 
Progress of the BLEND-LINC electronic journal project, 
by D. Pullinger and B. Schackel* User Friendliness in 
minicomputer based library systems, by R de Wet. 
63. SATIJA(H.P.) 44th FID Conference and Congress. 
Outlook on Research Libraries. 11, M 1989> 6-8. 
Briefly describes the themes of sessions, contents 
of papers and discussions ^ dilch followed at -die 44th 
conference and congress of the International Federation 
for Information and Docvmentation FID \dilch was held in 
Helsinki, Finland from 28 Aug. 1 Sept.88 on the theme 
Information- knowledge- Evolution. 
, INFORMATION ACTIVITIES 
64. PARTICIPATION OF small and less industrialised countries 
in world wide docximentation activities and information 
exchange, to; FID INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS (Budapest) (1972). 
International ^edration for Documentation 1973, Budapest, 
Hungarian National Committee for FID* p. 196. 
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OJie congress i#as divided into 4 sessions: (i) Review 
of regional and world-wide documentation activities* 
(ii) participation of small and less industrialized 
countries in international information exchange (iii) 
Overcoming barriers in international communication* 
(iv) International bibliogrs^liy and information controls 
for the hvimanities and social sciences. 
, ACaUCUtTURE 
65. USE OF information in agriculture. In: FORTY SECOND FID 
CONGRESS (The Hague) (1984). Use of information in changing 
world. Ed by A. vand6r Laan and A. A. Winters. 1984, 
Amsterdam* North Holland* 296^310. 
Papers presented at 42nd FID Congress 1984. Recent 
developo^nts in the UK agricul-Uiral information scene 
with special refere&ce to the effect of new technology 
on end-user serviced by P.O»N. Hoey* Information use by 
University agricultural faculty, by J.Licea de Avenas* 
Use and non-use of information in Australian agriculture, 
by H.M. Russell and H. C. Irvine* Inforraationr-seeking 
behaviour of agricultural extension specialists: its impact 
on tJie management of information services by A. Setter. 
, BIBLIOGRAPHIC CCWTROL, ASIA 
66. KOH(Mesung chun) automated bibliographic control system 
for Asian studies: HABS. In: FID INTERNATIONAL C(»IGRESS 
(Budapest) (1972). Participation of small and less indus-
trialized coiontties in world-wide Docxamentation Activities 
and Information Exchange, 1973f Budapest, Htmgarian National 
Committee for FID* p. 142-174, 
The principle and major characteristics of HABS are 
siimmarized* this system can meet the needs of Asian studies 
in particular and of the social sciences and area studies 
in general. Characteristic include:(l) a standardised method 
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of description suitalsle for a l l types of documents, 
(2) Classif ication and Indexing approach based on multi-
dimensional, multi levelfltanalysls, Integraticm, quality 
control data and annotation (3) oul^ut designs for user 
needs and bibliographies (4) generalized conputer programs 
without the aid of programmers (3) f l e x i b i l i t y of the 
system for operation and system refinement. 
, CENTER, SUBAN 
67. MAMOUN(Izz Eldin). Foundation of National Documentatio 
Centre in the Sudan ^ : Sudan: Librarianship, Documenta-
t ion. 1974, Budapest, FIE/DC Secretariat? p 41.52. 
Library and documentation in the Sudan are improving 
rapidly: there are now 30 special l ibrar ie s in Govt, 
departments, a Sudanese national l ibrary i s planned, 
public l ibrar ies administered by ihe provincial peoples 
Councils are starting and a coBQ)ulsory deposit act was 
introduced in 1966. In 1974 the NDC run by National 
Research Council(NRC) was started. NDC serves the ndiole 
country and provides information in four ma;]or interested 
areas intthe NRC. l ) Science and technology; 2) bio-agric\il-
ture» 3) bio-medicinet 4) Sociology and economics. 
, , CISSR 
66. RECHARDr(G\mther). Study of documentation centre's relati<»s 
with its users. In: INTEHNATIONAL CONGRESS ON DOCUMENTATION 
(Buenos Aires)(1978). Users of documentation, 1970i lip. 
Collected and stored knowledge furnishes as little 
information as a fat telephone book vAiich does not ensxire 
any connections. The person really responsible for the 
information is not the one >Aio inforas, but the one yHao is 
inform9d« For research workers in the universities, 
accadenies and research centre, special additional measure 
are essential to make the mass of literature transparent 
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and worth reading. There Is a disparity between the 
titles presented and literature lists and their utili-
zation by scientific clients. Therefore it is essential 
to establish, use and apply one procedure- talk and 
discussion - not offering catalogue, title lists and 
bibliographies, but taking the opportunity to display the 
literature itself on the occasion of visit or a disciission. 
In IMs way the gap betwe&:i literature and library or 
reader can be decreased. 
, CLASSIFICATION 
69. DALHBERGdngetrant) New trends in dassification. Int 
THIRTY NINETH FID CONGRESS (1978) New trends in documents^ 
tion and information. Ed by Pfeter J. Taylor, 1980, London. 
ASLIB, PP.21A--222. 
Considers trends in 3 groiq)lngs: those concerning an 
overall view of knowledge* the imits of knowledge* and 
the corelation of classification and indexing. The trends 
towards recoganlsing ndiat man knows, how this knowledge 
has been represented in classification systems, how it 
may be corelated through the elements of classification 
system is very visible. Research on contents and structure 
of elements of classification system and thesauri is easly 
recoganlsble in US and European research, Corelation of 
classification and indexing practice uses the principle of 
helrarchlsation and elementrisation. 
INX£XING 
70. NEELAHECaiAN(A) Information for action systemst Challenge to 
classification and indexing. In: THIRTY NINETH FID CONCaiESS 
(1978) New trends in documentation and information. Ed by 
Peter J Taylor, 1980, London, ASLIB, 203-213. 
Information for action systems usually consists of 
task forces working as teams on various subtasks. Classi-
fication's role is that it assists in conceptualizing a 
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field as a uriiole indicating the components and the 
decision maker. The relationship pattern among the 
coooponents can indicate the pattern of information J eon 
and the nature of the heirarchy among the compoaents. 
Analytical or ^ assificatory reference firame^^orks 
formulation is widely practised in systems studies* 
forecasts, etc. %)pends material on information for 
energy planning as an exainple of information for action. 
, CCMMUMICATION 
71. HEGEDUS(Peter). Information, communication and technology 
transfer: Ihe 43rd Congress of the International Federa-
tion for Dociimentation. Tudomanvos es Muszaki Taiekoztatas. 
34, 2f 1981i 59-66. 
FID held its 43rd Congress from 8-9 Sept.86 in 
Montreal, Canada. Reports the following sessionst 
information theory, equipments coordination integration 
and netwoxicingf technology transfer* and information 
management. The objectives of the new research and 
development programmes are outlined. 
72. SCOTT(Richard). Comnunicating information to users. Im 
FID INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OH DOCUMEIITATION(Buenos Aires) 
(1970). Users of documentation^ p. 23. 
2 way dialogue between informaticm siq^ plier and user 
is essential ifiinformation is to be effectively communi-
cated. Items %Aiich can have interest and value m\ist be 
identified and matched %d.th the individual user who can 
put that information to work. Every user is a processor 
performing a creative function on the information he 
receives. The combination of information from various 
sources, he is given, way mean nothing to anotiier user. 
The practice, the mechanics of information handling between 
s\4>plier and user is critical. The working experience of 
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a system operating in Canada since 1963* yUnlcti serves 
3,000 users, in linique way, and 38,000 in general way 
is revealed. Einphasis is given to the determination of 
interests, the receiving of information and materials 
the matching of the 2, and providing of services to users. 
, BARRIER, LATIN AMERICA 
73. CORREA VICENTINI(Atner Lellis). Overcoming barriers in 
international communication related to Latin America. In: 
FID INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS (Budapest) (1972). Participation 
of Small and Less Industrialized Countries in worldrwide 
documentation Activities and Information Exchange. 90-95. 
Main barrles to international connunication in Latin 
America included language, customs regulations and taxes* 
traditionalismf telecommunication facilities* human 
resources* and technology transfer. Providing a major 
solutions. To promoteifcintematlonal cooperation in connec-
tion with developing countries FID has created several 
committees and has provided opportunities international 
debates during its congress and conferences. 
, NETWORK 
74. CRQIER(Martin). Research and development in docmentation. 
In: THIRTY NINETH. FID C0NC21ESS, lCB*Lnburgh)(1978) New trends 
in documentation and information: Proceedings* 30-32. 
CoBiputer based on-line Information retrieval via 
communication net work is one of the most important growth 
« 
areas in information science. The main pi?oblem is develop-
ment and iiq>rovement of standards for the benefit of users. 
Ihe general trend towards the distribution of information 
in electronic form and computerised text handling will 
decisively influence R & D in information science and 
information policy. 
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, USER ANALYSIS 
75. WERSING(Gemot). Communication theory and user analysis. 
The communication theory frame of analysis. In: FID INTER-
NATIONAL CONGRESS ON DOCUMENTATION(Buenos Aires) (1970). 
Users of documentation* 13. 
!nie documentary agency has to try to condensate for 
the inadequacies of documentary communication by adopting 
the role of the communicater in personal communication. 
Since the role ofthe documentation agency in documentary 
communication is different from that of the communication 
in personalcommunication, the documentation agency needs 
different information about the user. The documentation 
agency requires data on user's predispositions of behaviour 
and their actual behaviour. Using the concepts of communi-
cation theory, some basic approaches for data gathering 
are described. Besides the well known techniques of inter-
views and questionnairesy other techniques like content 
analysis, e^eriments and solution x*equire more attention. 
, COST ANALYSIS 
76. WHITE(Herbert). Rapporteur's Comment. In: THIRTYNINETH FID 
CONGRESS (1978). New trends in doctimentation and information: 
proceedings. Ed by Peter J Taylor. 1980, London, Aslib> 
P 420-422. 
Cost analysis assumes an agreement on the definition 
of cost although this is lacking. Discussion of cost is 
usually discussion of price. In the USA cost of inter-
library loans is c<mstantly xmderstated because of these 
loans are seen as a social good, high costs would discourage 
them. Evaluating user response is one way of gauging the 
effectiveness of a service but this presv^oses that the 
user knows idiat he wants and is the best judge of tiie sergice. 
Information system managers must select and exclude and take 
reapcmsibllity for the exculsioa. 
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COMPUTER, APPLICATIONS 
77. SUMARQKOV(L) Con?)uter applications in information activities: 
Surrent state and prospects. Int THIRTY NINETH FID CONGRESS 
(1978), New trends in docximentation and information. Ed by 
Peter J. Taylor, 1980, London, ASLIB, p.117-118. 
All major trends in the development of new technologi-
cal means intended for information systems are closely 
connected with the real information, problems of the litera-
ture explosion and how to gain access to the literature. 
Ilie increasing use of personal data banks can be regarded 
as a success. A future task is development of practical 
interaction between personal data bank users. Current 
developments should be evaluated by comparison with forcasts, 
growth in the volume of information and advances in funda-
mental sciences. 
, EDUCATION, EEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
78. GTOR£(P). Education of experts of scientific dociamentation 
with regard to Hie problems of experts in less industria-
lized coimtrles. Int FID INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS (Budapest) 
(1972). Participation of small and less industrialized 
countries in worldr-wlde Documentation Activities and 
Information Exchange. 1973* Budapest, Hungarian National 
Committee for FID» p.108-120. 
Information & Documentation, i.e. Informatics, belong 
to the social sciences as they deal with communication. 28 
special fields are important among the disciplines making 
vcp the education of information experts; scientific creative 
wox4c and pedagogy applied to adult education. A jobs are 
discussed to characterise educational components: (1) general 
or public librarians and special or scientific librarions 
need a certain knowledge of science, but also a sociological 
education; (2) dociamentalist %dio are information Interpretors 
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as their function is the critical evaluation and inters 
pretation of documents, (3) information researcher i.e. 
information analyser; (4) informatias researcher, i.e. a 
scholar i^o studies the problems of informatics taken as 
a scientific discipline, establishes and develops its 
theory and practice. 
, EXCHANGE 
79* MOCAE(Fr€mkw) some thoughts on a practical international 
program: principle, p o l i c i e s , procedures, Int FID INTERr^  
NATIONAL CONC!RESS(Budapest) (1972). Participation of small 
and l e s s industrialized countries in world-wide Docimien-
tation Act iv i t i es and Information. Exchange, 1973, 
Budapest, Hungarian National Committee for FID, p.186-190. 
Setting up of an international automated bibliographic 
system covering the entire f i e l d of social science and 
ad;)acent humanistic studies i s discussed* i t should be as 
coBiprehensive as possible in Terms of output and should 
recognize the importance of use by s c i e n t i s t s peripheral 
to the centrals subject matter. Characteristics include 
(1) structured data storage (2) highly dispersed input and 
output wi'Ui centralized throu^eput and storage f a c i l i t i e s 
(3) geographical and disciplinary considerations. Social 
Science data should be organized cm broad conceptual cate-
gories* The various disc ipl ines could then develop 
imstructured(i.e. thesaurus keyword) access to specif ic 
needs. 
— , ACRIS 
80. AUERAC(R) Development of the AGRIS System. Ini FID INTER-
NATIONAL C0NC5RESS (Budapest) (1972). Participation of small 
less industrialized countries in world-wide Docxamentation 
Activities ind Information Exchange, 1973, Budapest, 
Hungarian National Committee for FID; p. 30-31. 
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AGRIS is designed on 2 levels: (1) comprehensive and rapid 
documentation service providing current awareness tools* 
(2) a network of specialized services. AGRIS level one has 
entered its ioplementation phase and should become opera-
tional in 1974. The national benefits to be derived fi-om 
AQUS Level one and the ioplementaticai Activities are listed. 
, ASIA 
81. PARTHASARATH (S) Participation of Asian countries in inter-
national information exchange. In: FID INTERNATIONAL 
C0NGRESS(Budapest)(l972). Participation of small and Less 
Industrialized countries in world-wide Documentation 
A6tivities and Information Exchanget 1973» Budapest,Hungarian 
National Committee for F.I.I).* p.6A^66. 
Information exchange from the viewpoint of developing 
coimtries is a 2 way process (1) access toet an international 
information best and its utilization for developmental 
support, (2) to provide information from each co\mtry for 
building up this international pool. Infrastructure by the 
central agency enable the developing country to participate 
exchange. UNISIST Objectives include international infor-
mation in every coimtry. UNESCO should provide access to 
the vast store of technical information to developing 
countries. Regional centres for staff training and control 
of literature should be ascertained. This reqviiz*es new 
publications and bibliographical tools. 
, BARRIER 
82. KABESH(A) Overcoming some basic barriers to information 
dissemination in less industrialized countries. In: FID 
INTERNATIONAL C0NGRESS(Budapest)(1972). Participation of 
small and less Industrialized Countries in world-wide 
Documentation Activities and Information Exchange 1973» 
Budapest, Hungarian National Committee for FID* 97-107. 
Governments in developing countries must realize 
their role in the transfer of scientific and technical 
infozvation. Only one library exists in Egypt and 
little attenti(»x is paid to the technical aspects of 
litararianship coopared with paleography, arelives etc. 
Services in the less industrialized countries must "be 
planned particiilarly cooperation information is utilized 
for lack of understanding of the advantages to be gained 
from it, ignorance of sources and how to use them and 
lack of clear defination or needs. Educational programmes 
and gviide lines are suggested Language barrier is discussed. 
Flow of scientific knowledge with translation clearing 
house is suggested. Strong international system can only 
be built on a foundation of strong national system. 
83. HIKHAILOV(A) Overcoming barriers in international 
information exchange. In: FID INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS 
(Budapest) (1972). Participaticm of small and Less Indus-
trialized countries in world-wide Documentation Activities 
and Information Exchange. 1973, Budapest, Hungarian 
National Committee for FID» p.73-76. 
The langua|;e barrier has become important due to the 
emergence of new states into the sphere of scientific and 
Industrial activities. The situation of USSR and the 
role of VINITI in the solution of problem is described 
(1) use of subject specialists having command of various 
foreign and national languages* (2) current awareness 
bulletins with Russian translations of titles; (3) collec-
tions of abridged translations of foreign publications of 
topical interest; (4) bi-weekly series of express infor-
mation bulletins (5) VINITI »S analytical STarveys 
(6) Refered Zhuxoial. Research has shown tiiat in 
Science and knowledge or 3 language account for 3/4 of 
the world's literature. Indexing system and automatic 
translation system is important. 
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, INDEXING AND ABSORACTING SERVICES 
DIRECTORY 
84, KEENAN(S), World inventory of abstracting and indexing 
services. Joint FID i^AFIS project. In: FID INTERNATIONAL 
CONGRESS (Budapest) (1972). Participation of small and less 
industrialised countries in world wide documentation 
activit ies and information exchange, 77-69. 
Purpose of the Joint FIE/NFAIS project, begun in 1971, 
i s to provide a machine readable inventory of information 
on the world's abstracting and indexing services. The 
projects seeks to: 1) merge and li^date the data in published 
directories* 2) collect curr^it data on indexing services 
in Science & Technology, Social Science and humanities* 
(3) coQipile and arrange data in machine readable form; 
(4) publish a revised directory of abstracting and indexing 
services. (5) design an open ended l i f e structure for 
additional information. Information on progress from 
July 71 date includes the predicted f i l e size, data element 
definitions, coisputer- based services and subject heading 
system. 
, INDUSTRY 
85. SCHWOERBEL(H) INIDO, Clearinghouse of industrial tnforma-
Uon. In; INTERNATIONAL CCWGRESS (Budapest) (1972). Parti-
cipation of small and Less Ind\astrialized Countries in 
worldr-wide Documentation Activities and Information 
Exchange. 1973, Budsqpest, Himgarian National Comnittee for 
FIDi p. 32-33. 
UNIDO's objective is to provide assistance to develop-
ing countries in their effort towards industrialization 
and this determines the nature of its activities in infor-
mation and documentation sources of information have to 
be identified and fhe various media of information transfer 
selected bearing in mind the very limited human and financial 
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resources availaiae in developing countries. As individiaal 
companies are unalxLe to se t up internal information 
services* i t i s important to establ ish national or regional 
information f a c i l i t i e s . At UNIDO headquarters are such 
services as an industrial inquiry servicest an information 
service on the supply and alternatives for the choice of 
Industrial eqiaipment. 
, OFF-LINE, FULL TEXT SERVICE 
86. KUNZ(Wemer) and RITTEL(Horst). Low cost of fline full text 
service for integrating small coiintries into international 
information systems. In: FID INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS 
(Budapest) (1972). Participation of small and less Indus-
trialized Countries in World wide Documentation Activities 
and Information Exchange; 45-50. 
The USTIS concept demonstrates that it is not 
impossible to design and impliment an information system 
within ti^t financial limitations and using existing 
technologies. Some ^ecifications of USTIS are enumerated. 
One feasible realisation of USTIS can be based on the 
concept of LCRBAS(Large Offline Rapid Text Base Access 
System): this is a family of information systems, consis-
ing of rules of procedure, software and hardware technology. 
The technological basis consist of a mini-microfilifr-
technolog|:calenabling the placing of ultra high reduction 
photographic images of hard copy texts, together with copy 
text on ultsa fiches in any desired conrposition. Steps of 
the operation of V5TIS based on LCHBAS are outlined. 
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^ — , PROBLEMS 
87. LEVAI(S). Some proKLems of the small industrialized 
countries in international information exchange. In: 
INTERNATIONAL CONGSIESS (Budapest) (1972). Participation 
o£ small and Less Industrialized coimtries in world-
wide Documentation Activities and Information Exchange. 
1973> Budapest, Hungarian National committee for FID, 
p.59-63. 
Information important to a national economy is 
considered, based particularly on Hungary's experiences. 
After sketching the organization of the Hungarian Infor-
mation system, idiich is not headed by a Ministry, problems 
involved in providing the sight information, to the right 
person at the ri^t time and in the most suitable forum, 
in a small industrialized country having an isolated 
language. (1) acquisition of information sotirces and 
carriers (2) necessity for the users and researchers to 
know foreign languages in order to use information and to 
disseminate their own achievement (3) training information. 
88. VINPERS(AA). Organization for Economic cooperation and 
development, the scientific technical information policy 
group: Current programmes and trends. In: FID INTERNATIONAL 
C0NGRESS(Budapest)(1972). Participation of small and less 
Industrialized countries in world-%d.de Documentation 
Activities Information Exchange. 1973, Budapest, Hungarian 
National Comnlttee for PID» p. 26-29. 
The current activities of the group are discussed: 
(l) national policies for information; (2) education and 
training of Information specialists, (3) information and 
communication in the social sciencesf (4) environmental 
quality information and data* (5) information for innova-
tion in industry; (6) netwozic of information* (7) techno-
logy and manpower forcasting. 
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, SCIENTIFIC EXPERT, EDUCATION 
89. GYORE(P). Education of eiqperts of scientific documen-
tation with regard to the proloLems of experts in less 
industrialized countries. In: INTERNATI0NAL6C0NC21ESS 
(Budapest)(1972). Participation of small and Less 
Industrialized Countries in worldr-wide Documentation 
Activities and Information Exchange. 1973, Budapest 
Hungarian. 
Information and documentation, i.e. information, 
belonging to the social science 
, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL 
90s- SQROKIN(VUW). International centre for scientific and 
technological information. In: FID INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS 
(Budfi^est)(l972). Participation of small and Less Indus-
trialized countries in world-vide Documentation Activities 
and Information Exchange, 1973, Budapest, Hungarian, 
National Committee for FID's; p. 176-79. 
The text of the conqplexp programme in furthering 
and accomplishing cooperation and development of socialist 
integration among CMEA members was published in Aug. 71. 
This international system is based on the cooperation of 
national 4tt systems, the setting up of international 
informati<m subsystems for single brandies and particular 
kinds of information as well as on the ICSTI. The colla-
boration of member coxmtries is also envisioned In processing 
standards, licenses and other materials. The main task 
of the ICSTI are* (l) working out possible proposals 
concerning the development of information system; (2) Infor-
mation service for member organisations (3) contributing 
to training and education of scientific and technical 
information personnel. 
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, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL, GIR 
91. WINI]E(Bertram). Experiences in the use of scientific 
and technical information by mana|;ers in the Germen 
Democratic Republic. In: FID INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS 
(Bu(iaqpest)(1972). Participation of small and Less 
Industrialized Countries in World-wide Documentation 
Activities and Information Exchange. 31-58. 
Systamatic information activity has been concerned 
with setting up information services for researchers 
and university lectures* it must gradually be expanded 
to include a %fider circle, including engineers and 
developers. Scientific-technical information and the 
common development of social science are becoming closer. 
In the GIB 4 criteria are essential for work in the are 
of scientific-technical information. Information must 
be help to save the time of management ^ o are isiable to 
scan every primary document. Information from national 
and foreign sources shoiild be readily available. 
, SOCIAL SCIENCES 
92. LINE(MB). Information needs of the social sciences. In: 
FID INTERNATIONAL C0NGRESS(Budapest)(1972). Participation 
of small and Less, Industrized Countries in World-wide 
Documentation Activities and Information Exchange. 1973» 
Budapest, Hmgarian National Committee for FID> p. 123-33. 
The present state of knowledge about information 
needs in the social sciences is suomarised with reference 
to an investigation undertaken at the Bath University 
and mzinly concerned with researchers includlngs Underlying 
needs* material used* methods of discovering references 
unuseful of citation indexes* keeping i:qp with current pul>-
licaticns* and language problems. To serve partitioners, 
centralised and cooperating information departments should 
be established. Principles to observe in the designing 
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of future information systems are outlined, particularly 
the users role. Lines of development include offering 
services and evaluating their effectiveness, research into 
used but not cited terms and the psychology and sociology 
of information use. 
, EEVELOPING COUNIRIES 
93. Documentation in South West Asia- UNESCO-UNISIST-
Developing Countries. In: FIE/DC Open Forum(Tehran) (1973), 
1974, Budapest, FID/DC Developing Countries Secretariat; 
p. 75. 
The papers of on open forum organised before, the 
FID Committee for Developing Coiintries Annual Meeting 
1973. The forum was held at the Iranian Documentation 
Centres(IRNDOC) and centered on two topics: documentation 
centres, information work and cooperation in South West 
Asia and Unesco, UNISIST and the developing countries. 
94. UNESCO: THE role of department of docimientation. Libraries 
and archives in the development of documentation and 
Information, network and services. In: FID/DC OPEN FORUM 
(Tehran)(1973). Documentation in South West Asia- Unesco-
Unisist-^veloping Countries. 1973, Budapest, FID/DC 
Developing Coisitries Secretariat; p. 3-19. 
Describes Unesco activities in the following areas: 
aid in the establishment of national information networks* 
training specialised information manpower* and stimulating 
information transfer with a research programme and publi-
cation s^  International Information System on Research in 
Doc\jmentation(ISORID) pro;3ect, the 1972 s3raposi\Jffl for 
editors of professional periodicals, international exchange 
of publications and interlibrary loan, the adoption of 
standards and a computerised documentation service. 
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, IRAN 
95. DANESHI(H). Scientific and technical information in Iran. 
In: FID/DC OPEN P0RlJM(Tehran)(l973). Documentation in 
South West Asia- Unesco- UNISIST - Developing Countries. 
1973tBudapest, FID/DC Developing Countries Secretariat* 
p. 3-15. 
IRANDOC was created in 1968 to meet the information 
needs of Iran's rapdily expanding agriculture, industry 
and service sectors. Outlines the functions of IRANDOCSs 
documentation research group, library, non book indexing, 
processing and publiication departments. Briefly describes 
its publications, selected bibliographies and advisory, 
personal training and coordinating services for specialised 
documentation centres Lists the actigities carried out in 
accordance with the 1973 VNISIST Programme in Iran. 
, INDEXING 
1)6. BIVIKS (Kathleen T). Approach to an atomic theory of 
indexing. In: Ohirty NINETH FID CONGRESS(1978). New trends 
in documentation and information. Ed by Peter T. Taylor. 
1980. London, ASLIB, p.55-60. 
Discusses current approaches to language universals 
and then focuses on the validity of the universal approach 
to documentary languages with particular reference to the 
use of the information retrieval system and the applica-
bility to mitilingual thesaure. The 3 district attenrpts 
to theorise about natural language universals have come 
from chomskey, Fillmore and Quillian. The frame searching 
theory is based on the users incipient awareness of 
anamalous state of knowledge. 
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, AUTCMAnC 
97. MOREAU(M) and LASVERGERES(lM). Automatic indexing of 
IFIP reports. In: FID/IFIP JOINT C0NFERENCE(Rome)(l967). 
Mechanized Information Storage, Retrieval and Dissemi-
nation. Ed by KJoll Samuelson* 968; 468-84. 
Emphasises the importance of docimentation problems 
in the field of programming our ex-experience with AID-IP 
has fully demonstrated the training value of docunentary 
problems iiAiich can be tackled by good prograimners. 
Compiling such programs is much closer to the work of 
scientific programming than of management. IFP-AID-IP 
system offers a particxilarly interesting approach to 
computer programmation and management problems IFP's 
example has been sufficiently convincing to make converts 
among large French organizations with similar problems \^o 
have adopted AID-IP program for processing their report 
data. 
, LANGUAGE, PROBLEM 
98. 9100KES(BC). Informatics as the Fundamental social science. 
In: THIRTY NINETH FID CONGRESS(1978>. New trends in docu-
mentation and information: proceedings. Ed by Peter J TajiLor 
1980, London, Aslib, p.19-29. 
Cleverdon's ytork ont$he effectiveness of indexing 
language brought up 3 levels of theoretical difficiCLty; 
statistical and mathematical problems* linguisitic problems* 
and psychological problems. Information is that %ifeich 
modifies a knowledge structure in any way. There is a 
need for a better scientific understanding of the relation-
ship between private user needs and the body of published 
literature- more information on social informatics. Mecha-
nisation of knowledge structures should be approached 
empirically. Considers on-line Journal possibilities. New 
theories must be closely related to the growing understanding 
of interations between information processes and knowledge. 
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, INDUSmiAL DEVELOPING COUNORIES 
99. PROCEL(Jose Quevedo). Information for Industry in 
developing countries: The Mexican experience. In: FID 
STMPOSIUM(Brussles) (1975). Information system design 
for socio-economic development: Retrospect and prospect* 
130-134. 
Present various case studies of problems tacked by 
INFOTECH %^lch was created from the Mexican technical 
Information Service in 1972 to foster Mexico's socio-
economic development by motivating Industry to use 
knoicLedge as a economic resource. Discusses INFOTEC's 
service, objectives and internal programmes. 
100. SCHWOERBEL(Herbert). Indvistrlal information. In: FID 
S"mP0SIUM(Brussels)(l975). Information systemd designed 
for socio-economic development: Retrospect and prospect; 
52-63. 
Gives practical advice on establishing local or 
national facilities for industrial information in develop-
ing countries, outlining the types of assistance in this 
area offered by UNIDO's clearing-houses for industrial 
Information. Ihe soux*ces and uses of Industrial Infor-
mation are discussSd. 
SUDAN 
101. IIRIS(KH). Introduction toethe industrial Information in 
the Sudan. In: Sudan Llbrarlanshlp, Docximentation. 1974, 
Budapest, FID/DC Secretariat* p.32-40, 
Paper at the seminar on Industrial Information on 
ECAFE and EGA regions Sept. 70, Tehran. The ob;)ectives and 
services provided by the industrial research centres in 
Sudan are listed and discussed. Including the Sudan Indus-
trial Research Institute Food processing Research Centre, 
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, INFORMATION SCIENCE, COMPUTER, 
SIMULATION, SEARCHING 
102. GRIFFITHS(Jose-Man). Computer simulation: A search tool 
for information science. In: THIRTlfNINETH FID CONGRESS 
(1978). New trends in documentation and information : 
proceedings. Ed by Peter J Taylor. 1980, London, Aslibi 
p. 137-1A4. 
The systems concept is central to simulation. The 
state of a system isdetermined by the instantaneous 
conditions of the system compounds. Social systems have 
a hierarchial structure which is identified by observing 
interactions. Interations take place among subsystems 
and within subsystems. The adequacy of a model is 
determined by the nature of the state histories it 
produces* Information science is a social science, 
primarily concerned with himan information-seeking 
behaviour. Sim\d.ation techniques can be used for opera-
tional system development. 
, INTERMEDIARY SERVICE, PR0BLB1S 
103. KLINTOE(KJeld). Intermediary information services. In: 
THIRTY NINETH FID CONGRESS (1978). New trends in docu-
mentation and information. Proceedings. Ed by Peter J 
Taylor, 1979f London, Aslib* p.452-456. 
Information worker serves the practitioner in 
clarifying and evaluating woxicing conditions, motiva-
tions, strengths and shortcomings. An information 
marketing service aims to promote the enterprise and to 
foster selective provision of information through an 
active approach. The information officer should be aware 
of the orl^ anisation and its information needs* raarshall 
information resources* organise areas and requests for 
training, conferences and courses* and monitor feedback. 
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, LANGUACBB, UDC 
104. RIGBY(MalcolB), Role of the UDC in the automated 
information and data bases of 1983. In: FID SECOND 
SEMINAR ON UDC AND MECHANISED INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
(Frankfurt)(1970). Proceedings. Ed by R Molgaard 
Hansen and Margit We string Nielsen. 181-192. 
A review of future proppects for UDC. Over the 
last century UDC has become the most widely used infor-
mation language. Ihere have been 4 major growth 
periods. UDC is also used for preparation of mechanised 
multi-lingual vocabxxLaries and for indexing articles in 
primary publications. It is also most generally used 
scheme for interdisciplinary and international informa-
tion system c(»mnunication. The teaching of UDC in 
library schools has greatly expanded. There are 1,000000 
UDC users in 130 countries and 40 languages. 
, LIBRARY, CORPORATE PERFORMANCE 
103. BLAGI£N(John F). Librsuries and corporate performance: 
The elusive connection. In THIRTY NINETH FID CONGRESS 
(1978). New trends in documentation and information: 
Proceedings. Ed by Peter J Taylor. 1980, London, Aslib; 
p.379-382. 
Special libraries should be concerned with maximising 
beneficial outcomes rather than maximising usage. The 
difficulty with cost benefit analyses is that no 
satisfactory money value to supplied information has 
been found. The time saved method often suggests that 
small time savings are worthless. The only way to esta-
blish what impact information distributed by the library 
has on the user, is to question the user. Librarians need 
to arChestrata the media into the effective use strategy 
so that all forms of information transfer support each 
other. 
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, MAKAGEMENT 
106. BROWN (Jack E ) . New trends in information management. 
In: THIRTY NINEIH FID CONGRESS (1978). New trends in 
dociimentation and information. Ed by Peter J.Taylor. 
1980, London, ASLIB, p.333-359. 
Discusses the role of government and private 
information services in the life of a nation. The 
questicm of idiether or not government should provide 
information services is controversial. Canada has 
decided that no govemnent agency shoiald provide a 
service i^ iich can be effectively performed by a 
commercial organization. 2 levels of information 
service are appearing: solid h i ^ quality services, 
and f^ee services needing much time and effort. To 
survive, the information manager must make services 
cost-effective and cost-beneficial. 
107. KING( Donald W). Information measurement as a tool of 
management. In: THIRTYNINETH FID CONGRESS(1978). New 
trends in documentation and information: Proceedings. 
Ed by Peter J Taylor, 1980, London, Aslibi p.367-373. 
Proposes information measurement in a performance, 
effectiveness, benefit and cost ft>amework. Demonstrates 
how these measures ni^t be used in a bibliographic 
information system consisting of abstracting and 
indexing services, search services, libraries and 
search brokers. The bibliographic information has 
several lelelst the entire system* functions performed* 
products and services to accomplish these functions* 
necessary activities and processes for the activities. 
Performance measures are usually concerned with output* 
all measures should be positively correlated with benefit. 
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108. KUBATOVA(Vera) and JANOS(Jiri). Information science 
and the management of social processes. Ins THIRTY 
NINENTH FID CONGRESS (1978). New trends in documentation 
and information: proceedings. Ed by Peter J Taylor. 1980, 
London, AsliW p.85-91. 
Based on the concept of information science as a 
social sc ient i f i c discipl ine vihich studies the area of 
special ised information and i t s function in Mie manage-
ment of social processes. Information science separates 
the process of circulation specialised information and 
regards i t form an optimal decision-making view point. 
Cybernetics i s important to information science as a 
science of certine social processes because special ised 
information systems have a specif ic function as a part 
of the decision making process. 
, COST ANALYSIS 
109. STEFANIC(Vladimir). New trends in the organisation and 
management of information: Developing techniques for 
measurement and cost analysis in the management of 
information systems. In: THIRTY NINETH FID CONGRESS(1978). 
New trends in documentaticvi and information ont 
Proceedings. Ed by Peter J ^aylor. 1980, London, Aslib« 
p.322-332. 
13iis session of the Congress concerned management of 
information systems, how to design and plan them, and how 
to manage their activities. Evaluation can be based on 
the economic approaches and on indirect economic effects. 
There is a pressing demand for information specialists 
experienced in the design and management of information 
systems and net works. Designing, planning, managing and 
evaluation information systems are becoming even more 
important coorponents of the national economy in individual 
countries. Briefly describes the methods and tools of the 
state informaticaa policy in Czechoslovakia. 
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, MANPOWER EEVELOPMENT 
110. SAUNDERS(Wilfred). Professional development, manpower, 
education and training: Qiairman's review. In* THIRTY 
NINETH FID CONGRESS (1978). New trends in documentation 
and information: proceedings. Ed by Peter J Taylor. 1979, 
London, Aslib> p. A2 5-430. 
Manpower i s central to a l l the theoretical and mana-
gerial aspects of information transfer. There i s need 
for much more manpower planning and control. The inter -
naticmal bodies nedd to cooperate and coordinate their 
effort SI. Educationlists must take fu l l account of the 
expressed needs of users. Students need to bo-Ui e f f i c i ent 
operators of present-day systems and have an adequate 
vis ion of the shape of things to come. 
, MECHANIZATION, UDC 
111. CCHBETT(Lindsay). Use of UDC and computer-aided l i terature 
Searching at OKAEA. Int FID SECOND SEMINAR ON UDC AND 
MECHANIZED INFORMATION SYSTEMS (Frankfort) (1070). Proceedings. 
Ed by K Molgaard Hansen and Margit We string Nidsen. 142-147. 
The UDC class for nuclear science should be examined 
for a broad set of categories to be annotated with mutli-
lingual scope notes. Input to the INIS could be readily 
reduced to these categories, >^ich combined %d.th t i t l e 
searching, would be as ef fect ive as and cheaper than-in-
depth indexing. Ttie UK Automatic Ehergy Authority's mecha-
nized UDC schedules and alphabetical subject index are well 
known. Each record in the c lass i f i ed f i l e gives the 
conventional UDC numbers and alongside, the same number 
with unacceptable s3nnbols converted to lEM- acceptable codes* 
sorting i s by the I£M transtfifirmation, printed by the orthodox 
UDC nxaaber. 
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112. SAMUELSON(K). Coordination of diversif ied data-bases 
and information networks through multiclassif icatory 
concept notation in relay-switches and referral-direc-
tor ies . In: FID SECOND SEMINAR ON UDC and MECHANIZED 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS (Frankfiart) (1970). Ed by Molgard 
Hansen and Margit Westring Nielsen. 213-223. 
The advant of real-time data bases* teleprocessing 
and automated international information network wi l l ca l l 
for sophisticated devices to link data bases and network 
components. Very l i t t l e c lass i f i cat ion ever, thoiogh a 
single scheme i s unlikely to be adopted witiiin the next 
3 yearS) the development of international tape-exchange 
format would allow any c lass i f icat ion niimbers to be 
assigned for use as an i n i t i a l crude retrieval tool . 
This could be pract ical ly handled by relay-switches. The 
coupling and linkings between exist ing c lass i f icat ions 
and thesauri need to be defined using the * black box* 
approach, \rtiereby the behaviour of a system of in f in i te 
detai l i s studied through input and output valuies. 
113. SCIBOR(E). Some remarks on thefuture development of UDC 
from the viewpoint of mechanized information retr ieval . 
In: FID SECOND SEMINAR ON UDC AND MECHANISED INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS (Frankfort)(1970). Proceedings. Ed by R Molgaard-
Hansen and Margit Westring Nielsen. 177-181. 
UDC i s clearly capable of mechanization. Butirits 
ab i l i ty to sat isy user needs better than discriptions i s 
l e s s sure. Currently the la t t er are probably superior 
since they are based on natural language, are hospitable 
and made fexible by post-coordination. However, in ter -
national and inter-discipl inary information exchange 
would be better served by a universal well known system 
l ike UDC. So, remedying UDC i s defects must not destroy 
i t s advantages. The best solution would be to develop UDC 
in the direction of a multifaceted, analytical scheme and 
by matching UDC number with thesaural terms to bring i t 
closer to natural language s tr ic ter vocabulary control i s 
also required. 
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^ MICROPUBLISHING 
114. ARNTZ(Helmut). Mlcropublishlng. In: THIRTYNINETH FID 
CONGRESS (1978). New trends in docinnentation and 
information: proceedings. Ed by Peter J Taylor, 1980, 
London, Aslib, p.179-183. 
Ascr ibes the present state of micropublishing. 
Libraries subscribing to micropublications wi l l be 
spared cost ly conversion because there wi l l be no need 
for more storage space. Theft prevention can be via 
the automatic signals used for printed dociiments. 
^ NEEDS, NON-LITERATE 
115. RAO(IWS). Idenifying the information needs of non-
l i t e r a t e agriculture oriented rural people. International 
Library Movement. 5» 2» 1983» 45-50, 
Report of a conference organized by the fedration 
for Documentation Study Committee on Education and 
Training (FID/ET) and the Departmait of Library Studies 
of the University of Ibadan, Nigeria, fX*om 6-9 May 81. 
The aim of the conference was the ident i f icat ion of the 
information needs of nonliterate agricultural people and 
formation of the necessary education and training 
programmes for librarians and docimientsdists. Subject in 
the paper presented were on a i l l i t e r a c y , characterist ics 
of rural communities* informati(»i needs of agric\iltural 
riiral communities* information forthe agricultural 
extention worker* and education and training for librarians 
and documentalists. 
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, ORGANISATION AND ECONOMICS 
116. AMMUDID5EN(Vil)eke). Organisation and economics of 
Information and documentation. 1982, The Hague, FID* 
p.301. 
Proceedings of the 40th Congress held at the 
National Technolglcal Library of Denmark, Copenhagen, 
18-21 Aug.80, The papers presented at the Congress In 
3 sessions. In the f i r s t session the following papers 
arep presented. Knowledge and Information by Peder 
Olesen Larsenj The contribution of Information to 
economic growth and development by Herbert R.Brlnberg. 
AGRICULTURE 
117. AMMUNESEN(Vlbelce). Session E Special areas. In: FORTYTH 
FID CONGRESS (Copenhagen) (1980). Organization and 
economics of Information andd documentation* 239-268. 
Papers presented at the 40th FID Congress. The 
following papers were, presented In the session E Special 
areas(AgrlcuLture), llie Agricultural Information cycle 
In Denmark, from research to the former by G.Nielsen. 
The Agricultural Information Bank for Asia* a case study 
on the development gepyjbee of regional network by J. C. 
Slson. Agricultural Information service, for the third 
world: problems, developments and prospects by P. Thorpe* 
The agricultural Information cycle from research to 
repackaging. A case study b ^ . Fumeaux. 
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, IMRKETING 
118. AMMUN & SEN(Vibeke), Session C.Problems of the organi-
zation and marketing of information. Int FCRTYTH FID 
C0NGRESS(Copenhagen)(1980). Organization and economics 
of information and documentation* 109-183. 
Papers presented at the 40th Congress in the session 
were: Technical change in industry through marketing of 
information by G.P. Sweeney* Economic analysis of centra-
lized and and decentralized I & D services* by Norbert 
Szyperski; Economy and organization in two Central 
American information networks by R. Cifucuts* Dissemination 
and marketing of information on existing translations by 
H.Risseeuw* Aspects of UNISIST activities in education and 
training for infoz*mation, library and archives work, by 
Herbert schtir* JQatabase economics by D.H. Barlow* Theaaunis 
of common topics by E.Scibor* Ihe economics of translation 
by Rollin and G.van slype. 
PROBLEMS 
119. POTENTIAL OF research to thessolution of information 
problems. In: FORTYTH FID C0NC3RESS(Copenhagen)(1980). 
Organisation and economics of information and documentary 
tioni 185-238. 
Session D* the following papers were presented. 
Economic impact of research in an natural language by 
Hans ^arlgren and Donald E Walker* Cooipute^ized infor-
mation systems* developments and trends by A.I.Hilchailov* 
User system interaction ana^rsis by Kathleen T. Bivins* A 
programatic approach to the modal of automised informa-
tion centre by R. F. Faber, M.R. Muraszkiewicz and 2 M. 
Nowicki* The potnetial of basic research on users for new 
orientation of information service by G. Wersing and 
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G.Windd Evolution and select ion of s c i en t i f i c journals 
based on the data obtained from an information service 
systems, by C.Oanilowic and H. Szarskif Subject Access 
Project. The use of book index for subject retrieval 
system in l ibraries by I.Wormell. 
, VALUE 
120. AMHUND5EN(Vibek) Session B. Value of information and 
impact of infoznnation on decisicm making and economy. 
In: FORTYTH FID CONGRESS (Copenhagen) (1980). Organization 
and economics of information and documentation^ 37-107. 
Papers presented at the 40th FID Congress in the B 
Session were Information for problem solving in socio-
economic development by A.A. Winters* Role of patent 
information in national economic development by Felix A. 
Sriridovf Current development of business information and 
documentation systems and impacts on decision making in 
some large Japanese enterprises, by Hitoshi Inoue; Scienti-
fic and technical information: Property right, Pigou and 
intervention by Carole Ganz* Cijrrent awareness service 
and their value in local government, by T. D. Wilson* 
Respase by goverments and international organization to 
information requirements. The place of information 
service in the company structure, by sixten LJungberg* 
supply and demand of information for small and middle 
scale enterprises by Ronald H. da silva* Information 
technology and technologist: A report on a national study 
of American engineers by Hedvan L Shuchman. 
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^ PROBLEMS, CONTROLLED VOCABULARY 
121, KIRKMAN(J), Controlled English in international docu-
mentation. In: THIRTYNINETH FID CONGRESS(1978). New 
trends in documentation and information: proceedings. 
Ed by Peter J Taylor. 1980, London, AsliW p. 70-76. 
Controlled English could save many translaticai 
costs i f i t iiiere used in international technical docu-
mentaticm. Controlled English has a l imited vocabulaz*y 
and a simplified syntax. Inscribes the controlled 
En^ish Project in University of Wales Inst i tute of 
Science and technology n^ere a version being developed 
for L.H. Ericsson. The core vocabulary i s a single 
alphabetical l i s t of Ericsson English and 'forbidden* 
words. The writer's Guide help writers to produce short, 
simple sentences. 
, REPROGRAPHY 
122. SIMMLIEIl(Otto), Reprographic present and future. In: 
THIRTYNINETH FID CONGRESS (1978). New trends in documen-
tation and information: proceedings. Ed by Peter J Taylor. 
1980,London, Aslib, p.184-189. 
Considers 2 major research trends: microfilming 
of large library stock with local decentralisation of 
use through reprographic methods and micrographic storage 
for users* and creation of information work places with 
combined micrgraphic repgographic and computer technology 
equipment for direct connection with national and in ter -
national networks and with the p o s s i b i l i t y of intermediate 
storage of user data bases for certain sub;)ects and for 
a speci f ic period of time. 
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^ RESEARCH AND EEVELOIMENT, INEEA 
123. VEDARAMAN(S). Information system for research and 
development in India. Ann. Libr. Sci . Docum. 22, 4» 
1975i 153-161. 
Paper presented at the FllVlndian National Commi-
t tee seminar on towards the Evolution of Information 
Systems for National Oevelopment, New Delhi, Dec,75. 
Since independence Indiaa industry has concentrated on 
digging a sound foundation and has now reached a stage 
vdiere i t needs to be informed abottt new inventions at 
home and abroad. Latest s c i en t i f i c and technological 
developments enables researchers to keep abreast of 
work in other countries and to avoid duplication of 
e f fort . Patents are iotportant, usefxiL and unique 
sources in this f i e ld and various industrial ised coun-
t r i e s have established. Patents Documentation and 
Informaticai Centers. PIC should be se t xip in India for 
future development, 
, INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
124, DOSA(Marta L), International cooperation in problem-
focused research information science. In: THIRTWINETH 
FID CONGRESS (1978). New trends in documentation and 
information: proceedings, ^d by Peter J Taylor. 1980, 
London, Aslibi P 407-419, 
Proposes an international programme to strengthen 
search in problem-focused areas of information transfer 
and to dissaminate research Findings, Use of research 
does not automatically Follow publication of resul ts . 
Discusses research into research's effect iveness , 
particularly that of government-sponsored prograones, 
Syracuse Iftiiversity School of information studies carried 
out 3 problem-focused interdisciplinaiTy projects vdiich 
ident i f ied some common characterist ics of information in 
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community health, gerontology and environmental affairs. 
Informatics Scientists themselves organised disemination 
programmes. 
, RESOURCE SHARING SOCIOECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
123. ANCERLA(Georges). Sharing information resources: A contri-
bution to socio-economic development. In: FID SlfMPOSIUM 
(1975)(Brussels). Information system design for socio-
economic development: Retrospect and prospect, 1975, The 
Hague, FIDf P 33-AO. 
An International infrastructure for information is 
essential for socioeconomic progress. On 18 March 1975, 
the Council of Ministers of the commission of the EEC 
adopted an Action Plan for scientific, research, social, 
political and economic information. This is a blue, 
prepared by the Committee for Information and Documenta-
tion on Science and Technology(CIDST) for the Commission's 
information activities for the years 75-77. A European 
network will catalyse and promote national activities. 
Details of the proposals forthe implementation of the 
netwoxic are given. 
, RETRIEVAL, LANGUAGE 
126. VILENSICATA(SK). On the compatibility of different infoi^ 
mation retrieval languages within the integrated informa-
tion system. ^ : THIRTHNINETH FID CONGRESS (1978) Ed by 
Peter J. Taylor, 1980, London, ASLIB, p.315-325. 
Considers experience acq\iired indeveloping lingui-
stic devices for 3 automated social science information 
systems. S^tching languages must be broad and flexible 
and fit for automatic and manual retrieval. Switching 
language structure should be determined by concrete tasks 
and functioning conditions. At Bachum Itoiversity «< classi-
fication and descriptor languages have been combined in a 
single system, "nae system consists of a 3 level dassifi-
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cation or suhrlcator and a Basic Thesaurus. Discusses 
compatibility protlems in the context of the Rubricator 
and thesauz*us. 
, SCIENCE AND RESEARCH 
127. USE OF information in science and research: Experiences 
with scientific users in different countries. In: FC«TY 
SECOND FID CONGRESS(The Hague)(1984). Use of information 
in changing world, Ed by A van der Lann and A A Winters* 
101-196. 
Papers presented at the congress on session C. 
An overview of information needs and services for 
scientific and resarch in Indian Universities, by A.K. 
Anand> A tentative siirvey of information demands of 
scientific and technical personnel in China by Binggang> 
The library in the academic information market H^f L 
HogLund and 0 Persson* Use of information for scientific 
research in Indian Universities and academies of sciences: 
a report by K. Kumar* The end user and the approach to the 
non-user in recently started University libraries in 
developing coi^tries with special reference to India, by 
R.M. Mathew. 
, SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
128. BCEKO(Harold). Role of systems analysis and design in 
information science: A position paper. In: THIRTYNINETH 
FID CONGRESS (1978). New trends in documentation and 
information: Proceedings, ^d by Peter J Taylor, 1980, 
London, Aslibi p. 383-320. 
An informaticm system is an organised combination 
of human and capital resources ifidiich results in the connec-
tion, storage, retrieval, communication and use of data 
to sitpport management discussion-making. National infor-
mation systems can be improved by defining overall national 
national information policies, identifying information 
needs and resources and strengthening coordinating links. 
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Librarians are sceptical because of the inadequacy of 
systems analysis Krtien applied to the study of Informa-
tion systems and analyst to deal with design problems. 
Discusses a possible role for FID. 
^ SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL, EEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES, HlOBLmS 
129. BURIAN(Kismet). Boundrles between scientific and 
technical documentation and industrial information: 
Experience of Turkey. In: FID/DC OPEN FORUM (Tehran) 
(1973). Documentation in South West Asia- Unesco-
UNISIST - Developing coimtrles. 1974, Budapest, FID/DC 
Developing countries Secretariat* p. 30-46. 
Analyses the effects of knowledge transfer on 
each sector of the industrial spectrum in both in 
developed & developing economies. Highly developed 
countries have monopolised the production of knowledge, 
converting into measurable xsiits of technology ^idiich 
less developed countries must Import to sustain 
Industrial growth. Each country must decided vdiether 
to adopt foreign technologies to local conditions or 
to carry out its own basic research, applying the 
resxjlts to production. The scientific and Technical 
Research CiBxincil of Turkey has established both an 
Ind\istrlal Relations Unit and a National Documentation 
Centre to design an effective national infoz*mati(ni 
transfer system. 
, SERVICE, INDUSTRY 
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130. PAQUIN(Rene I). and HALANG(Fred G). Information 
service for industry in industrialized countries. In: 
FID S"XMPOSItM(Brussels)( 1975). Information system 
designed for socio-economic development* Retrospect 
and prospect. 116-129. 
Size alone does not determine a company's infor-
mation needs. The quality level of information service a 
conopany requires depends upon \«3iether or not it is 
research oriented. Information is needed and used at 
3 levels: l) strategic* 2) tactical* 3) operational. 
All levels exhibit identfiahle characteristics of infor-
mation input. The major steps in developing management 
information systems and services are identified, together 
with the criteria, necessary to ensure success. Reviews 
sources of industrial information under the following 
headings! Specific industrial information sources; 
General information sources* Information services in 
individual countries. 
, SOCIAL SCIENCE 
131. HAART(H P Hogeweg-de). Characteristics of social science 
information: A selected review of the literature. 1981, 
Budapest, Hungarian Academy of Science, Economic Infor-
mation Iftiitip. 1-62. 
Outlines the various discipline in 19 European 
countries and in 3 international organisations. The term 
social science is used in the more restricted sense and 
does not include the humanities. Describes the general 
characteristics of social science information, informa-
tion seeking behaviour of social science researches is 
cooQ}ared with -tiiat of researchers in science and humani-
ties. The information requirements of social science 
researchers are differentiated from those of both social 
scieatists in a non research envlronemtn and non social 
scientist, who could make use of social science informa-
tion. 
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DOCIMENTATION 
132. FOIDI(Tamas) and HEGEDUS(P). Sunmary report on the 
activities of Fin/SD. Int« Forum Inf. Doc, 8, 2i 1983i 
27-28. 
Papers presented at the open meeting of FID/SD 
Committee within the frame of the 41st FID Congress 
Hong Kong. 12-16 September 1982. A brief description of 
the main development stage of the FID Committee for 
Social Science Information and Documentation(FID/SD) 
its terms of reference, aims, programmes, publications 
and major pro;jects. 
, SOCIO-ECONCMIC EEVELOFMENT 
133. GILJARESKIJ(R S). CMEA International Information System 
for Published Documents! Basic design considerations and 
current progress. In: FID SYMPOSIUM(1975)(Brussels). 
Information systems design for socio-economic develop-
ment: Retrospect and prospect. 1976. The Hague, FIDip.41-45. 
An International Scientific and Technical Informa-
tion Service is under development within the Coijncil for 
Mutual Economic Assistance(CMEA) to integrate the advances 
made by the national information systems of CMEA countries. 
The system relise on international cooperation and 
comprises sub systems forthe different branches of science 
engineering and the national economy. A computer-based 
information and refrence system called ASSISTENT, being 
developed at the All-Unions Institute for Scientific and 
Technical Information (VINITI),will provide the basis 
for the project. The services provided will include an 
abstract journal, current awareness bialletins, SD1 and 
retrospective searching. 
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134. INFORMATION SYSTEM design for socio-economic developmentt 
Retrospect and prospect. Jm FID SYMPOSIUM(Brussels)(1975). 
1976, The Hague, FIK 145. 
The conference was organised as follows;(1) Opening 
address; 2) First Plehary Session, 3) Second plenary 
session* 4) Meeting of the Working groi:5)s on education, 
agriculture, and industry* 5) Final Plenary Session, >*iich 
received the reports of the Working Grotqps. 
AGRICULTURE 
135. RUNACR£S( EA). Commonwealth Agricultural BureauK(CAB). 
Ixit FID S"XMP0SHJM(Brussels)(l975). Information Systems 
design for socio-economic development: Retrospect and 
prospect* 69-71. 
CAB seeks to provide, largely, through i t s aeries 
of 19 abstracts, Journals, a record of new valid agri-
cultural research. The coinpilation of these joi imals, 
and the selection of items to be abstracted, i s carried 
out by highly trained staff following sc ient i f i c cr i ter ia . 
CAB member coimtries receive the ;)oumals at a heavily 
reduced price, an arrangement n^ch of particular benefit 
to the developing countries among them. Maintains that 
information services should be based on high sc i ent i f i c 
cr i ter ia . At the same time, social and economic ends may 
dectate the need for special steps to make services 
available to those irtio woxild not otherwise be able to 
obtained tiiem. Ihe two approaches - the sc i ent i f i c and 
the socio-economic need to be kept separate. 
INDUSTRIALISED COUNTRIES 
136. HIRST(Frank C). Information service in agriculture in 
industrial ised countries. Im FID SYMPOSIUM(1975)(Brussels). 
Information systems designTor socio-economic development: 
Retrospect and prospect. 1975, The Hague, FID* p. 109-115. 
- 1 8 2 -
An his tor ica l siorvey of developnents in the dissemina-
tion of agricultural information. In the UK, local 
agricultural s o c i e i t i e s were the ear l i e s t state-financed 
body for promoting agriculture, was the, was the Board 
of Agriculture. The Board i s noteworthy for i t s publica-
t ion Annals of agriculture (1760-1800) a county-by^county 
state of-the-art review of developments. The early 20th 
centuary saw the growth of agricultural research stat ions , 
particularly in USA, and the establishment of national 
advisory services, and goverment-supported research councils, 
such as the ARC iB Britain. In future, sunmary or abstract 
^journals are l i k e l y to be the new media for CAS with the 
fu l l length original only siipplied on demand. 
ARAB STATES 
137* KABBSH(Ahamed). Development of educational documentation 
and information in Arab States: A trend for less industria-
lised countries. In: FID S1MP0SIUM(1975) (Brussels). Infor-
mation systems design for socio-economic developments: 
Retrospect and prospect. 1976, The Hague, FID» p.103-108. 
Developing countries now see education as a means of 
realising a host of social objectives, and wish to reform 
and adapt their educational structures accordingly. This 
raises the need for documentation centres to disseminate 
education information. The General Department for 
Educational Documentation, Cairo attached to the National 
Centre for Educational Research, plays an important role 
in educational documentation in Arab countries. The 
objective, functions and publications of the Department are 
listed. 
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138. ZAHAWl(Faria), Industrial information in the Arab 
countries. Int FID SYMPOSIUM(Brussles)( 1975). Information 
of system design for socio-economic development: 
Retrospect and prospect* 6A-68. 
The Industrial Development Centre for Arab States 
(ID CAS) was set up in 1968 in recognition of the impor-
tance of industry in the economic structure of Arab 
countries. The Documentation and Industrial Information 
Department of IDC AS was conceived as a general informa-
tion centre siipported by national specialised centres, 
each dealing with a particular branch of industry. 
6 specialised centres have now been established, and 3 
more are pro;Jected. Outlines Mie long term strategy of 
the Department in its role as a clearing house for 
industrial information. 
DEVSIS 
139. WOOLSTON(John E ) . EEVSIS: Development Science Information 
System. In: FID SYMPOSIUM(Brussels)( 1975). Information 
systems design for socio-economic development: Retrospect 
and prospect; A6-51. 
Describes the development of the concept of an 
information system in the social and economic science to 
aid decision making by developing countries. The major 
issue that confronted the DBVSIS Study Team and their 
tentative solutions, are reviewed mder the following 
headings! 1) Definition of user needs* 2) problem of 
developed-country information* 3) Problem of sectoral 
information* 4) Organisational problems- national and 
regional* 5) Carrier languages* 6) Overall management 
and finance. 
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, PROBLEMS 
140. ROSENFELD(Samuel A). Information for educators. Int FID 
SIMPOSIUM (Brussels)(1975). Information systems deaiga. 
for socio-economic development: Retrospect and prospect. 
1975, The Hague,FIK p.93-102. 
Identifies various sources of new knowledge 
available to educators. The forces vAiich most signifi-
cantly regtolate the effectiveness of these sources are 
(1) timex; 2) money; 3) lack of incentives to xisennew 
knowledge* A) an antl-intellectualism among educational 
practioners, reflected in their dis dain for new knowledge* 
(5) elimate as characterised by teacher interation and 
professional en'&usiasm. Briefly describes the principle 
elements in the flow of educational information in USA, 
mentioning "Uie Educational Resources Information Center, 
State Education Agency Information Services. 
» SOUTH WEST ASIA PANSDOC 
141. M0HAJIR(A.R.). Scientific and documentation activity in 
Pakistan. In: FID/DC OPEN FORUM (Tehran)(1973). Documen-
tation in South West Asia- UNESCO- UNISIST- Developing 
countries. 1974, Budapest, FID/DC. Developing countries 
Secretariat; p.16^29. 
PANSDOC was established in 1957 to procure docur-
ments, compile bibliographies and provide translations 
for scientific researchers. PANSDOC, heavily on foreign 
service and user awareness of relevent literature, need 
to modernise. Summarises the central Treaty Organisation's 
contribution to documentation activity in Pakistan, Iran 
and potential benefits to Pakistan of the UNISIST progra-
mme. Tables show resources of Pakistan University, College 
and departmental libraries for 1970. 
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^ STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, AUTOMATED 
142. OLLE(TW) Generalized systems for storing structijred 
variable length data and retrieving information. In: 
F I D / I F I P JOINT CONEERENCE (Rome)(1967). Mechanized 
Information storage, Retrieval and Dissemination Ed by 
KJoll Samuelson; 1968; 192-202. 
Paper discusses spec i f ica l ly the complex Beolean 
cr i ter ia on any data item. The design and development of 
generalized information stoz^ge and retr ieval systems i s 
at present an early stage and the significance of the 
work being done has yet to be f e l t . After several 
systems have been designed, implemented, ef forts can be 
anticipated in standardizing the data structures and 
user language. Competition would -tiien be on an imple-
mentation leve l although the incorporation of non-standard 
language enhancements wi l l probably pervade as i t does 
at present wilh procedural languages. 
143. STOGWIY(AA) and AFANASSIEV(VN) Some design problems for 
automatic fact information retrieval and storage systems 
Int F I D / I F I P JOINT C0NFERlKCE(Rome)(1967) Mechanized 
information storage retrieval and dissemination. Ed by 
K;Jell Sam\ielson> 289-99. 
Software design problems for Automatic Fact Retri-
eval and storage systems(AFIRSS) are discussed. Theore-
t i c a l resul t s concerning information f i l e organization, 
design of language support concerning information f i l e 
organization, design of language support and processing 
control for the AFIRSS are brief ly reported. These resxalts 
were obtained i n the ins t i tu te of Cybernetics, Kiew(USSR) 
during a two years study in the f i e l d of designing the 
AFIRSS for automation of the management in business and 
industry. 
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CENTRALISED CATALOGUE 
144, SORIANO(P). Search for a p lyva lent c l a s s i f i c a t i o n number 
for a computer-aided centralized catalogue. In: Fio/IFIP 
JOINT CONFERENCE (Rome) (1967) Mechanized Information 
Storage, Retrieval and Dissemination Ed by KJell Samuelson* 
558-72. 
The need to possess a centralized catalogue \«hich 
re f l ec t s the entire national, regional or urban availa-
b i l i t y at l e a s t for periodicals , i s peremptory today. 
Global catalogiies can be f i l l e d in response to the varying 
needs of the users. Ideal codification permit f i l i n g 
orders of two poljrvalent nianbers. Characteristics of IDAMI 
codification and their operational research i s discussed. 
CHECKING 
145. HIRSCHBERB(L) LORIE(R) And SOBOTA(P), Automatic checking 
of press-proofs. In: FIE/IFIP JOINT CONFERENCE(Rome)(1967) 
Mechanized Information Storage, Retrieval and Dissemina-
tion, Ed by Kjell Samuelson; 536-57. 
Discusses the given program as an independent 
programme operating on an input text. The pressproof 
checking program wottld be executed before so that correc-
tions could be added to the tape. The purpose of the 
program is to flag illegal words in the input text. The 
program runs for French, but the same method could be 
studied and probably used for other languages. 
. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
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146. DAVEWPORT(WC) and TATE(FA), Complete system for 
handling chemical and chemical engineering information. 
In: FIE/IFIP Joint Conference Mechanized Information, 
storage Retrieval and Dissemination £d by Kjell Samuelsoni 
501-9. 
Covers a complete range of services based on the 
input of the data elements selected from published papers, 
reports and patents. This system of computer provides 
for the on-demand, computer search capability. Production 
of all the current indexes, the recording of all of the 
bibliographic information are based on the computer 
operations. In 1967, 268,000 documents were analysed 
and by 1969 130,000 computer based pages were composed 
CLASSIFICATION 
147. WILLIAMS(JN). Computer classification of documents. Im 
FID/IFIP JOINT CONFERENCE (Rome)(1967) Mechanized infor-
mation storage, retrieval and dissemination. Ed by KJell 
Samuelson* 215-24. 
Classification of documents involves three distinct 
process (l) structure of categories (2) classification 
decision and classifying documents by a classier. 
Previous experiments indicate that all terms do not need 
to be retained for the classification process and compu-
tationally it woiild be impractical to do so. A thesaurus 
capability allows the follovring types of words to be 
considered equivalent inflmcted words coopound words and 
semantically similar words with different orthographic 
spellings. 
, COST ANALYSIS 
148. ROLLING(L) and PIETTE(J). International economic and 
automation in a large-size retrieval system. In: Fin/lFIP 
JOINT C0NFERENCE(Rome)(1967). Mechanized infomation storage 
retrieiral and dissemination, -^d by Kjell Samuelsoni 367-90. 
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CtLsscusses the intact of economic criteria on the design 
and operation of several con5)onents of a large-size 
information retrieval system, particularly components 
involving some degree of mechanization. The Euratom 
system is taken as an example. 
149. STANWOOD(RH), Cost of a coinputerized information retrieval 
system. In: FID/IFIP JOINT CONFERENCE (Rome)(1967). Mecha-
nized information storage retrieval and dissemination Ed 
by Kjell Samuelsoni 391-406. 
Paper discusses the operating costs of an information 
retrieval and dissami,nation system in terms of required 
man-hours for specific personnel tjrpes, machine time, and 
quantity and types of supplies. System is based on IBl 
1401, 1410 and 7094 computers for processing information 
derived from state-of-the-art technical reports. The 
paper details the technical processing, operations ^ich 
include input acquisitions, cataloguing etc. Since budge-
tary limitations have effected a practical restraint the 
system has been designed and operating with keen apprecia-
tion for cost/effectiveness. 
EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT 
150, BERUL(LH). Survey of equipment developments in the infor-
mation storage and retrieval field. In: FIE/IFIP JOINT 
CONFERENCE (Rome) (1967). Mechanized infomation storage 
Retrieval and Dissemination. Ed by Kjoll Samuelsoni1968» 
26-69. 
Discusses that information storage and retrieval(ISR) 
field finally seems to be moving in a direction that leads 
to words the elusive solution to the problem if how to 
improve the ISR process through automation systems such as 
MINICARD, WALNUT, MEDIA, VERAC, ORIS and FILMOREX provided 
too few benefits for too much money to ever achieve wide-
spread acceptance. Being highly flexible, the computer has 
always been the one device potentially capable of playing 
1-69-
a useful role in a number of ISR functions over a broad 
position of the applications spectrum. Now it is 
possible to develop a tanilored, economic system capable 
of improving the ISR process across the entire applica-
tion spectrum. 
FILE ORGANISATION 
151. WARNEIT(IA). File organization for information retrieval. 
In: FIL/IFIP JOINT CONFERENCE(Rome)(1967). Mechanized 
information storage Retrieval and Dissemination. Ed by 
Kjoll SomuelsonJ 259-68. 
For general information retrieval terms the use of 
simple file organizations for small files, especially 
in those cases vdiere real time search response is not re-
quired. This applies to those applications nAiere the 
record stored do not exceed a reel or two of tape . In 
those instances» however, ^ere files are large and ever 
growing and especially vdiere some real time response is 
required, the combined serial and inverted file organi-
zation is the preferred method 
UDC 
152. PREEMAN(RR) and ATHERTON(P). File organization and 
search strategy using UDCin mechanized reference retrieval 
systems. In: FID/IFIP JOINT C0NFERENCE(Rome)(1967). 
Mechanized information storage, z*etrieval and dissemina-
tion. Ed by K;)ell Samuelson* 122-152. 
Starting from a model of contemporary mechanized 
retrieval systems and the characteristics of indexing 
languages used therein, the authors develop a rational 
basis for use the Ihiiveraal Decimal Classification(DC) 
in this context. The autyors conclude that it is techni-
cally feasible to use UDC in mechanized retrieval systems 
and that under certain conditions, it may be desirable. 
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Some of these conditions are the existence of large 
files already indexed by UDC, staff already trained for 
its use, and extensive international use or exchange 
of materials of the system. 
GRmAS SYSTEM 
133* MEV£R(E). Si^erinposed screens for the gremas system. 
In: FID/IFID JOINT CONFERENCE(Rome)(1967). Mechanized 
information storage, retrieval and dissemination. Ed by 
KJell Samuelson* 280-88. 
Based mainly on* the ZATOCODING idea a very 
effective screening system has been developed for use 
vdth large magnetic ta|ies files. It allows screening 
for question conditions generalized in different facets 
as well as for certain negative demands. In addition, 
many linkages can be screened too. This type of scz*eens 
has been proved to run very fast on computers with fixed 
word length and it saves much machine search cost by 
reducing the normal file scanning to a small percentage. 
, IMAGE ORIENTED SYSTEM, 
nSIGN 
15A, RAY(SR). Design of an image-oriented information retrieval 
system. In: FID/IFIP JOINT C0NFERENCE(Rome)(1967). 
Mechanized Information Storage, Retrieval and Dissemina-
tion. Ed by Kjell Samuelsoni 692-711. 
Attacks upon the problem of pictorial data process-
ing have led to innovations in coo^uter system design 
^ich are applicable to information systems. Pictorial 
data processing problems require very fast data handling 
rates and in some cases high quality pictiu*e dissemination 
as integral system components. Paper describes an ISRD 
system vihere in the concepts and techniques of a pictorial 
data processing system are utilized to achieve economic 
balance among the storage, indexing and dissemination 
operations. 
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INDEXING 
155. PERSCMKE(S). Use of the " SLC" system in automatic 
indexing In: FIE/IFIP JOINT CONFERENCE(Rome)(1967). 
Mechanized information storage retrieval and dissemi-
nation. Ed by Kjell Samuelsoni 300-311. 
Basic concept of the system consists in the stimiila-
tion of a hypothetical spiacial-purpose conpiiter for the 
processing of natural languages. SLC system has been 
conceived by AFR Brown for automatic language translation 
and has been made available to Euratom by a research 
contract. The Russian-English machine translation system 
operational on the 7090 uses the SLC. Scientific infco*-
mation processing center(CETIS) of EURATCM, actually is 
developing a new version of the systemfor the IM 360. 
Dictionary took-up procedure has been redesigned for a 
more efficient processing of very large dictionaries, 
iising special best processing techniques. 
i^SOCIATION FACTORS 
156. LUSTING(G). New class of association facotors. In: FID/ 
IFIP JOINT C0NFERENCE(Rome)(1967). Mechanized information 
storage, retrieval and dissemination. Ed by K;)ell Samuelson; 
213-24. 
The problem of association factors is being studied 
in connection with other research in automatic indexing 
and information retrieval. The paper starts from the 
hypoiitiesis that the similarity of meaning of two given 
words can be expressed byt the similarity of corresponding 
vectors of some wordr-word matrix. Several types of 
measures of such vectors are discussed and the iresuLts of 
a series of experiments using texts taken from abstracts 
in the documentation field are presented. As approach to 
further research on association factors, it to attempted 
to introduce a new definition of the significance of a 
component of such vector. 
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INTERACTIVE SYSTQI.EESIGW 
157. BC»lKO(H). Interactive document storage and retrieval 
system- design concepts, ^i FIE/lFIP JOINT CONFERENCE 
(Rome)(1967). Mechanized Information Storaget Retrieval 
and Dissemination. Ed by Kjell Samuelsoni 591-99. 
Interactive computer systems establish a dialog 
between man and machine. The system helps the user 
select authorized index terms for requesting information 
and provides him vith immediate feedback ccmceming the 
results of his action. Titles, authors and even abstracts 
and index terms of retrieved documents can be displayed 
on the scope. The principle and concepts to be considered 
in designing an interactive doctunent storage and retrieval 
system are discussed and illustrated by reference to the 
BOLD(Bibliographic on-line Display) system which is an 
operation at system Development Cooperation. 
ON-LINE 
158. KEDDGGCC). Converse- A system forthe on-line descritpion 
and retrieval of structured data using natural language. 
In: FID/IFIP JOINT CONFERENCE(Rome) (1967). Mechanized 
InfoxMnation Storage, Retrieval and Dissemination Ed by 
K;3ell Samuelsoni 608-621. 
CONVSRSE is the result of a project devoted to the 
development of ioiproved methods for communicating data 
and requests for data to a data management system. It 
follows the principal of data storage and retrieval 
component. It enhances user-computer communication by 
providing considerable computer-to-user feedback. Defina-
tions of the notions of 'fact* and fact function' are 
introduced and the CONVERSE Translation procedure reflects 
the generative aj^roach to syntax and semautics proposed 
by Chomsky and Katz. 
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ON-LINE SEARCH 
159. SHOWALTER(AK). Ttestosiris(on line search information 
retrieval information storage). In: FID/IFIP JOINT 
C0NFERENCE(Rome)(1967). Mechanized Information Storage. 
Retrieval and Dissemination Ed by Kjell Samuelsoni 683-91. 
OSIRIS System is a prototype information retrieval 
system having the following conrponents (l) microfiche 
file as remote computer terminal. Preliminary tests are 
carried out with the CRT/microfiche retrieval equipment. 
Discovery was made on new microreduction technique allow-
ing a 260: 1 reduction was tested. Storage techniqiae 
had the capability of storing 50,000,0008 j-" x 11" pages 
of information of the file. 
mOBLEMS 
160. M£ETA(A). Mechanized system of information retrieval in 
the field of information science. Int FID/IFIP JOINT 
C0NFER£NCE(Rome)(1967). Mechanized Information Storage. 
Retrieval and Dissemination. Ed by K^ jell Samuelson; 1968> 
437-443. 
Discusses that INDORES 4 have proved in consent 
with other pro;]ects of cooiputerized SI systems developed 
in other countries, that in reality the differences betwen 
separate prograomes for storing, retrieving and dissemi-
nating of SI are rather small, Anneed for international 
standardization of all basic progrsunmes for dissemination 
of information creation of international selecting 
languages for separate spheres of science and technology 
as well as for the whole social activity of mankind. 
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161. RUSCONI(F) and TERZI(P). Study of the enrichment of 
phrases, a means of obtaining the elements of summaries 
and abstracts. In: FIC/lFIP JOINT CX)NFERENCE(Rome)(1967). 
Mechanized Information Storage, Retrieval and Dissemina-
tion Ed by Kjell Samuelson; 1968; 247-268, 
Necessary premise to the correct comi|)atlon of a 
summary is the 'comprehension* of the text to susmarizet 
and the term comprehension acquires an especial meaning 
\dien referred to mechanical operator. The correlational 
analysis and particularly the study of enrichments may 
furnish many useful indicatlons» since the summing i;qp of 
a text can be considered the (^ posite process of enrich-
ment. At -Qie stage at ^ ich structural linguistics are 
in the field of correlational ana|rsis one can already to 
state the problems on a -tiieoretlcal level. 
162. SAHU£LS0N(K). Information structure and decision sequence. 
In: FID/IFIP JOINT C0NFEREMCE(Rome)(1967). Mechanized 
Information Storage, Retrieval and Alsseminatlon. Ed by 
Kjell Samuelson» 622-36. 
Paperless information handling of flexible document 
records in an (»i-llne man-computer system is assumed to 
serve a purpose for an individual or an organization. 
Fellows a logical decision sequence RAPIDS l^Aiich ioplles 
file structuring and algorithus design. Efficiency 
depend on processing of information sufficient for human 
action toward goal-achievement. Barriers between parsillel 
analog processing man and the hardware in use have to be 
overcome. 
, SEARCH STATEGY 
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163. CHIEN(RT) and PREPARATA(EP). Search strategy and file 
organization In computerized Information retrieval 
systems with mass memory. In: FIE/lFIP JOINT CONFERENCE 
(Rome)(1967). Mechanized information storage, retrieval 
and dissemination Ed by Kjell Samuelsoni 108-121. 
Solution is given to the problem of file-organiza-
tion and search strategy for a computer- based information 
retrieval system with a mass memory of some random access 
capability. The file organization found most suitable 
is a combination of an inverted file on the bucket level 
and a serial file within Hie bucket. Con^atible search 
strategies based on Boolean queries as well as linear 
queries are developed. 
164. SALTON(G). Search strategy and the optimization of 
retrieval effectivness. Int FID/IFIP JOINT CONFERENCE 
(Rome) (1967). Mechanized infoxmation storage, retrieval 
and dissemination. Ed by KJell Samuelsoni 73-106. 
Future real-time information retrieval systems may 
be expected to utilize automatic text analysis procedures 
for the preparation of analysed search requested and user 
feedback information for the generation of a useful 
search strategy. If the user population is large, and 
service is to be rendered simultaneously to many users, 
then it is not possible to process each search request 
against an entire collection of stored items. In present 
study, various search strategies are described, based 
party on document and request groupings. SMART system 
is used to evaluate these strategies. 
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SYSTEM 
163. £E3CKER(J). Shared use and development of mechanized IR 
systems In patent offices, Ini FID/IFIP JOINT CONFERENCE 
(Rome)(1967). Mechanized information storage, retrieval 
and dissemination ^d by KJell Samuelsion* 269-79. 
Patent Officers of many countries, throijgh an 
informal international organizaticm called ICIREPAT, in 
October 1964 started on a program of shared use and 
development of mechanized IR systems for various technical 
fields* this program is now slowLy coming into effect. 
Paper describes the characteristics of the preferred 
type of system, such as scope of field, type of indexing 
language, means for international exchange, and will 
also briefly touchuipon the envisa^d procedure for 
development of an indexing language for a particular 
field, problem hf co-ordination etc. 
TERM CLUSTER 
166. JONES(K Sparch) and JACKSON(D). Some experiments in the 
use of automatically- obtained term clusters for retrieval 
In: FID/IFIP JOINT C0NFERENCE(Rome)(1967). Mechanized 
Information Storage, Retrieval and Dissemination. Ed by 
Kjell Samuelsoni 1968* p.224 
Discusses purely clerical operations involved in 
document processing. Mechanization in tbe first case is 
accepted practice* and mechanized retrieval has become 
a matter^primarily of in administrative decision rather 
than investigation. Provision of classificatory docuaent 
specifications, tends to Inolve a very large amount of 
human effort, it is natural to look for mechanized alter-
natives* and it is with this question that C.L.R.U.projects 
have been primarily concerned. The classification of a 
document could also be use for a list to assign a document 
to classes automatically according to some rules. 
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TYPE SETTING 
167. KUNEy(JH), Computer type setting for scientific publlc-
tions. In: FID/IFIP JOINT CONFERENCE(Roioe)(1967). 
Mechanized Information Storage. Retrieval and Dissemina-
tion. Ed by Kjell Samijelsoni 510-28. 
Discusses the ability of computers to handle the 
variety of formats and special character requlz*ementst 
Including mathematical formulas and chemical structures 
etc. As projected on the basis of current experience, 
such a system might begin as soon as the autiior makes 
his manuscript and provide the scientific community with 
maximum utilization of manpower for intellectual process-
ing, potentiality for reducing redundancy in publication. 
Through a screening prior to first publication and methods 
of processing information for primary and secondary use. 
, STRSTEH, USERS STUDT 
160. SAHA(J). Users studies for evaluation of information 
system and litrary resources. In: FID INTBUJATIONAL 
C0NC31ESS ON DOClMENTATION(Buehos Aires) (1970). User of 
docuE^ntation, p.7* 
Study among the users is necessary to find idiether 
the Information system designed, and operated does the 
;3ob efficiently and eccmomically for the coomunity it 
serves. The organisation should identify, specific 
informaticni requirements, compaire them \diii existing 
services, study reader's habits and find out the problem 
az*eas. The effectiveness of the system may also be measured 
from data collected in the feedback proces and percentage 
of recall lapses is retrieval. This, however, often leads 
sub;jective opinion. Continuing research and experimenta-
tion is necessary to develop a methodology on the basis 
of which certain standards for evaluation could be founded. 
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, TECHNOLOGY 
169. EROWI(K R). Ed. Chadlenge of information technology. 1983, 
Amsterdan North Holland Publishing Conqpany* P 333. 
Proceedings of the ^1st Congress, Hong Kong, 13-16 
Sept.82. Presents all individual papers* the papers 
are presented in 4 individual sessions. 
170. NEW TECHNOLOGIES, intermediaries, end users. In: FORTY 
FIRST FID CONGRESS(Hong Kong) (1962), Challenge of infor-
mation technology. Ed by K R Brown. 1983> Amsterdam, North-
Holland publishing company* 149-217. 
Paper presented at tbB 41st FID Congress. The 
communicative resolution technology integration, intera-
action, distributed system, by T.Cecger and G.Wersig* A 
command language for the executive by S.A. Wolpert, Fvactber 
development of Union List of Scientific Periodicals 
database- IJ^ dating of database to 1932 version, nation 
wide on-line retrieval service for Japanese academic 
community, and compilation of database for periodical in 
Japanese, by M. Negischi and H.Ozawa* The consul tent as 
information Intermediary, by H.L. Dasa* International 
Referral Centre for Information Hauling Equipment. 
171. TECHNOLOGY AND today. Ig; FORTY FIRST FID CONGRESS(Hong 
Kong) (1982). Challenge of information technology. Ed by 
K. R. Brown. 1983f Amsterdam, Nortii-Holland Publishing 
Company* 11-78. 
Papers presented at the 41st FID C<»igress. Todays 
technology problems and coasts by P.J, Juge* The scope of 
the Japanese information industry in the 1980s by S.Akazawa* 
Technology and today- a third world view point, by H. 
Almada de Ascencio. The place for automation in libraries 
in developing countries, by S.W. Massil* Dialogue between 
a database producer and its users- a case history by E. 
Brenner, M, Graham and H. Moureau* Towards an online 
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integrated system at the National IMiversity of Singapore 
Library, By PWC Hochstadt, J. Quah and O.G.Hong; Stand-
ardization for documentation and library works- a review 
by S.NaitOy S.Ueda and H.Nakamato. 
172. TECHNOLOGY and tomorrow. In: FORTY FIRST FID CONGRESS 
(Hong Kong) (1982). Challenge of information technology. 
Ed by K.R. Brown. 1983> Amsterdam, North Holland Publishing 
Company* 81-146. 
Papers presented at ihe 41st FID Congress. Tomorrow's 
technology \^at can be taken seriously, by J.C. Gray* 
New technology and the future of scientific informaticm, 
by A.I. Hikhailor* computerised information system-
implications for society, By S.Artandi* Japanese charecters 
for bibliographic machine handling a status report, by 
H.Hakamoto, E. Naito, S.Ueda, K. Tamura,M.Nanda and T. 
Kamio* Information needs of human beings, by B. Yates* 
Computerised conference and information science, by A.J. 
Repo. 
173. AVENDON(Don M). COM and allied technology. In THIRTY 
NINETH FID CONGRESS(1978). New trends in documentation 
and informationi Proceedings. % by Peter J Taylor. 1980, 
London, Aslib, P 170-178. 
Computer-Output-45icroforms is the process of 
converting the output of a computer directly into a human-
usable form -ttiat can be read by people and recorded on 
microfilm. C(M breaks the information bottleneck by making 
information human-usable quicker and foster. A major 
benefit is dixplication- as many duplicates can be made 
as are needed* other benefits are in economy, retrieval 
and storage. Discusses the advantages of optical character 
recognition or computer-Input-Mi0rofilm(CIM). There are 
already 2 COM recorders. 
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^ , PROCESSING 
174. SCHWEIKHARDT(F). Processing technology: Chairman's 
review. In: THIRTY NINETH FID CONGRESS(1978). New trends 
in docuaentation and information: Proceedii^s^ £d by 
Peter J Taylor; 1980, London, Aslib, p. 161*^ 163. 
It is not too difficult to improve technology in 
the fields of reading, storing, copying and disseminating 
ideas or facts* it is more difficult to find a technology 
which can recoganise, select and present ideas or facts. 
The trends is to concentrate all knowledge and information 
in large data banks, to combine these with very sophisti-
cated information networks and to diminish the language 
barrier by automatic translation. World-wide cooperation 
is information and documentation is essential to cut down 
diq>lication. The other trends is towards more personnel 
files. 
, SECONDARY SERVICES 
175. iUTURE OF secondary services. In: FORTY FIRST FID CONGRESS 
(Hong Kong) (1982). Challenge of information technology. 
Ed by K R Bromi 307-338. 
Papers presented at the 41st FID Congress, ^ ng Kong 
13-16 Sept.82. The future of secondary services, by M.L. 
New field* Information science in historical perspective 
by E.H.B. renner* The future of Ei as a secondary service-
towards an engineering information supermarket by H. B, 
Landau* The future of secondary services- online print 
product? by I.L. Sperr. 
, TRAINING 
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176. CHQN£Z(Mandre). Informatics In the training of documen-
talists* In: INTERNATIONiO. CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR 
INFORMATION W0RK(RoiBe)(197l), (1972) Proceedings. Ed by 
G Lublodci 1^-155. 
The limits to the teaching of informatics at the 
different levels of training for documentalists are 
examined in tiie light of the plan of an introdiictory 
course indocumentary information tried out in France on 
students and also on practising documentalists in concli>-
sion 2 types of new, complementary bodies are defined, 
\diich wovtld guarantee developing countries fxall success 
in their efforts to train doctmientalists and would 
facilitate the setting ixp of an efficient documentary 
infrastructure: documentary 'workshops* and mobile 
service teams. 
177. KlllZ(Wemer) and RITTEL(Horst). Educational system for 
the information sciences. In: INTERNATIONAL COtfFERWCE ON 
TRAINING FOR INFORMATION W0RK(Rome)(197l), (1972) Proceed-
ings iid by Glubbock; 212-222. Information science is 
defined as the designing and installaticm of information 
systems. The foci around which education in the infor-
mation sciences should be organized are; theories and 
methods of information sciences* information processes* 
presentation and transfoznnation of data* technology of 
information systems* law and politics of information* 
organization and management of informati<»i systems. Course 
structure for undergraduate and graduate level for 
information sciences as a major and as a minor subject 
as well as study plans are proposed. 
178. HEAPS (Doreen) and MEYWORTH(Tanice). Information Science 
option in a conputlzig science ciarriculum. In: INTERNATIC^AL 
CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION W0RK(Rome)(l97l), 
(1972). Proceedings, ^d by G.Lubbocki 190-197. 
Information workers in Canada have been educated 
In library schools In departments of computing science. 
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or through a comblziation of industrial and self training, 
A description is given of an option in information science 
offered within a departnent of computing science. Special 
eoiphasis is placed on a laboratory Kdiich features a machine 
readable catalogiie and on-line terminal access to biblio-
graphical records. 
179. MENOU(Hichael J). Information revolution or revolution 
for information. Int INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ORAINING 
FOR INFCRMATI0N(Rome)(197l). Proceedings. Ed by G.Lubbock; 
449-453. 
The * informati(si explosion* obliges society to 
organise the circulation of scientific, technical and 
economic inforniation(STEl) items in the same way as any 
other economic activity. This is the industrial revoli*-
tion information. STEI is weapon in the struggle for 
economic and social advantages. In training for informa-
tion work it is essential to stress that the setting IQ) 
of sviitable STEI communication channels calls for profound 
changes in society and individuals and it is thus more-or-
less consciously rejected. 
180. PIROG(W). Educational issue in the FID progranme-II. In: 
FID INTERNATIC»}AL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION 
WORK (Rome) (1971). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock, 49-56. 
The problems of training docunentalists are a major 
concern of FID, The conniittee for liie Training of Docur-
mentalist has gradually expand to include the training of 
information users and in 1970> acknowledgeging its broader 
aims, it became tiie Committee on Education and Training. 
Poland has held the chairmanship and secretariat of the 
committee since 1959. The FID/ET Committee, along with 
organizing meetings and conferences within the organization 
and in foreign countries, has issued a publication. 
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18t7 W£RSIG(Gemot) and SEEGER(Thomas). Future of education 
for library and information work. In: THIRTY NINETH FID 
C0NCSIESS(1978). New trends in documentation and informa-
tion: Proceedings. Ed by Peter J Taylor. 1980, London, 
Aslib; p.431-437. 
Prognostic work in information and documentation 
is restricted in use because few studies deal specifically 
with education and training, studies are often national 
and the basic area is often different, ^ome future trends 
are common to industrialised and less developed countries. 
The increasing iisportance of data documentation requires 
new approaches to education and training programmes. 
Information practitioners and information scientists may 
become 2 distinct groups, eadi with their own training 
needs. Informationppractitioners are switching -ttieir 
attention from input to output. Information Workers need 
to learn how to communicate with users. 
, ARAB STATES 
182. HARBy(M K). Importance of training for information work 
in the Arab States. In: FID INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
TRAINING FOR INFORMATION W0RK(Rome)(197l). Proceedings. 
Ed. by G Lubbock; 185-189. 
Developing countries are in great need of informa-
tion units in all scientific fields. These tmits should 
drawepon existing experience and should be organised 
according to Hie most up-to-date standards. The similarity 
of language, culture, needs, and degree of pirogress in 
the Arab countries facilitates the establishing of 
information training centres on a centralized basis. 
These centres should be responsible for 1) prqper selection 
of personnel* 2) preliminary and continiiing training in 
current information procedures use of computers, prepara-
tion of abstracts, etc. 3) cooperation between centres 
through the creation of regional, national and international 
unions* 4) provision of expex*ts foom the developed countries 
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and reciprocal exchange visits* 3) organization 
of confex*ences to improve information services. 
, AUDITORS 
183* LI(David H). Tj?aining of auditors of information systems. 
In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION 
WORK (Rome)(1971). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbocki226-229. 
The increasing complexity and specialization in 
informati<»i technology call for careful consideration 
of the training of auditors to serve as liason between 
information specialists and users, \riiich should include 
basic knowledge of computer techniques, programming 
languages and information flow techniques. 
, BUSINESS 
184. KRUBECK(Ralph D). Training the business information 
specialist. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING 
FOR INFORMATION WORK(Rome) (1971), (1972). Proceedings 
Ed by G Lubbock; 207-211. 
Effective business information specialists must 
be thoroughly trained and experienced in both business 
management and information science. They must be capable 
of improving the business executives decision-making 
process, ^bove all, the business information specialist 
must be strong enough to maintain a high standard of 
professional perfoxnaance and integrity. 
, CONTENT ANALYSIS 
185. BOTTLE(Robert T). Title information content analysis as 
an aid to teaching the use of computers in natural lang-
uage IR Systems. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING 
FOR INFORMATION WORK(Rome)(1971),(1972). Proceedings. 
Ed by G Lubbock; 150-133. 
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Indexing terms from abstracting services are conpared 
with the corresponding titles as a collective class 
exercise. The proportion of direct matches synonyms 
and misses can then be caloulated for -Qie group and for 
various concept categories such as people, places, 
behavioural characteristics etc. Such title Information 
content analysis Is essentially the obverse function of 
a search of a natural language file. Its advantages are 
that (1) it does not require computer time* (2) a sub;)ect 
area can be chosen \^ich will minimize vocabulary problems 
for the students* and (3) it provides a good insight into 
natural language systems and their problems can stimulate 
useful discussion of these. 
, COURSES, SWEDAN 
186. WERNOlEN(Elsa). Report on practical experience of two 
Swedish courses for active information specialists without 
;)oumal training in I & D. Ig: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION W0RK(Rome)(197l). Proceedings. 
Ed by G Lubbock* 341-342. 
SINFDOK has arranged 2 post-graduate courses for 
qualified personnel newly employed in special libraries 
and documentation centres. Teaching has been in the 
form of a sandwich course. The courses are intended for 
the service-oriented type of information specialist with 
a good sub;)ect knowledge. They have been specially 
designed to serve industrial needs. 
, CURRICULAM, EEVELOFMENT 
187. VEENMUIS(AAM). Preparing for certificates for information 
science. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR 
INFORMATION l*0RK(Rome)(197l), (1972). Proceedings. Ed by 
G Lubbock;332-337. 
It is argued that informatics is more than coinputer 
Information: applied informatics must cover hijman aspects 
of information, collaborating with psychologists and 
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soclologists. Fundamental Informatics must encompass 
the * system concept*. There is a danger of information 
scientists and their education becoming isolated and 
hence there is a need for a sound theoretical basis to 
initial training. The advantages of a molecular structure 
for information courses are improved quality of education 
and adoptation to needs organizaticoi advantages* reduced 
costs and standardization of contents and levels of 
examination. 
, CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
188. NOVAKOVA(Hana) and MUNSAROVA(Kvetuse). Training for 
information work in Czechoslovakia. In: INTERNATIONAL 
CONEBIENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION ¥CHK(Rome)(l97l). 
Proceedings. £d by 6 Lubbock* 2B7-290. 
A new programme for the education of information 
workers at the Apartment of Lib. Ihf.Sci in Prague is 
discussed. Besides the general disciplines of library 
and information science with their application for 
science and technology, a complex of medical-informatlQn 
sub;)ects with consideration of special language training 
is proposed. This programme corresponds with the 
interest in the field of national health in Czechoslovakia 
which needs a nxMber of qualified information workers in 
biomedicine. 
, EEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
189. GNANY(R). Need to train documentalists forthe active 
participation of developing countries in international 
information network. Int FID INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
TRAINING FOR INFORMATION WORK (Rome), (1971). Proceedings. 
Ed by G Lubbocki 175-184. 
2 main actions are described as part of international 
cooperation in the development of new documentation tech-
niques. A broad outline is given of the International 
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Information system to Agricultural Science and 
TechnologyCAGRIS). The participation of developing 
countries in networks is then studied with particular 
reference to ACRIS regarding the input and output 
contributions expected from regional and national 
centres consulting the network. Among the conditions 
governing this participation, the need for training 
documentalist stands out as a very important one it is 
proposed that regional training centres be established 
in order to ensure manpower requirements. 
190. R0IBIGUEZ(Guadali;9e Carrion). Forcasting the curricula 
for education and training for information and documen-
tation in the developing coimtries. In: THIRTYNINETH 
FID CONGRESS(1978). New trends in documentation and 
information: proceedings. Ed by Peter J Taylor, 1981, 
London, Aslibi 438-451. 
% e Latin American information and documentation 
training curriculum must be designed in terms of the 
professional who will emerge at the end of the course. 
The new professional will have to cope with 2 realities! 
the less developed sector and the developed sector. The 
core curricialum shoiald include: service, administration, 
comoiunications technological advances, organisation of 
documentary, resources and research techniques. Post-
graduate course will need for specialisation and research, 
, DOCIMHITALISTS 
191. ARNTZ(Helmut). Responsibility of the state for training 
in documentation and Information. In: FID INTERNATIONAL 
CORRESPONISNCE OS TRAINING FOR INFORMATION WORK (Rome) 
(1971). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock;57-63. 
The state has often overlooked its own best 
interest by failing to assume more responsibility for 
the training of documentalists over all, scientific docu-
m^italists. The quality and range of information available 
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to a government is an obvious factor in its effectiveness 
hence its responsibility for the training of the docu-
mentalists of >diom exacting professional qualifications 
and coomitment are required. Training undertaken in a 
centralized way in socialist countries since 1930's has 
been sponsored by industry. The above mentioned training 
will benefit nations individually but will expand the 
possibilities for international infonaation exchange. 
192, BOTTASSO(Eiizo). Present day problems of training Libra-
rians. In: FID INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FCR 
INFORMATION WORK (Rome), (1971). Proceedings. Ed by G.Lubbocki 
126-129. 
Personal and creative work in the field of informa-
tion, communication and retrieval, is now chiefly an 
American task. Italy is in a disadvantegous position 
because of the poor standard of conventional library shall 
in imiversities. An interest in librarianship and biblio-
graphy is needed for the professional of librarians and 
for the firm grounding of the newly established schools of 
informaties at the University of Pisa and Turin and the 
proposed school for the training of librarians and 
archivists at the University of Genoa. 
193. CESTAC(Francoise). Exchange of trainees and training 
programmes. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR 
INFORMATION W0RK(Rome)(197l). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock* 
86-92. 
The term exchange is to applied to the relationship 
between trainers and trainees in the field of information 
science UFOD's reading principles are based xxpcm. a non-
directive pedagogy. Exchange programmes of UFOD exist 
tiiroughout the world and are organised in France and in 
foreign countries around the abilities and interests of 
-Qie trainees. The psycho, pedagogical aspect of -Oie trainees 
behaviour is discussed. The need for striking a balance 
between the desire for producing an elite and equalizing 
levels of knowledge with regard to differences in mentalities 
and socio-culturaL backgrounds is underlined. 
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194. DEBQNS(Anthony). Educational programme forthe information 
counsellor. In: THIRTYNINEm FID C0NCSRESS(1978), New 
trends In documentation and information: proceedings. Ed 
by Peter J Taylor. 1980, London, Asllb; A83-493. 
Librarians meet user needs if these needs are 
logistical, administrative and managerial. The informa-
tion counsellor is needed to reconceive user need. 
Librarians interpret information needs but ignore the 
basis of that human need. The information counsellor needs 
competency in eliciting user information need, in under-
standing the nature of available resourses -Qieir accessi-
bilaty and use, in formulating strategies, in interesting 
the user, and in teaching. Proposes a curriculum for 
undergraduate preparation, a master's degree and doctorate. 
The role of information comsellor differs from that of 
librarianr- ibe information counsellor is not a revamped 
librarian. 
193. QIFCXlINO(Alfonso Caracciolo). lAiiversity training of 
information specialists. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFBIENCE ON 
TRAINING FOR INFORMATION WORK (Rone) (1971). Proceedings. 
Ed by G Lubbock* 70-85. 
A proposal is made for an integrated approach to 
the University training of information specialists >^ch 
would Include, besides a grounding a library and dociimen^  
tation sciences, the computer, commimication, management, 
and system sciences. The last 2 are of particular impor-
tance for the design and (^oration of large information 
systems oriented towards the solution of scientific, 
technical and social problems. Particular emphasis is 
given to the training of researchers in the area of 
lnformati(»i science and the need for a strong background 
in mathematics, systems engineering and the hxxaan sciences. 
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196. EDUCATIONAL ISSUES In the FID programme-I. In: 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION 
WORK(RoBe), (1971), Proceedings. Edited by G Lubbock. 
1972, The Hague, FIDi 397-A02. 
Contains Invited and submitted papers given at 
the following sessions: (l) Training of Information 
specialist* 2) Gaining of Information users. 
197. FARRADANE(Jason). What are the desirable personal 
characteristics of an Information scientist. In: INTER-
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFC»HATION HfORK 
(R0me),(l97l). Proceedings. Ed by ^ LubbocW 160-163. 
The effectiveness of many tasks In Information 
work depends upoai the direct Intercommunication ofthe 
InformatlcQ scientist with their users. The desirable 
personal characteristics of the information wox^er, to 
be litoked for In students In particular, are therefore 
considered in detail. These are: a relatively wide 
range of knowledge and Interests, persistence In effort, 
and on outgoing personality together with the ability 
to present Information accurately and logically. 
198. HARBO(Ole) and KAJBERG(Lelf) Need for a theoreUcally 
based education. & : THIRTYNIENTH FID CONGRESS(1978). 
New trends In documentation and information: proceedings. 
Ed by Peter J Taylor. 1980, London, AsllW 475-A82. 
Modem technology makes It necessary for the 
Information officer to bec<»e a specialist In Informar 
tlon systems and Information transfer. The Information 
officer must Interact with the user at the aU stage of 
Information process. A knowledge of overall Information 
structure Is need so that the Information officer can 
refer people idien necessary. The Information officer 
need to be tau^t knowledge, principles, methods and theory 
common to all Information systems* detailed knowledge of 
the subject can be learned 'on tiie job*. Discusses the 
advantages of a research based education. 
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199. KATZ(Ruth M). Instructional package for in-service 
training of litararians and library technical assistants. 
In: FID International Congress en Documentation 
(Buenos Aires) (1970). Users Documentation 1970* 22. 
The process of design and development and the 
contents of prototype instructional pakage suitable for 
use by individuals in xipdating their knowledge of 
library tools and techniques are described. Of the 3 
training passages developed, one is a oulti-iDedia package 
providing system analysis to library operations. 2 other 
packages providing instruction about reference work and 
Russian transliteration are directed to non-professional 
library personnel. Details of the experimental design 
and field-testing experience are reported with an 
assessment of future needSt user and implications of 
such training aids. 
200. KHEHAKHEH(MA). Thotights and suggestions on the training 
of documentalists. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
TRAINING FOR INFORMATION WORK (Rome), (1971). Proceedings. 
Ed by G Lubbock* 203-206. 
In light of needs of developing countriest the 
intrinsic qualities and technical skills required by 
the documentalist, in particular or in industry are 
listed and the need to recognise his key positi<»i stressed. 
A programme is described based on pptitude test and basic 
training followed by training in options. The special 
need for docunentaUst in Tunisia is surveyed. On the 
organisation of documentation at national level, emphasis 
is given to the need to create a network of communications 
among existing or new centres into contact yiitb. an 
outside dociimentation centimes at national level and 
provide iQ>dating sessions for already trained specialists. 
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201. KLINTOE(KJell). Users profiles In Industry. In: 
INTSINATIONAL CONFERENCE OH TRAINING FOR INFORMATION 
WORK (Rone), (1971). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock; 377-384. 
Scientists or researchers are discipline or topic-
oriented with sustained interests in this area, \<hile 
industrialists are activity oriented due to tiie fluctua-
ting pattern of demands posed to them by their customers. 
The demands of industrialists can best be met -through 
personnel dialogues vith an information officer i^o can 
provide stimulating, relevant information. The broad 
needs of industrialists preclude speaking about profiles* 
A more realistic structure and diversification in infor-
mation services are needed in order to transfer knowledge 
rather then simply to disseminate information. 
202. MEDICI (Luciano). Training in information: in adequate 
solutions and an open door to speculation. Int INTER-
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION WORK 
(Rome), (1971). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock; 267-71. 
The need to introduce elements of informatics in 
hi^er secondary schools is recognized and reference 
made to the successful experimental courses given at 
technical institutes under the aegis of the Ministry of 
Education based on the concept that EDP specialists 
should already be qualified in another field. The orga-
nization ofstich programmes on the vast scale is needed 
is hindered by lack of qualified teachers and the problems 
of equipment and the selection and creation of teaching 
material. Present educational programmes resources are 
sufficient in time to meet pressing market reqioirements. 
The consequences are size in cost specialists irx*espective 
of quality, a brake on c(MBputer use and proliferation of 
institutes speculating on the difficult labour market 
and attractive job prospects in EDP. 
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203. MEieRIAT(Jean), Analysis of the duties of a docuraen-
t a l l s t . In: INTERNATIONALCX)NFERENCE ON ORAINING FOR 
INFORMATION WORK(Rome), (1971). Proceedings. Ed by 
G Lubbock; 272-279. 
Presents a practical sketch of a report being 
prepared by the French Working Group on the Task of 
Documentallsts as the basis for an Investigation on 
the state of documentation In fiance 'and documentallsts* 
working conditions and professional status In order to 
Identify the action necessary to upgrade tbe profession 
and provide a dynamic policy of training and regarding 
for serving documentallsts. % e catagories of tasks are 
listed in very grate detail. 
204. NEW MARK (Mark G). Principles of work-coordinated training 
for information specialists. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
ON IRAINING FOR INFORMATION WORK (Rome), (1971). 
Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock; 291-95. 
2 over-riding principles for training documen-
tallsts or coordination, and perspective, optimum 
coordination of Instructional training and productive 
work to maximize training efficency is achived particur-
larly by designing maximum feed back into the training 
programme to facilitate self-teaching, thus botli minimi-
zing Instructloner* s investment and speeding -Qie learning 
processes. Organization of -tbe documentation task in 
to an ordered procedure that helps the information 
specialist maintain perspective over the nfeole and part 
of the item on uriilch he is working facilitate the achieve-
ment of high-quality work that human-lndexlngs ralson 
d'etre 
203. SLAN£CKA(Vladimir) and ZUNDE(Pranas). Science and infor-
mations some implications for ihe education of scientists. 
In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION 
w5RK(Rome), (1971). Proceedings. Ed by G. Lubbocki 357-70. 
Ihere are several contemporary Issues >(hich 
bear on the question of information use by the scientist 
c<Momunity. 3 specific aspects of science are explored 
as to their inplications on information use. To provide 
adequate information education it is important thatt 
(1) the concept of education and training of -Uae 
scientific comnunity (2) the concept of education in 
scientific work. 
206. SVIRIIX)V(Felix A). Educational issues in the FID 
progranae-I. In: INTERNATIONAL (INFERENCE ON TRAINING 
FOR INFORMATION WORK (Rome), (1971). Proceedings. Ed by 
G Lubbock. 1972, The Hague, FIK 41-A8. 
The education of documentallsts, teachers, and 
users of information is a central FID activity. FID 
training recommendations include 'tiie need to train 
documentallsts at different levels, to take siethodo-
logical innovations into account by providing intro-
ductory courses on the computer, the principles of 
systems and cost analysis and programming etc. to 
recognise the inter->disciplinary natiore of information 
science and 'tiie necessity for close collaboration between 
training documentalist and librarians. The growing 
complexity of information, technology req\zires the train-
ing of users. If a solution is to be found to the widely 
recogiized need to achieve some uniformity and compati'* 
bity in information training in general and stimulate the 
establishment of national, reglona, and international 
training programmes Joint efforts at national, regional 
and international governmental and non-governmental level 
are required. 
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207. UNGUKIAN(Olgierd). Principles of the training of 
inforinati<»i specialists. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION WORK(Rome), (1971). 
Proceedings Ed by G Lubbock; 321-325. 
The fundamental differences existing between the 
qualifications of a librarian and those of an information 
specialists are discussed. Stress is laid on -the fact 
that the training of various vocational groups of infor-
mation services personnel has to be treated separately 
according to each scpecific gro\;|> 4 grouqps are indicated: 
technicians, analysts, semanticists and system engineers. 
The functions performed by each group are discussed and 
training principles for the 4 categories suggested. 
208. VAN G£JK(Marcel). Six year experience in the training of 
information officers throiJigh short sessions and university 
courses. In: INTERNATIONALCONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR 
INFORMATION WORK (Rome), (1971). Proceedings Ed by G. 
Lubbock; 326-331. 
Besides its activities in organizing and iaqplement-
ing information and documentation systems since 1963 the 
Bureau Marcel van Cijk has held more than 51-3 days 
training session, for a total of 4000 man days attended 
by more than 1,350 persons coming mainly from private 
companies public service and university libraries. A 
description is given of the Bureauis general algorithimic 
improvement p]X>granme for documentalist, i^diich combines 
initiation training and improvement and includes a high 
percentage of practical exercises. 
209. WY50CKI(Adam.).Educational and Training issues in UNISIST. 
In: INTERNATIONAL© CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION 
W)RK(Rome), (1971). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock; 29-40. 
The educational requirements of information scien-
tists, information specialists, scientists and editors 
and publishers are outlined. With the growing sophisti-
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cation of the organization, methods and techniques 
of infomation transfer, these groups must extend -Oieir 
educational programmes or Introduce new ones If -Uiey 
are to participate effectively in and profit Arom a 
world science information system. Out of 22 recommen-
dations of the UNISIST, 12 concering training and manpower 
issues, 13 concerning manpower development are taken as 
Hie basis for the proposed action concerning training 
and education. The specific topics discussed are tNudaing 
methods, techniques, curricula and educational management. 
, BIQMEnCCINE 
210. PlNTO(Harisa Signorcelli Teixeira) I£ANCeAI£(Naria 
theresinha I>las) and POBLACION(Dinah Agniar). Training 
activities of the group of biomedical librarians of the 
Associao Panlistade Bibliotecarlas. Ij|: INTERNATIONAL 
CONFBIENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION W0RK(Rome),(l97l). 
Proceedings Ed by G Lubbock?301-303. 
2 projects %iere developed by the grov^ of Biomedical 
Librarians of Sao Panlo aimed at the professional loprove-
ment of its members and efficient training ofthe users 
of its libraries throtagh classes of bibliographical 
research and information dissemination. This training is 
to be implemented en a medium and long term basis in 
medical schools and other areas of education both at medium 
and advanced levels 
BRUSSELS 
211, LCflPHEVR£(H G). Training of documentalist librarians at 
the State Institute of Social Studies, Brtassels. Im INTER-
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ORAINING FOR INFORMATION WORK (Rome), 
(1971). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock; 230-240. 
The institute offers the only documentalist librarian 
diploma course in Belgium and a detailed outline ofthe 
course is given. Staffed by diploma librarians and docu-
mentalists of long experience and attended by nationals: and 
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foreignersy the training covers 3 years and 3 types 
of courses: general, technical and languages* 
ECONOMICS 
212. CRUZEIRI(Maria Manuela). Training of specialist in the 
field of econonic, documentationt An account of experience 
in Portugal. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR 
INFORMATION WORK(Rome), (1971). Proceedings. Ed by 
G Lubbock; 1956-159. 
The need for training information workers in ec(»io-
micseorganizing those working in documentation service, 
establishing guidelines for standards and ^vision of 
labour and incorporating knowledge of information science 
into the specializations of dociimentalist were some of 
-Qie problems concerning information idiich came to the 
light during the expansion of economy in Portugal. Ihe 
origin and structuz*e of the Economic Documentation Section 
of the National Institute for Industrial Resear(lNIl) are 
discussed. 
ISRAEL 
213. LEBOWITZ(Abraham E). Proposed undergraduate pro|pramme for 
training science librarians in Israel. Jnl INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE ON ORAINING FOR INFORMATION W0RK(Rome),(l97l). 
PX-oceedings. Ed by Glubbock; 223-225. 
Israels growing held for speedy and efficient 
access to scientific and technical information is 
hampered by lack of scientifically trained personnel. 
Basic and advanced degrees in Librarianshlp information 
science are needed. A proposed adaptation of a very 
intensive programme of science, engineering and education 
courses is described for the training of tedinical 
librarians and information officers. Librarianshlp courses 
are aimed at teaching the basic concepts, the use of litera-
ture for practical problem solving, the Independent running 
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of small industrial libraries or information centres 
and different service in larger libraries. 
, ITALY 
214. POR£LLO(Oreste). Wiat can be done in Italy about the 
professional preparation of information and documentation 
specialists. In: FID INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING 
FOR INFORMATION WQRK(Rome), (I97l). Proceedings. Ed by 
G. Lubbockf 304^307. 
The sitiiation in Italy for the training of 
information specialists is critical. After some basic 
consideraticms. 2 solution for rapid improvement of the 
situation are put forward: 1) to give concrete si^port 
to the FID Education and Tk*€dning Committee in order to 
make full use of teaching programmes and methodologies 
prepared by the Committee in documentary and information 
sector 2) to voe the international and national rules 
prepared by Hie bodies concerned with the imification of 
the sector as the principal object of the teaching in 
professional codrse for documentalists. 
215. TENTORI(Maria Califano). Italian Libraries Associations 
contribution for tiie professional training for librarians. 
In: FID INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OH TRAINING FOR 
INFORMATIOI WORK (Rome), (1971). Proceedings. Ed by 
G Lubbock; 138-141. 
Steps are being taken by the AIB towards the io^rove-
ment of librarian*s training in Italy. During its last 
meeting, Perugia the Association recommended the teaching 
of research methodology in secondary schools* the insti-
tution of suitalile technical institutes for training 
library assitants* and an item Kdiich has been considered 
ioperative, the creation of degree courses for librarians 
in Italian universities. A short account of the present 
unsatisfactory situation in Italy is given as well as 
Illustrations of various action to inQ>rove conditicms. 
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SOUTH AFRICA 
216. MALAN(SI). Implications for South African education in 
Library Science in the li^t of developments in 
information science. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
IRAINING FOR INPOEMATION WORK (Rome), (1971). Proceedings. 
Ed by G Lubbock. 1972, The Hague, FIDi246-260. 
Information function is regarded as an integral 
part of the library function and must be included in 
training. The current inconsistent terminology needs to 
be standardized. The conclusion is drawi that and 
information science in respect of library science cover 
one and the same field. In educating librarians never 
trends in the information function as well as Ihe socio-
cultural function of the library must be taken intqpproper 
account. Research-orientated training should be offered 
at master's level leading to doctorate studies. 
TUNISIA 
217. MASLIAH(M). Training of documentalist with a view to the 
needs of docuiKntation centres and specialized libraries 
in Tunisia. In: FID INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING 
FOR INFORMATTOil W0RK(Rome),(l97l). Proceedings. Ed by 
G Lubbock* 281-266. 
This general survey of docuoaentation training in 
Tisiisia covers contacts established at national and 
international level, and the results of 10 year teaching 
given by the Ali Baeh Hamba Institute. Based on 2 simul-
taneous enquiries carried out among documentalists and 
the mana^rs and users of documentation centres, statical 
information on the current sitiiation in Tunisia is given 
Tunisia now needs to support its present meditmi level 
caders trained in documentary techniques with a body of 
hi^er level documentalists in order to give the profession 
a proper status in the country and to create network of 
national information resources capable of being integrated 
eventi^ ally in an international information resources. 
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USA 
218. K£ENAN(Stella). Seminars for the seventies: a cooperative 
progranme for continuing education in the United States. 
In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON IRAINING FOR INFORMATION 
IfOhKCRome), (1971). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock; 198-202. 
2 seminars designed by the US National Federation 
of Science Abstracting and Indexing Services provide 
practical continuing education for information workers and 
focus on products and services other than the printed 
book form.&ophasis is placed on. the cooperation of the 
staffs of member services and information science faculty. 
A 3 day indexing seminar provides an introduction for 
beginers and assistance to experienced indexers in eva-
luating developments. A daily lead-topic-lecture is 
followed by discussicm of actual case histories. A 2 day 
computer based seminar aims at providing an understanding 
of essential criteria in making analytical evaltJiations of 
machine readable services. It covers an introduction to 
these services and machine systems technology, overview 
of available services, isqpact on the organization, cost 
considerations and utilization of services. 
, HUMANITIES RESEARCH PROBLEMS 
219. RABEN(Joseph) and FORTIEH(Fatal). Importance of humanities 
research to instruction in information science. Int FID 
DiTERNATIONXL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMAWON WORK 
(Rome),(1971). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock.1972, The Hague, 
FID; 308-312. 
Generally accepted area of use for computers is the 
sceintific and conmercial world. Humanities research 
dealing with verbal data raises the problems of manipula-
ting large amount of data, of handling diacritics, non-
Roman alphabets and even non alphabetic data. Even thornier 
problems are raised by disciplines such as musicology, 
archeology and art history %^ose data are not even verbal. 
Yet solution to these problems will bring precious advances 
in such fields areas library organisations. Interdisci-
plinary sections at professional meetings, both of humanists 
and information scientists, show that information science is 
already taking rxp the iiqportant challenge presented by 
humanities research. 
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, INTEG51ATI0N AND SEPARATION 
220, lrfERSIG(Gexnot)» Aspects of integration and separation 
in training for information and docuaentation. In: FID 
INTBUIATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION WORK 
(Koae),(l97l). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock; 3^5-353. 
There are nuaerous professional roles in infca*mation 
work which are at different stages of development and 
definatioQ. There is the field of coiqputer science which 
aiiBS to be coaqpletely integrated with infomation and 
docuaentation. The probleas of integration and separation 
in training occur in these general areas. The meaning of 
information yUaida. seems to be appropriate for information 
work is *reduction of uncertainty*. Taking this as a 
criterion for decisions about separation and integration, 
it will be found that inforraati(m science and conputer 
science could be quite separate witii regard to training 
lAiile the different occtq^ ational roles in the field of 
information and documentation should be reflected by an 
integrated system of education. 
— , JURISTS 
221. LUPOI(Hanrizio), Itoiversity training of Jurists in infor-
mation work. In: INTBINATIONALCCONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR 
INFORMATION WORK (Rome), (1971). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbocki 
241-45. 
As compared with cOier humanists, ;)urists in Italy 
are at a cultural disadvantage since neither the iniversi-
ties., the public administration nor the professional 
societies have done anything to train them in the utility 
and tiie techniqioes of automated information. This has 
resulted in incomprehension and rejecticm of the problems 
posed by informatics. It is suggested that Hie establish-
ment of appropriate university departments could provide 
a suitable environment for overcoming this situation. 
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^ LIBRARY SCIENCE 
222. FOSKETT(D). Survey of training progranmes in information 
science. Unesco Bulletin Litraries. 29, 1» 1975» 23-32. 
In 1972 the FID Education and Training Committee 
carried out a preliminary survey of training programmes 
in library information science by circulating questionnaires 
to nearly 80 universities and other institutions providing 
such courses. The full survey will be published by Unesco 
in document from but in the mean time this introduction is 
presented* reviewing the current position and some of the 
trends. Containing the following section: Scope and 
survey; Ihe need for change* Mechanisation; Theory and 
practice; courses and curricula; Teaching methods 
, MANAGEMENT 
223. DIJK(C Van). Managerial responsibilities in Information 
training. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR 
INFORMATION WORK (Rome), (1971). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock; 
6A-69. 
Industry is dependent for its management and opera-
tors on a wide spectrum of Information from bol^ internal 
and external sources. Information management and process-
ing are now becoming recognized as professional activities. 
Industrial managements tiierefore should stimulate and 
support profession at training for a varietyof functions 
in the information field such as records management, 
industrial libraries, information officers and informatlcm 
specialists. More stress should be laid on managerial and 
environmental aspects of the flow of Information. Espe-
cially, the larger firms with great experience in modem 
staff training techniques should cooperate with profess-
ional organizations and %^ere needed provided part-time 
teachers. Industry should also stress its views on the 
importance of information use and information transfer as 
subjects in all curricular of universities and o-Qier 
institutions of higher professional education. 
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MASS MEQEA 
224, MESSINA(Franco Fava). Experience i n the f i e l d of radio 
and televislori documentation. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION WORK (Rome), (1971). 
Proceddlngs. Ed by G Lubbockl 16A-168. 
The documentation a c t i v i t i e s of the RAI are 
centered around on automated and Integrated system based 
aa, the use of keywords recently adapted for audio-visual 
and \4rltten material In the journal is t ic area. The re -
cruiting pol icy for th i s system i s based on qualif ications 
and aptitude t e s t s and more detailed training follows. 
Courses are run on documentation work and EDP and are 
given by internal teachers. Tkxey cheraly run for 6 weeks-
4 devoted to tiieory and 2 to exercise. 
, PROHLaiS 
225. CECCATO(Silvio). Objectively and subjectively in infor-
mation woii£. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 1RAINING 
FOR INFORMATION WORK (Rome), (1971). Proceedings Ed. by 
G. Lubbock; 41^423. 
As long as men are convinced that our tho^^ts and 
speech are the reflection of the reality of -tine fact that 
surround via, theproblem of the objectively of Information 
is reduced to -tbe attainment of this 'reality which is in 
factsy unactlvable. In Science and philosophy, this pre-
si9posltlon has be^i greately weakened since we have 
become increasingly aware that thoughts and its content 
are the result of our own mental operations. Studies for 
the planning and construction of the so-called intelligent 
machine, the models of the mind, have given -Qie coi:^  de 
grace to the pres\4>posltlon will everything then be sub-
jective? The greater knowledge we now have of our mental 
operations convinces us to tiie contrary. 
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226. RIETTI(Rlcardo), Problems concerning the training and 
formation of specialists in the electronic data proce-
ssing sector. Ini INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING 
FOR INFORMATION WORK (Rome), (1971). Proceedings. Ed by 
G Lubbocki 313-16. 
Long coB;)any experience in the sector of training 
EEP specialists shows the *environemental' problem within 
\i^ ich the training of these specialists must take place. 
After outlining the characteristics of tiie curriculum for 
the training of EDP specialists, a possible structiire for 
a typical course is suggested, ending with a note on the 
didactic methods used by Moneywell Information Systems, 
Italy. 
227. ROZSA(Gyorgy). Information needs of social sciences. In: 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION WORK 
(Rome),(1975). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock; 371-376. 
Discusses: l) distinctive features of in the use of 
information by the two great fields of knowledge* 2) 
the tertiary information or a new communicaticm link» 
3) the equal partnership between research and information, 
discripency between demand for information specialist 
and their shortage owing to the greater attraction of 
research careers suggests/possible remedies for the 
situation. 
228. VEJSOVA(Anna). On some problems of system- interaction and 
training concept. Ini INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING 
FOR INFORiiATION W0RK(Rome),(1971). Proceedings. Ed by 
G Lubbock* 338-3A0. 
In developing information systems for science and 
technology a closer interaction between different infor-
mation modules is assumed according to the differentiated 
needs of various decision levels. These new trends should 
include training and educational programmes. Stress is 
given to the need for determining the social, technical 
and cviltural balance of the Information programme in each 
given environment. 
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, PROGRAMMERS 
229. BELLARDINELLI(Mario). Criteria and educational tools in 
the training of programmers. In; INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
ON ORAINING FOR INFORMATION W0RK(Rome)(l97l). Proceedings. 
Ed. by G Lubbock* 119-25. 
In considering the training of EDP specialists, 
didaetic methods are explored rather than content in the 
teaching of^rogram languages. The method \diich begins 
from a close examination of the imdividual elements of 
the language is rejected and it is suggested that it must 
be taught as a natural language. The overview of the 
language must be present before its elements are analysed. 
These elements will emerge as the student works to solve 
the real problems of the program and comes in contact 
with the c(Hnputer. The continuous manmachine interaction 
encourages an interest in learning, reinforces the infor-
mation ^^ch is acquired and lays dovn the premises for 
the development of creative activity. 
, QUALIFICATI(»J, SPECIALIZATION 
230. MORELLI(Marcello). Technical and functional Bianagement of 
data processing systems: Aspects and problems of qualifi-
cation and specialization. In: INTERNATIONAL OONFHIENCE 
ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION KroRK(Rome)(197l). Proceedings. 
Ed by G Lubbocki 280-86. 
The most in^ortant problems concerning the use of 
automated syst^as fordata processing in public adminis-
tration are those connected with the training of mangers 
at differ«it levels of qualification and specializaticm. 
The rapid growth in the information processing sector and 
the shortage of trained personnel tor^ modem data pro-
cessing must be diffused at all levels although the state 
administration must train its o\ia specialists since it 
cannot generally recruit them externally. Specialists are 
needed to study the functions of retrieval and filing 
systems and another group, programmers/operators, is needed 
to study and use automated information processing systems. 
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STANDAR05 
231. MARCHLEWSIC(Jadwiga). Mlnlmiim internationally agreed 
standards in information training. In: INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION W0RK(Rome)(l97l), 
(1972). Proceedings. Ed Ijy G Lubbock; 93-98. 
The problem of the transmission of informaticm from 
tiie point of view of present users needs and conditions 
are analysed according to 3 categories of scientific 
information workers and their respective tasks. The 1st 
group contains the workers engaged in basic information 
activity, the 2nd group contains all information workers 
concerned with aesearch on information "ttieory and tech-
niques* the 3rd group is represented by scientific workers. 
The training programme for these people exists on 2 leveisi 
at Uhiversity degree level and course level. 
, STUBENTS 
232. POSKETT(Anthony C). Methodology of resarch and i t s 
presentation. In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON IRAINING 
FOR INFORMATION W0RK(Rome)(197l). Proceedings. Ed by 
G Lubbocki 172-174. 
This course, idiich is one of the cations available 
to students taking either the Joint Honors undergradioate 
course(B.Lib) or postgraduate diploma course(lUp.Lib.) at 
the college of librarianshlp Wales, sets out to give 
students some understanding of the context within idiich 
research takes place, the problems in coBmunicating the 
resvilts of research, both intellectual and logistic, and 
the place of tiie library in the research environment. 
, SYLLABUS, EESIGN 
233. HIIMELOWCThomas). Basic elements in syllabus design. Im 
INTERNATIONAL CCMFERENCE ON IRAINING FOR INFCHMATION WORK 
(Rome) (1971). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock* 13A-137. 
The facMrs affecting the variety of courses now in 
existence are discussed with an analysis of the elements 
ccmaoa to all courses including motivation, insist, know-
ledge, judgement and action. 
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, SYSTEM ANALYSIS, NATIONAL PLAN 
234. ADIERLEY(John), Towards a national plan in applied 
education and training. In: INTERNATIC»fAL CONFERENCE 
ON IRAINING FOR INFORMATION W0RK(Rome)(l97l). 
Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock; 111-118. 
The National Cooiputing Centre has developed a 
system for the training of systems analysts uriilch 
provides complete training for the analyst at all levels 
in his career. The technique used has been the creation 
of packages. The need to provide coinputer education in 
schools was recognized in 1968 and the package developed 
is now widely used in the 17-plus age groxxp in UK schools. 
Az3 tier system has been developed to provide coiaputer 
appreciation courses for the management of UK industry. 
The package sqpproach, vAiile not being put forward as the 
only way of improving knowledge has been shown put forward 
as the only way of improving knowledge has been shown to 
be based on sound principles that work. 
TECHNOLOGY 
233. STAJANO(Attilo)« Contribution of technology to the cons-
truction of a new way of teaching. In: INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION W0RK(Rome)(l97l). 
Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock* 317-20. 
In the know society the growing social demand for 
education must be met through perscnialized teaching 
learning systems designed to prepare -tiie student not 
merely to acquire facts, but to develop skills and capa-
city. The use of the computer makes possible the setting 
t;^  of sdiools of stimulated laboratories in i^ iich the 
student is able to gain e3q}erience of matters otherwise 
outside the range of his possible experience at school. 
Thus, he is prepared to operate in a professional environ-
ment subject to very rapid evolution. 
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, UNIVERSITY 
236. FOSKETT( D J). NATIS: Preliminary survey of education 
and training programmes at University level in information 
and library science. 1976, Paris, Unesco; 149. 
A report based on replies to questionnaires distri-
buted by the Secretariate of the FID Education and Train-
ing Committee, and on other information si;^ plied by the 
participation countries* It forms a preliminary attempt 
to survey education and training programmes at Ifeiiversity 
level in information and library science, focusing more 
on major changes than on continuous development in the 
field. Some of the conclusion drawn suggest: the need for 
improving curricula to keep place with technological 
changes* that the key aim of intitial courses must be to 
provide students with vocational education; insufficient 
emphasis is placed on sociological matters in research* 
that the standard of lecturing would improve if more 
lectureBS participated in teaching courses with new methods. 
? USERS 
237. CYA(Carlo). Use of technical information: Theory and 
practice. In: INTBINATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR 
INFORMATION W0RK(Rome)(197l). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbocki 
424-A29. 
Users, particularly technician in small and medium 
sized firms without documentation services, must be stimu-
lated to seek information. Information must be available 
in quickly absorbable and acceptable forms. An account is 
given of the promotional efforts of Italian organizations 
to provoke awareness ofthe need for continuous i9}dat0d 
information and 3 essential points are suggested to its 
achievement: Sectorially specialized documentaticm centres 
si:qpport for the centres by promotion and cooperation and 
sale of information on the principle that something bought 
is more hi^ily valued than something gratis. 
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238. NIKNAILOV(AI). Tlraining of users of information. In: 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION 
W0RK(Rome)(l97l). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock; A03-6. 
Tredning of infomation users is essential both from 
the economic and academic points of view- for further 
progress of science and technology. The Moscow state 
University was the first to establish an inter^facuity 
chair of scientific information in the 1963/64 academic 
year. The course is divided into 3 parts- Sources of 
Scientific information* Retrieval of Scientific Informa-
tion* and tk use of Scientific Information. Progranmes in 
informatics varying in size and content, have been intro-
duced at a number of Soviet Institutions of higher learning. 
BUSINESS INFORMATION 
239. KRUBECK(Ralph D). Tt*aining the business information user. 
In: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION 
ON W0RK(Rome)(197l). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock* 435-37. 
!nie creation of information ftom data threatens the 
business executive & status, pride and security. The 
specialis't- educator must be highly sensitive to the 
business user's emotional reaction to^information. Reali-
zation by the information specialist of this situation 
will dictate an educational process consisting of equal 
parts of classic dialectic procedure and emotional setting 
of information system benefits. 
, EDUCATION 
240. ARCIFR£TE(Giovanni). Need to prove special instruction 
for information clients to enable them to take part 
intelligently in information systems. In: INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION W0RK(Rome)(197l). 
Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock* 409-13. 
Information clients of governmental and private 
services need special instzniction to enable them to share 
intelligently in the information system. Anoptimal 
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education programme must be developed in order to 
optimize the use of information by the consumer. 
Documentalist^ correspondent's from groups of technicians 
or organizations using the Italian Defence Technical-
Scientific Documentation Centre are being trained to 
acquaint themselves with user's needs and to educate the 
users. 
FRENCH 
241, RENAUD(Ivan G). Ti*aining of users of the French. In: 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION 
W0RK(Rome)(197l). Proceedings. Ed by G Lubbock; A5A-58. 
The concepts of convincing senior executives of the 
importance of information systems and of initiating 
technicians, scientists and researchers in the use of 
information are discussed and show the need for a training 
progranae. The programme consists of 6 groiq> sessions 
of 2 hours, over 3 weeks and of 2 consultant interviews 
between trainee and the organizer ^o comes to visit them 
for 1 hour between sessions. A timed manual is provided 
for the instructor and usual materials are used. The 
effects of the course will be more useful and cheaper 
innovation, better knowledge of markets and communication 
between staff and clients will improve. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
2A2. FOSKETT(D J). User psychology. Im INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
ON TRAINING FOR INFORMATION WORK (Rome) (1971). Proceedings. 
Edfe by G LubbocW 385-396. 
The study of the user involves knowing the mental 
processes in learning and information seeking. Recent 
work by Piaget, Guilford, Vygotsky and Luria in particular 
are important in demonstrating how percepts are transfor-
mated into concepts by being assioiilated into an organized 
Structure of notions. The information user is trying to 
enlarge his self by proposeful each search for the missing 
part of his o%ai structure, not (xaly by requesting 'bits' 
of information from a store, but also by deriving insight 
from reading tiie work of creative writers. 
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? USSR 
243. MIKHAILOV(AI). Training of information specialists in 
the USSR. In: INTERNATIOIiAL CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR 
INFORMATION W0RK(Ro«e)(197l). Proceedings. Ed by 
G.Lubbock; 99-107. 
Die system of training information specialists 
in the USSR provides for continuing education of 
information officers and management personnel of infor-
mation services as well as researchers in the field 
through post graduate courses. The All Union Institute 
of Scientific and Technical Information(VINITI) is the 
main institution offering comprehensive facilities. The 
VINITI refresher courses, lidiich include Scientific-
Technical Information, Mechanization and Automation of 
Informaticm Procedures, References Information Collection, 
lAiiversal Decimal Classification and the Methodology of 
its Application will be reorganized in 1972 into an 
Institute fortfae Advancement of knowledge of Information 
workers. The central Patent Refresher Institute for 
managerial Personnel, established in 1968, xmdertakes 
training for patent information work. A processing and 
Presentation has been introduced at several Polytechnic 
Institutes. 
, aREAOMENT, COST ANALYSIS 
2A4. MOUREAU(H). French Petroleum Institute as an exaaqple of 
and specialised informaticm systems and the cost-
effciency of different types of information treatment. 
In: THIRTSNINETH FID CONGRESS (1978). New trends in docxi-
mentation and information: Proceedings, ^d by Peter J 
Taylor, 1980, London, Aslibi p.3AO-351. 
The institute Franchais du Petrole is involved in 
national and international publication, scieeik ific and 
technical documentation, expert information, and the 
collection of relevant publications, on a large scale. All 
costs, indftuding stall hours, areitemised. The information 
centre has been aut(»ated since 1974. It has been foisid 
that direct replies to direct questions are very much 
quicker on-line than throu^ manual searching and much 
chepaer vrtien man-hours are costed, whilst the con^uter has 
also proved advantageous in management. 
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, LIBRARY, DIVERSITY 
2A5. CHAPUT(G). Design for a system of information treatment 
in a University Library. In*. THIRTY NINETH FID CONGRESS 
(1980). New trends in documentation and information, 
Ed by Peter J Taylor. 1980, London, AsliW 383-390. 
University libraries are notoriously traditional 
and hostile to change. Ab attempt is made to prwide a 
modSl for a library system based essentially on the needs 
of lAiiversity and regional users. Objectives are analysed 
in detail, followed by a study of resources and the 
development and management of collections. The factors 
involves are set out in 5 appendices, leading to a flow 
diagram showing how 16 flinctions of libary management are 
grouped in relation to processing, administration and 
liasion with users. 
, USE 
246. USE AND studying the non-user. In: FORTY SECOND FID 
CONGRESS(Zhe Hagi]e)(1984). Use of information in changing 
%rt)rld. Ed by A van der Laan and A A Winters; 57-82. 
Papers presented at the A2nd FID Congress. Stimu-
lat ing the use of information by P. P. Canisiust Studying 
the non-user by CrHarris* Stimulating the xose of informa-
ti<»i in a developing country by L Pringgoadisurjo. 
, USE AND NCN-USE 
247. USB AND noa use of information: For decision making. In; 
FORTY SECOND FID CONGRESS (The Hague) (1984). Use of 
information in changing world. 1984, Amsterdam, North 
Hollandf 27-55. 
Session B of the 42 FID Congress 1984. There are 
the papers presented in th i s session. Information for 
middle managment decision making by M. V. Hill* Decision 
making process and the information needs of and use by 
the managers in business and industry* an overview, by 
Pratap Lingam. 
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, PUBLICATIONS 
2 ^ . EROWN(K R). Ed. Library, dociimentatlon and archives 
serials. Ed. A. 1975, The Hag\ie, FID» p.203. 
A complete new and i^dated version of the 3rd ed. 
coiQ>aired from questionnaires conipleted during 197A. 
Details are given of approximately 930 in-print serials. 
For each entry, the following informations are provided: 
Title and acronym* sub-title* translated title for 
transliterated titlesj Former titles* spitnsoring body/ 
publishers and address* subscription address* date the 
present title started* frequency* annual subscrilpion 
prices* contents. Index and languate* and secondary 
services idiich index the title, 
249. FID-PERIOmCAL Publications. Informatika. 19, 4; 1985* 
255-260. 
Gives detailed descriptions of each of the 
periodicals produced by FID lists their age, in 1985, 
freqiiency, language and publisher. 
, VORKIliG GROUP, EEVELOPING CX)UNTRIES, DOCUMENTATION 
NATIONAL CENTRE 
250. FID/DC Working group. Function and organization of a 
nationalddocumentation centre in a developing country. 
1975, Paris, Unesco Press* p.28. 
This study draws upon existing experience and 
established knowledge to show how to handle necessary 
working processes connected with the establishment, 
structure and organisation of such a centre. The aim is 
to provide docunentallst, librarians and other responsible 
for setting vq? centre with a survey of possible wajrs and 
methods of carrying out their "taisk. Contains the following 
sections, each of which is followed by recommendations*. 
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Ihe terms *docimentatlon' and 'Informations The role 
of the state in establishing and managing the national 
documentation, information and library system. Tasks 
and functions of a national documentation centre(NDC) 
also noted. 
, STANDARD REFERENCE CODE 
251. LLOYD(G A). IntroducUon to the FID's SRC project, 
FID News Bulletin. 22, Q9i 1972; 104-105. 
The working gcoxxp on the SRC was established in 
1971. Its work has been motivated by the need of UNISIST 
and other projects, for a broad system of ordering to 
facilitate switching between diverse depth indexing 
language, and by the desire of many for a drastically 
reformed UDC. The groiips initial investigations reveal 
about 5,000 subject search-fields requiring a 4-figure 
basic notation. But a more theoretical approach leads 
the groxxp to conclude - (1) that SRC should conprise 2 
hierarchial schedules with a decimal notation and (ii) 
that ordering by integrative levels, though suitable for 
the 2nd category may be less so far disciplines. The 
SRC programme remains flexible, but a draft of the full 
version should be ready by 1974 or 1975. 
252. SCIBOR(Enginuisz). Standard Reference Code- an attempt 
at elaboration of a code linking various indexing langua-
ges. Informatics! News and sources. 7, 8» 1974; 254-256. 
Paper at the 36th FID Conference, Budapest, 1972. 
Some problems concerning the elaboration of the SRC for 
UNISIST* s needs are discussed. Recommendations of the 
UDC Advisory Panel and the decisions of the Warsaw FID/ 
CCC meeting(Oct 71) are presented. A working groups was 
set vcp to develop the SRC and the result of those activi-
ties are described. 2 preliminary alternative version of 
-the scheme for s\:q)erordinate classes in the SRC are 
described. The decision at the 36th FID Conference, 
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relating to Hie transformation of the working into an 
independent FIE/SRC groiqp, are discussed. Suggestions 
for Polish information services. Following on from the 
elaboration of SRC, are presented. 
,910AD SYSTEM OF CRUEING 
253. COATES( E J). FID Broad System of Ordering Panel(FIE/BSO): 
Looking back 12 years - and forward. Int. Forum Inf. Doc. 
11, 3» 1986; 65-66. 
The history, programme and future plans for the 
Broad System of Ordering are described. 
254. RYBATCH£lIKOV(Vladmir). Development of Broad System of 
Ordering for UNISIST pnrposes. International Classification. 
1, M 1974i 20-21. 
Outline of the functions of a BSO as a switching 
mechanism in the UNISIST project Cooperation has taken 
place with FID \idiich set xip a working grot;qp for the 
elaboration of sub;)ect Reference Code (SRC) in 1972. 
Structure, notation and display of SRC as a result of 
-tile 1st years discussions are mentioned as well as the 
use of existing experience and the work planned for 1974. 
, PROGRAIME, INFORMATION, USERS STUDY, DEVELOPING 
COUNORIES. 
255. SRINIVASAN(S). Impact of users study in the lB;)rovement 
of documentation services in developing countries. In: 
FID International Congress ON DOCUMENTATION(Buenos Aires) 
(1970). Users of Dociuaentatlon* 14. 
As documentation aims to provide as efficient 
scientific Information service from all sources to the 
user, there is a need to carry out user studies at local 
level is every field of science from time to time. Unlike 
in advanced coxmtries, sufficient importance has not beei^  
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lelt is developing countries for various reasons. To 
tackle this problem through on indirect approach, as 
against the current practice of conducting a large 
survey, viz.- 1) Studying various references cited 
by the user in their scientific and technical papers 
contributed to several national and foreign periodicals, 
2) ^al3rsing conQ>laints of users on the existing sevuke* 
and 3) Observing users * methods of collecting information, 
etc. This approach is found to be easy, provides proper 
guidelines to asses users needs economically and can be 
attenqpted at any local level. 
PART THREE^  
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Author l^ y^-^  
Haittfi. SilttJio, [A] 
Abouade. (B« Olabimke) 49 
Addt^ley' (John) 234 
Alvarez 3-Ossorio (JRP) SO 
Alvarez -Ossorlo (Perez) and 
Gultard (Alara) 1 1 
AauBudidsen (vlbeke) 116 
Aamunsen (vlbeke) Il7yll8>l20 
Anderla (Gedges) 125 
Arclprete (Giovanni) 240 
Arutz (Nelmut) 2>ll4,l9l 
Arsenijevlc (vesna) 3 
Atherton (P) and Freeman (RR) 152 
Aubrac (R) 80 
Avenden (Oen M) 173 
[B] 
Bajilier (Melena) 4 
Basora (IM) 96 
Bellardinelli (Mario) 229 
Berul (LM) l50 
Bivuis (Kathleen T) 96 
Blagden (John F) 105 
Borko (M) 157,l2B 
Borko (Marold) and uosa (Marta) 5 
Bottle (Robert T) 185 
Bottasso (Euzo) 192 
Brimelon (Thomas) 2S4 
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De Wijln (jantl) and Vander Lau 4I 
Oiforlno (Alfonso Caracciolo) 195 
Uljk (evan) 223 
Oosa (Marta) 6>l24 
Dosa (Marta) and Boroko (H) 5 
Dosei (Marta) and Frochlich (Thomas) 48 
[F] 
Farradame (jason) 
Felber (H) 
Fokdi (Tamas) 
Fold! (Tamas) and Megedus(P) 
Fortier (P) and Raben 
Foskott (Authorn yc) 
Foskett (D) 
(J) 
Freeman (RR) and Atherton (P) 
Fronchlich (Tomas) and 
[G] 
Gletz (Rlcaro A) 
Gi l jaresklj (RS) 
Gnamy (R) 
Goedebuure (Ben u) and 
Grif f i ths (jose-Mam) 
Dosa)M) 
Keenan (S te l la ) 
197 
55 
52*53 
218 
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